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The new DJ-580TA takes the 
lead in super-compact, 
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handheld technology. Gener- 
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twin - band HT you will find with so much power going 
for it. 

Great sound, excellent sensitivity, and a comfortable, 
ergonomic design make this mini very hard to beat. 

Alinco's DJ-580TA has Full-Duplex Cross Band Opera- 
tion and Cross Band Repeater Functions with real world 
power and excellent sensitivity. Airband receive with 
simple modification. 

This unit has built in DSQ for paging, CTCSS encode 
and decode standard, various scanning functions, 
3 power level selections for each band, bell function, 
and an illuminated keypad. 

New MCF function allows you to set the 40 memory 
channels regardless of which channels you want for 
Vt-IF or UHF. Any combination is possible. 
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EDITORIAL 
Working The Meteors 

Amateur radio operators communicate via a In amateur radio circles, meteor scatter com- 
number of different propagation modes. There's munication revolves around the various meteor 
sporadic E, troposcatter, EME, auroral propaga- showers that occur throughout the year. The 
tion, lightning scatter. rain scatter, and aircraft major showers are listed in Table 1. Some 
scatter-a whole host of ways to work other showers last only a few hours, others last for 
amateurs. One mode in particular, meteor scat- several days. They can peak any time of the day 
ter (bouncing a radio signal off a meteor trail), or night. Because the number of meteors pre- 
is a prime one for VHFIUHF DXing. sent in a meteor shower is so concentrated, the 

probability of completing a QSO is greater. 

The meteor connection 
An excellent opportunity 

The Earth is bombarded by large numbers of 
meteors every day. Ranging in size from that of Meteor scatter is a challenging mode to work 
a grain of sand to a pebble, these meteors burn and this summer presents an excellent opportu- 
up in the atmosphere, leaving a trail of ionized nity to do so. It's been predicted that this year's 
gases in their wake. On a clear night, you can Perseids meteor shower may. in fact, be a mete- 
see quite a few trails. The best time to view or storm. Consequently, the opportunity to 
them is after midnight, when the number of make contacts will increase exponentially. Joe 
meteors increases. Although the individual Lynch, N6CL, author of CQ magazine's "VHF 
trails are very small and don't last long, they are Plus" column brings you up-to-date this issue 
capable of reflecting radio signals of up to 150 with his article, "The 1993 Perseids: A Meteor 
MHz-or more, in some instances. In meteor Storm?'Along with a short history of meteor 
scatter communications, messages are transmit- scatter propagation. Joe discusses the predic- 
ted via either SSB or CW (high-speed Morse is tions for this year's Perseids and gives a run- 
popular in Europe). These messages are repeat- down on how to make meteor scatter contacts. 
ed many times in order to enable receiving sta- 
tions to pick them up. 1n the continental United What do I need; what do I do? 
States, the best months for random meteors are 
June through August. What equipment do you need to listen in or 

Although meteors enter the atmosphere every make contacts yourself? On 6 meters, a basic 
day, their number increases greatly during cer- radio and a 3 to 5-element quad will do. For 2- 
tain times of the year. These incidences of meters, the equipment required is a bit more 
increased meteor activity are called meteor involved. You'll need a 150-watt amplifier, a 
showers. sideband radio, and a 12 to 1 5-element 2-meter 

beam. As for 10 meters, you've probably 
Shower Date 

Quadrantids January 1-6 
April Lyrids April 19-21 
Eta Aquarids May  1-7 
June Lyrids June 10-21 
Ophiuchids June 17-26 
Capricornids July 10-August 15 
Delta Aquitrids July 15-Augu5t 15 
Pices Australids July 15-August 20 
Alpha Capricornids July 15-Augurt 25 
Iota Aquarids July 15-August 25 
Perseids July 25-August 18 

October 16-October 26 Orionids 
Taurids October 20-November 25 
Cepheids November 7-November 1 1 

November 15-November 19 Leonids 
Geminids December 7-December I 5  
Ursids December 17-December 24 

already made meteor scatter contacts without 
even knowing it. T~ give i t  a try, simply listen 
for a series of bursts from a transmitting station, 
and return the call. Read Joe's article for help- 
ful hints, and on some of the showers 
listed to hone your skills. 

Set time aside this August to work meteor 
Scatter during the Perseids. It's an opportunity 
you don't want to miss! 

Lit t lef ield$ KA I STC 
Editor 

!3'hl'""li1phy 

I .  120 fJ<x,le. (;?YWX. "R.leleol Sc;~licr-- rhi. B . , , ~ c , : ' P , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ I  W,,,.I,,,~, Apl,l 

1991. I,.,gc, 18 32. 
2. Iqrc Rr15el-1. W I l k .  "VH1:IIIIIF Wolld." Hi,,,! K<rdi,,. Junc IYXJ. p:lgc\ 
82-92. 

Table 1. Major meteor showers. 3 JOC I<ut\erl. W I J R .  "VIII-IIIIII- WOI-~C~." //,rut K,vir,,. July 19x4. p;~gc ? I  
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IT'S THE nEHT GEnERATlOn 
I MULTI- l0DE GOIITROLLERS. 

N ow, there's a new standard of excellence in multi-mode digital controllers ... the new PK-900 from AEA. 
It incorporates all of the features which made the PK-232 the most popular multi-mode controller in the 
industry. But that's just the start. AEA's new PK-900 also features dual port HF or VHF on either port; low cost 

9600 baud plug-in option; memory ARQ and VHF DCD state machine circuit; powerful triple processor system; 
zero crossing detector for the sharpest Gray Scale FAX you've ever seen; and many other new software 
selectable features. 
Inside and out, the new P K - ~ O O  . Pr@cesors used. Z~lo(] 64180. Motorola 68HC05C4. Motorola 68HC05B4 

from AEA is what other 8 Data tales 15 fa 1200 baud standard, up io 19 2K baud with exterrlal modems 
multi-mode controllers will now D ~ m m s i o m ~  11 75" 129 83cm) x 11.75" (29 81cm) x 3 5" (8 89cm) Welghl. 4 6 Ibs (2 08 kg) 

be measured against. Power requlremenls' 12 VDC at 1 1 amps 

Connect with us for what's new in multi-mode controllers. 
Call our literature request line at 1-800-432-8873. 

Advanced Electronic Applications, lnc. 
PO Box C21GO,200F 196th St SW. Lyclnwood. WA 98036 



LETTERS a 

Don't lose sight of your objective 
Several days ago I received the spring 

Communications Quarterly and was disap- 
pointed to observe from the article "Radio 
Receivers of the Past" that your magazine 
is perhaps losing sight of the original objec- 
tive of providing the latest communications 
technology? 

The article by Joseph Carr is well written 
and interesting, but is clearly published in 
the wrong magazine. I am really surprised it 
was accepted for publication in your maga- 
zine. There are numerous other magazines 
which are more appropriate for an article of 
this kind. 

If you are struggling for suitable technical 
articles, I can appreciate you have a prob- 
lem and I sincerely hope this is not the case; 
but if this article was chosen ahead of arti- 
cle addressing current technical issues, I de- 
plore your choice. 

It would be nice to see an article on prac- 
tical application of digital signal processing 
for a local oscillator of an HF transceiver. 

I normally really enjoy your magazine 
and I wish you all the best for its future. 

I sincerely believe if you lose your direc- 
tion and move away from solid technical ar- 
ticles concerning the present and future, 
your subscribers like me, who only want 
this type of article, will drop the magazine. 
Remember, the other sort of articles are al- 
ready well accommodated. 

Ian Williams, VK3MO 
Victoria, Australia 

A reader disagrees 
I must say that I am not in agreement with 
your editorial in the Summer 1992 issue. 
Your definition of your friend getting his li- 
cense in the "traditional way" does not 
(necessarily) coincide with mine. You'd be 
surprised at the number of incredulous 
looks I get whenever I describe the earlier 
days of amateur radio when there were no 
novices. I have been told-several times- 
"But there have always been novices!" 

I have always had a less than pleasant 
feeling about the lowering of the entrance 
requirements to amateur radio since the ear- 
ly '50s. No, it's not a case of "since I had 
to pass 13 wpm CW"-it's a feeling that 
the license should not be given away. 

You are surprised that the advent of the 
no-code license had brought more into the 
fold? My God! If Ford gave away Aerostar 

vans and people flocked to get them for 
nothing, would you applaud the method 
and be surprised that a large crowd arrived 
to get a freebee? I really think that's being a 
tad naive, no? 

I don't care whether it's CW or having to 
climb a greased pole, the license should in- 
volve some work and should require a 
strong desire to achieve the granting of it. 
Otherwise, its gaining has no meaning to 
the recipient. He or she gains no self-re- 
spect, no self-esteem and the license ends up 
not being a device that elevates the person. 

The idea of "try before buy" doesn't 
wash, either. I was licensed in 1947-no 
code tapes, no computer CW programs, no 
study guides, no digital tutorials. Just hard 
studying, hard listening to an old Comet 
Pro receiver to learn the code. Maybe a year 
of intensive study to take a single level entry 
test-the (traditional) CLASS B license ex- 
am! Thirteen words per minute (sending 
and receiving) and a comprehensive theory/ 
regulations test. No novice entry, no stepped 
upgrade levels-only the CLASS A privileg- 
es to study further for and to wait at least 
one year to test for. You had to want the 
ticket before you went through all of that! 
And once you held it in your hands, you 
knew that you would never do anything that 
would tarnish that piece of paper or all the 
hams who had gone before and earned the 
privileges you now were party to. 

Why not give away college degrees? Boy 
Scout merit badges? Purple Hearts? Let 'em 
try one on before you give one to them, just 
to see if they like it? Be honest! The swell- 
ing of the ranks is only desirable because of 
the sheer numbers, the political clout. I've 
never heard a single word about the quality 
of the new recruits-only their quantity. 

Make the license just a little more diffi- 
cult to obtain. Increase the technical re- 
quirement just a little, put in more ques- 
tions about proper operations and the regu- 
lations. Make sure they read and under- 
stand Part 97-all of it! Make pure memor- 
ization less easy. Then we all can be proud 
of the new additions and welcome them to 
the ranks with open arms and companion 
pride in their first accomplishments. 

Joe Weite, KH6GDR, T32BF, OXSJW, 
WA6VTX, WA6VTX/KL7, W2WJM, 

WtWJM/VOl 
Makakilo, Hawaii 

(Contirzued or? page 106) 
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Featuring a heavy-duty power amp rection to supress AC line currents, 
that incorporates 48 RF power MOS- an automatic antenna selector for 
FETs to ensure low distortion and up to four antennas and a wireless 
clean output up to 1,000 watts (100% remote control unit. 
duty cycle, 24 hour) SSB/CW, plus a 
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430 l'itrk i\\.c.. 2nd Floor New York. NY 10022 
Phone : (212).155.1380 Fax : (212).119.5227 

Telex  : 961114 JAPAN RADIO NYK 



HAL Announces the 

For Fast, Bandwidth-Efficient HF Data 

The PCI-4000 uses the latest development in HF data transfer methods-CLOVER-ll. CLOVER-II is 
designed to maximize the amount of data which can be transferred in a narrow bandwidth over 
HF radio frequencies. It uses a combination of four tone frequencies with phase and amplitude 
modulation to achieve data transfer rates as high as 60 characters per second-about ten times 
faster than AMTOR. The PC-CLOVER system incorporates Reed-Solomon error correction, not simply 
a retransmission scheme. The PCI-4000 is a full-sized PC card which operates in a 80286-based 
PC or higher. 

The PCI-4000 PC CLOVER system features: 
A ~ i ~ h e r  throughput than RTTY, AMTOR, Packet, or PACTOR on similar HF channel 
8% simple pull-down menu operation 
@%signal bandwidth of 5 0 0  Hz ( a 5 0  dB down) 
&plugs into your PC (286, 386SX, 386, or 486 machines) - 

&Easy interface to your transceiver 
~ ~ u t o m a t i c a l l ~  adapts to HF band conditions 
@%Error correcting using Reed-Solomon error correction 
You've read about it in the articles. Now you can operate CLOVER! 
Order your PC-CLOVER system today from HAL Communications Corp. 

PCI-4000 PC-CLOVER System 

HAL Comrnunlcations Corp 
PO. Box 365 
Urbana, IL 61801 
Phone (21 7) 367-7373 
FAX (21 7) 367-1 701 



The Fastest Counter Starts 
with the Fastest Chip 

*Digital Filter 
Technique (wtent p n d i n ~ )  

Filters stable signals from 
background clutter 

*Digital Auto 
Capture ,WCnt pndingl  

Holds present reading and stores 
previous reading for hands free 
unattended operation 

Works Even in Presence of 
Strong RF Signals 

.> - 
*Stores Frequencies 
Increased Sensitivity 

*Synchronous RF Detection 
S u w r  sensitive 16 s c m r n t  

10Hz-3GHz 
*Multifunction 

~andiCounter@ 
*Dual High Impedance 

Amplifiers 
For ratlo and time interval 
functions 

*High Resolution 
Ihrect count to over 200MHz 

*Extended Battery Use 
1 Year Full Warranty 

*All This and More for the 
Low Price of $279. 

Includes RD27, RD50, RDlOO 
....... RD440, RnRnn- Save $32 99. 

CC30 
Padded b ~1 

............................ carrying ,,", 15. 

, Factory Direct Order Line 

1-800-327-5912 
305-771 -2050 Fax 305-771-2052 
5821 NE 14th Ave, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 
5? ShipMnndling (Max $10) U.S. & Cnnndn. 154 ouL51dc 
continenlnl 0.S. Visa. M ~ s t e r  Cnrd. C.O.D. (Cash or 
Money Order only I .  

haiflaph operates ~ndrpendently 
from counter 

*High Speed ASIC 
220 rn~lllon counts per second. 

nE! ! ! ! ! l ln -nM F B - P F  
; i r s  F W b - b B  R . h W d W L W  
BE SURE YOU HAVE AN OElO INSIDE 



VERSATILITY PLUS + 

L.L. Grace introduces our latest product, the DSP-12 Mult i-Mode Communications Controller. The 
DSP-12 is a user programmable, digital signal processing (DSP) based communications controller. 

- - ..-- . -- - --- - -  - - - .  _ - )  . -  - 

Zoom for 

FEATURES 
Multi-tasking operating system bu 
'C-compatible (V40) architecture allows at 
Ipment of custom applications using no 
'C development tools and languages 
Motorola DSP56001 DSP processor - . - -  

Serial interface speeds from 1 10 t 
3ptional 8-channel A-to-D & Di 
3nd telemetry applications 
12-bit conversion architecture 
440 source code and schematics available 
3AM expandable to one megabyte. Useabl' 
nailbox feature, voice mail and developme 
EPROM expandable to 384k bytes 
_ow power requirements: 10-1 5vdc, 750m 
3 analog radio connectors. RX & TX cal 
;plit in any combination. Programmable tu  
~utputs are available on each connector 
Many modems available in the basic unit, 
ncluding Packet, RllY, ASCII, and PSK modems 
or high speed packet and satellite work 
30th V40 and DSP programs can be down- 
ine-loaded from your PC or a bulletin bc 
lou can participate in new development! 
3uilt in packet mailbox 
J40  and DSP debuggers built in 
Open programming architecture 
Free software upgrades 
Low cost unit 
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HFP acket 
HF R l l Y  & ASCII, including inverted mark/space 
and custom-split applications 
VHF Packet 
400bps PSK (satellite telemetry) 
1200bps PSK (satellite & terrestrial packet) 
V26.B 2400bps packet 
q6nr)bps direct FSK (UO-14) 

;e Code 

,USTOM APPLICATIONS 

Voice compression 
Telemetry acquisition 
Mes: 
Voicc 

sage Sto 
e Mail 

COMING AlTRACTlONS 
(Remember, software upgrades are free!) 

WEFAX and SSTV demodulators 
NAVTEX 
AMTOR and SITOR 
Multi-tone Modems 
ARlNC ACARS 

Commercial inquiries are welcomed. We offer rapid prototyping of custom commercial, civil, and government 
applications including intelligent radio, wireline, and telephone modems. 

......................................... DSP-12 Multi-mode Communications Controller $ 595.00 
................................................... One Megabyte RAM Expansion Option 149.00 

......................................................... Date/Time Clock Backup Option 29.00 ..................................... 8-Channel A-To-D Telemetry/Experimentation Option 49.00 ........................................... Wall-Mount Power Supply for DSP-12 (1 10 vac) 19.00 

We accept Mastercard & VISA and can ship C.O.D. within the USA. All orders must be paid in US Dollars. 
Shipping & Handling: $5 ($20 International). 

L. L. Grace Communications Products, Inc. 
41 Acadia Drive, Voorhees, NJ 08043, USA 

Telephone: (609) 751 -101 8 
FAX: (609) 751 -9705 

Compuserve: 72677,1107 
L. L. Grace also manufactures the Kansas City Tracker family of satellite antenna aiming systems. Call or write for more information. 



CQ's new videos 
bring the exciting world of 
amateur radio into your 

living room! 

Getting Started in Ham Radio. 
The authoritative fast paced 
video introduction to the fas- 
cinating world of ham radio. 
Shows how to select equip- 
ment and antennas. How to 
use repeater stations for 
improved VHF coverage. The 
importance of grounding and 
the basics of soldering. How 
to get the most out of your 
station, whether it's home- 
based, mobile or hand held! 

Getting Started in Packet 
Radio. This video will help 
de-mystify the exciting 
but sometimes confusing 
world of packet radio. 
Shows you how to  get 
started in using your 
computer on the radio. 
Includes step-by-step 
instructions on making 
packet contacts and using 
packet bulletin boards, 
networks and satellites. 

Getting Started in Amateur 
Satellites. shows you how 
veteran operators set up 
their satellite stations and 
how to find and track ham 
satellites with ease. How to 
access current satellites 
and contact far ranging 
countries around the world. 
This video is filled with easy 
to understand advice and 
tips that can't be found any- 
where else. 

Getting Started in DXing. 
Top ~ ~ e r s  share their expe- 
rience on equipment, anten- 
nas, operating skills and 
OSL-ing. See hams work 
rare DX around the world. If 
you're new to DXing this 
video is for you. All the 
valuable information pre- 
sented here may well give 
you the competitive edge 
you need to master the 
exciting world of DXing. 

The New Video Library! 
Now, for the first time, CQ brings you all our experience in an exciting new format. Our videos will help you get 
started and improve your existing skills in amateur radio with our informative, helpful and easy-to-follow 
instructional videos. 

Whether you're a new ham or just getting started in Packet, Satellite or DXing we've got your video. Each tape 
gives you first-hand tips from hams who are on the air. You'll get advice from some of our hobby's most experi- 
enced users. They take you under their wing and show you just what it takes to get on the air! 

Filled with step-by-step tips in setting up your first station, operating satellites, using packet radio, maximizing 
your DXing potential, these videos offer insights for beginners and experienced operators alike. You can order 
just the ones you want, or all four. It's up to you. 

Send for your first video today and start growing now in the exciting and adventurous world of amateur radio! 
CQ Communications 

76 North Broadway, Hicksville, New York 11801 
For Faster Service Call 51 6-681 -2922 or FAX 51 6-681 -2926 
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At only $8695, 
it produces like a money tree. 

In today's economy, your shop needs auto calibrated spectrum analyzer auto 
maximum value - top performance at lower calibrated field strength meter large (7" 
cost. diagonal) CRT digital storage oscillo- 

scope dozens of additional features - all 
Motorola introduces the R-2550, with the at a price that will make you think you 
combination of performance features you planted a money tree. 
need - variable level duplex generator 

For information, call: 

1 =800=235=9590 
Or write P.O. Box 2606 
Scottsdale, AZ 85252 
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Dick Weber, K51U, PE 
P.O. Box 44 

Prosper, Texas 75078 

Determination of Yagi 
Wind Loads Using the 

- 

"Cross-Flow Principle" 
Find Yaai wind loads with this 
well-kngwn method 

I 'd like to talk about a well-known and 
proven method of determining the wind 
loading on structural members. I've applied 

it here to a Yagi with horizontal elements to 
find the forces caused by wind loading. After 
defining and discussing the forces, I'll recom- 
mend a standard for comparing the wind load- 
ing of Yagis. 

In the course of my work, I learned that the 
method currently used to define wind loads on 
Yagis is incorrect. Although this method has 
been used for over twenty-five years, it has 
gone unquestioned. Today, this incorrect 
method is used widely in the amateur radio 
antenna industry, and in amateur radio litera- 
ture and software. I hope a simple standard 
based on sound, proven scientific methods will 
be adopted, and that these methods will be used 
throughout the amateur antenna industry. I 
hope the work presented here will help people 
become familiar with the concepts upon which 
the suggested standard is based. 

Forces Due to Wind 
When an object-like an element or boom of 

a Yagi antenna-is in a wind stream, a force 
results when the wind strikes the object. The 
magnitude of the force depends on the velocity 
of the wind, the size of the ob.ject, the shape of 
the object, and the object's orientation relative 
to the wind stream. As the wind strikes an 

Table 1. Drag coefficient for round tube. 

Table 2. Values of P at several values of wind velocity. 

object, it creates a dynamic wind pressure that 
acts on the object's area. The higher the wind 
velocity, the higher the pressure. It's possible to 
calculate the dynamic wind pressure using 
Equation 1. 

where: 

P = dynamic wind pressure 
m = air mass density 
\I = air velocity 

Commun~cations Quarterly 1 3 



- 
WlND VELOCITY COMPONENT 

Vc - V sin (ang) 

V - WlND VELOCITY - 
BOOM OR ELEMENT 

Figure 1. Wind velocity component as a function of angle. 

FORCE DUE TO 

WlND VELOCITY COMPONENT 

2 
Ft = I .2 A P sin(ang) 

WlND - 
Figure 2. Force on round tube inclined to wind. 

Equation 1 shows that the dynamic wind 
pressure depends on wind velocity and air mass 
density. To simplify matters, we use the density 
of air at "standard sea-level" With wind veloci- 
ty in MPH and using "standard sea-level" air 
mass density, Equation 1 is simplified to pro- 
vide Equation 2.' 

where: 

P = dynamic wind pressure (psf) 
V = wind velocity (MPH) 

Now that we can determine the dynamic 
wind pressure, we need a relationship that 
accounts for the size and shape of the object. 

Equation 3 gives this relationship for wind 
perpendicular to the object. 

where: 

Fw = force (Ibs) 
P = dynamic wind pressure (psf) 
A = projected area (square feet) 
C = drag coefficient (no units) 

Consider the projected area of an object as 
the object's shadow or broadside area.-s or a 
round tube, we would find the projected area- 
multiplying the tube's diameter by its length. 
This tells us something about the tube size, but 
nothing about the object's streamlined nature. 
Enter a term called the drag coefficient. The 
lower the drag coefficient, the lower the force. 
For a round tube that's long compared to its 
diameter, C = 1.2.2 For round tubes that aren't 
long compared to their length, C is less. There's 
a logical reason for this. Air only flows over the 
sides of an infinitely long tube, while shorter 
tubes experience flow over both the sides and 
the ends: With flow over the ends, there's less 
drag produced relative to the overall length of 
the tube. Table 1 shows this effect. For HF 
Yagis, L/D is generally greater than 40. As a 
result, we'll use C = 1.2 for round tubes in this 
article. As a point of interest, a flat plate which 
has C = 2.0 is a common shape used for mount- 
ing plates and  bracket^.^ 

Clarification of Wind Pressures 

Table 2 gives values of P at several levels of 
wind velocity. The pressures in Table 2 may 
appear to be lower than those found in various 
books or articles discussing wind loads on tow- 
ers and antennas. Admittedly, this is an area of 
much confusion. Some people are familiar with 
standard EIAITIA 222-E, while many more are 
familiar with the terminology of a prior ver- 
sion-EIA 222-C-issued by the Electronic 
Industries Association. In these references, fac- 
tors for gusts and other "modifiers" are includ- 
ed in equations used to define wind pre~sure.3.~ 
Here, Equation 2 determines the dynamic wind 
pressure at the exact wind speed, V.4 No addi- 
tional factors are embedded to account for gusts 
or other effects. 

Wind loading on an inclined 
member 

An HF Yagi antenna usually consists of an 
assembly of tubes. Round tubes are used for the 
elements and another round tube, or assembly 
of round tubes, is used for the boom. Because 
the elements are mounted perpendicular to the 
boom, finding the resulting wind load of a com- 
plete antenna requires knowledge to determine 
the forces generated on each member when it's 
not broadside to the wind, but at some angle of 
attack. It is important to be able to determine 
the total wind load on the antenna for all angles 
relative to the wind to ascertain the worst case 
force that must be handled by the supporting 
tower system. 

Figure 1 shows a tube inclined to a wind 
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stream. When the angle is 90 degrees, we can 
use Equation 3 to find the resulting force. For 
angles less than 90 degrees, the issue becomes 
more complex. To begin, we'll use the "cross 
flow principle."5 To quote Dr. S.F. Hoerner 
from his book Fluid-Dynnmic Drug, "At an 
angle of attack, ang, tlow pattern and fluid 
dynamic pressure forces of such bodies only 
correspond to the velocity component (and the 
dynamic pressure) in the direction normal to 
their axis."5 In Figure 1, the wind velocity 
component perpendicular to the tube causes a 
dynamic wind pressure that acts on the entire 
length of the tube. In other words, we have 
found the component of the wind velocity per- 
pendicular to the tube and, knowing this, can 
use Equation 2 to find the dynamic wind pres- 
sure perpendicular to the tube. We then use 
Equation 3 to find the resulting force. With the 
tube inclined to the wind at an angle ang, 
Equation 4 gives the velocity component per- 
pendicular to the tube. 

where: 

Vc = wind velocity component 
perpendicular to the tube (MPH) 

V = air velocity (MPH) 
ang = angle of attack (deg) 

Now that we can find the velocity compo- 
nent, Vc, we can use Equation 2 to determine 
the dynamic wind pressure acting on the tube. 
Using Equation 2 with Vc gives: 

where: 

PC = dynamic wind pressure on 
inclirled tube at angle ang 

(psf) 

Substituting Equation 4 for Vc gives us 
Equation 5, which is in terms of the wind 
velocity and angle of attack. 

In Equation 5 the tern1 0.00256 V2 is the 
value of P broadside to the wind. as defined in 
Equation 2. Based on this, we can rewrite 
Equation 5 to obtain Equation 6. 

This equation shows the resulting dynamic 
pressure on the tube, where P is the dynamic 
wind pressure broadside to the wind. Now that 
we can find the dynamic wind pressure acting 
on the tube, it's possible to combine Equations 

CROSS WlND FORCE 

WND =-- - DRAG FORCE - 
Figure 3. Drag and cross-wind forces on inclined tube. 

2 
Fc = 1.2 A P sin(ang) cos(aflg) 

CROSS WlND FORCE 
2 

Ft - 1.2 A P sin(ang) 

3 
WIND Fd - 1.2 A P sin(an0) - 

DRAG FORCE 

ROUND ELEMENT OR BOOM 

Figure 4. Drag and cross-wind forces. 

'=> 
WlND 

Figure 5. Simple example Yagi. 

6 and 3 to form an equation which gives the 
force perpendicular to a object when it is 
inclined to a wind stream. 

Fni = C A P sin2(ang) (7) 

where: 

Fnl = force perpendicular to object (Ibs) 

Coinmunications Quarterly 1 5 
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Graph 1. Drag and cross-wind coefficients versus angle of attack. 

Because we are mainly concerned with round 
tubes, C can be set equal to I .2 in Equation 7 
to provide Equation 8. Figure 2 illustrates Ft 
acting on a round tube inclined in a wind 
stream. Note that the "cross-flow principle" 
applies to all shapes, not just round objects. If 
the object was a flat plate, the value of the drag 
coefficient would be C = 2.' 

P = 0.00256 V2 (psf) 
V = wind velocity (mph) 
A = projected area of tube (square feet) 

( = length x diameter) 
ang = angle of attack (deg) 

When ang = 90 degrees, the wind velocity 
component perpendicular to the tube is the 
same as the stream velocity. With ang = 90 
degrees, Equation 8 yields: 

where: F t =  1 . 2 A P  

Ft = force perpendicular to round tube (lbs) which is the same as Equation 3 with C = 1.2. 
This is as it should be, because Equation 3 is 
for a tube broadside to the wind. 

Please note that the projected area of the tube 
is still the broadside area found by the product 
of its length and diameter. In determining the 
force on an inclined tube, it is the component of 
the wind velocity that changes as a function of 

REFLECTOR 
DIRECTOR 

angle causing a variation in pressure loaaing. 
The change in force is not due to a difference in 
the tube area being exposed to the wind stream. 

Drag and cross-wind forces 

- REFLECTOR 
DRAG 
FORCE 

Figure 6A. Wind head-on to boom. (ang = 0). 
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WlND HEAD-ON TO BOOM 

RESULTS IN DRAG FORCES ONLY 
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P 

- 

- 
WIND 

Equation 8 is used to find the force that 
results when a round tube is inclined at an 
angle in a wind stream. It is perpendicular to 
the tube, as shown in Figure 2. When there are 
multiple tubes in an assembly, it's common to 
simplify matters by finding the components of 
the tube forces which are in line and perpendic- 

q- 

DIRECTOR 
- DRAG 



ular to the wind. These forces are called the 
drag and cross-wind forces, r e spec t i~e ly .~ ,~ ,~  
Figure 3 gives an example that shows the 
cross-wind force, Fc, and the drag force, Fd, for 
the case in Figure 2. When there are multiple 
tubes, drag forces for all tubes are summed as 
are all cross-wind forces-making the account- 
ing of the forces manageable. To do this, Ft is 
broken into the drag and cross-wind force com- 
ponents as shown in Figure 4. Fc and Fd are 
found using Equations 9 and 10, respectively. 

where: 

Fc = cross-wind force (lbs) 

Fd = Ft sin(ang) 

where: 

Fd = drag force (lbs) 

REFLECTOR 
DIRECTOR 

Substituting Equation 8 for Ft in Equations 
9 and 10 yields Equations 11 and 12 for Fc 
and Fd, respectively. 

e 
WIND 

If Equations 11 and 12 were rewritten in the 
general form of Equation 3, a similar form 
would result, as shown in Equations 13 and 
14. While Equation 3 uses a fixed drag coeffi- 
cient, C, Equations 13 and 14 have an angle- 
dependent cross-wind coefficient, Cc, and an 
angle-dependent drag-force coefficient, Cd. 

(10) 
Figure 6B. Wind head-on to boom rear. (ang = 180). 

WIND HEAD-ON TO BOOM REAR 

RESULTS IN DRAG FORCES ONLY 
DUETOELEMENTS (ANG-100) 

- 

- 

DIRECTOR 
1 I 

0 1 BOOM DRAG - FORCE 
WlND 

REFLECTOR 

DRAG AND CROSS WlND 
FORCES FOR ANG - 90 

FC = CC A P (13) Figure 6C. Drag forces for ang = 90. 

-* REFLETOR 
DRAG FORCE 

F d = C d A P  

Where: 

The equations for Cc and Cd describe a vari- 
able coefficient as a function of the angle of 
attack. They are normally referred to as the 
cross-wind and drag coefficients for inclined 
t u b e ~ . s - ~ . ~  The behavior of these coefficients 
are shown in Graph 1 which shows Cc and Cd 
as a function of angle. The drag force coeffi- 
cient is maximum at ang = 90 degrees. This is 
expected as the tube is fully broadside to the 
wind. What's interesting is that the cross-wind 
coefficient peaks at 54.75 degrees, which 

r- 

(I4) means the cross-wind force also peaks at 54.75 
degrees. It's important to note that the cross- 
wind and drag-force coefficients are equal at 45 

- DIRECTOR 
DRAG FORCE 

degrees. With these coefficients equal, the 
force produced in line with the wind is equal to 
the force produced perpendicular to the wind 
when a tube is 45 degrees relative to the wind. 

There have been numerous experimental 
efforts that have verified Cc and Cd. Some 
were undertaken as early as seventy years ago.5 
Although not currently used in the amateur 
radio antenna field, many engineering books 
and references contain values for Cc and Cd. 
One of the more common references for engi- 
neers is Murk's Standard Handbook for 
Mechanical Engineers. On page I 1-78 in the 
9th edition, there's a chart for values of Cc and 
Cd at various angles between 0 and 90 degrees 
that agree with Graph Mechanical 
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DIRECTOR 

DRAG AND CROSS WlND 
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Figure 6D. Drag forces for ang = 270. 
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DIRECTOR 

e FORCE 
WlND - REFLECTOR 

DRAG 
FORCE 

DRAG AND CROSS WIND REFLECTOR CROSS 
FORCES FOR O< ANG < 90 WIND FORCE 

Figure 7A. Drag and cross-wind forces for Ocangc90. 

Engineering in Radar and Communications is a 
second book commonly used by mechanical 
engineers involved in antenna structural design. 
On page 165 of the 1969 edition, a diagram and 
chart are shown that also list the values of Cc 
and Cd for 0 to 90  degree^.^ These, too, match 
Graph 1. The EIAITIA 222E is a third refer- 
ence that shows Equations 15 and 16. You'll 
find them on page Andjust recently, I 
found values for Cc and Cd in the building 
code for Richardson, Texas. 

Those interested in a discussion of the 
"cross-flow principle" may want to look at 
graphs of theoretical and experimental values 
of Cc and Cd on page 3-1 1 of Fluid-Dynamic 
Drag, 1965 edition5 As Hoerner's book illus- 
trates, some of the earliest experimental verifi- 

cation for values of Cc and Cd was performed 
in 19 19 by Alexandre Gustave Eiffel-a well- 
known engineer and aerodynamic re~earcher .~  
By the way, his tower is still standing! 

Wind loads on Yogis with 
horizontal elements 

Now that we know how to find cross-wind 
and drag forces for round tubes, we can find the 
total force loading of a Yagi. Figure 5 depicts a 
simple Yagi with two horizontally mounted 
elements that we will use as an exam~le .  As the 
antenna is held at various angular positions rel- 
ative to the wind, the loading gets somewhat 
complex. However, there are four positions that 
are easy to evaluate. We'll look attwo posi- 
tions where the elements are broad side to the 
wind and two where the boom is broadside to 
the wind, as shown in Figures 6A through 6D. 
In the first two cases, only the elements experi- 
ence the resulting forces; in the latter two cases, 
only the boom experiences the resulting force. 

For angles between these four positions, the 
force loading becomes more complicated. 
Figures 7A through 7D illustrate these cases. 
Two things become apparent. First, all drag 
forces are in the same direction. Second, the 
boom and element cross-wind forces are oppo- 
site each other because the two members are 
mounted at 90 degrees angles. It's easy to see 
why it is desirable to have the dynamic wind 
force broken into components which are in line 
and perpendicular to the wind. Doing so makes 
determining the net force a relatively easy mat- 
ter using the force sign convention shown in 
Figure 8. 

Because the elements are perpendicular to 
the boom, we use a slightly different set of 
equations to find the element cross-wind and 
drag forces. First, Equations 11 and 12 are 
renamed to apply for the boom that results in 
Equations 17 and 18. Equations 19 and 20 are 
for the elements, and account for the 90 degrees 
between the boom and the elements. Because 
elements are parallel to each other, their pro- 
jected areas can be summed to Ae, while the 
boom projected area is Ab. 

Fcb = 1.2 Ab P sin2(ang) cos(ang) (17) 

Fdb = 1.2 Ab P sin3(ang) (18) 

where: 

Fcb = cross-wind force for round boom 
Fdb = drag force for round boom 
Ab = boom projected area 
ang = angle of attack of boom relative to 

wind (degrees) 
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Fce = 1.2 Ae P cos2(ang) sin(ang) (19) 

Fde = 1.2 Ae P cos3(ang) (20) 

where: 

Fce = cross-wind force for round elements 
Fde = drag force for round elements 
Ae = total element projected area 

Let's start by concentrating on the case in 
Figure 7A. The cross-wind forces for the boom 
and elements are summed based on the sign 
convention in Figure 8 to give the net cross- 
wind force. 

Fcn = Fcb - Fce (21) 

where: 

Fcn = net cross wind force (lbs) 

The substitution of Equations 17 and 19 into 
Equation 21 produces a single equation for the 
net cross-wind force due to the boom and ele- 
ments. 

Fcn = 1.2 P[Ab sin2(ang) cos(ang) - Ae 
cos2(ang) sin(ang)] (22) 

Similarly, we sum drag forces for the ele- 
ments and boom to yield the net drag force. 

Fdn = Fdb + Fde (23) 

where: 

Fdn = net drag force (lbs) 

Substituting Equations 18 and 20 into 
Equation 23 gives a single equation for the net 
drag force due to the boom and elements. 

Fdn = 1.2 P[Ab sin3(ang) + Ae cos3(ang)] (24) 

Some examples 

Now that we've developed equations to 
describe the net cross-wind and net drag force, 
we'll consider several examples. First, let's 
look at a rather large Yagi consisting of hori- 
zontal elements with a boom area equal to that 
of the elements, Ab = Ae. To add some sense 
of magnitude, we'll set the areas at 10 square 
feet and calculate loads at an exact wind speed 
of 70 MPH. From Table 2, this puts P = 12.5 
psf. The boom cross-wind force, element cross- 
wind force, and net cross-wind force for these 
values are shown in Graph 2. The boom, ele- 
ment, and net drag forces are shown in Graph 

DIRECTOR CROSS 
WlND FORCE 

DRAG AND CROSS WlND 
FORCES FOR 90 c ANG < 1 00 

Figure 78.  Drag and cross-wind forces for 90<ang<180. 

BOOM CROSS WlND FORCE - CROSS WlND 
FORCE 

WlND - DIRECTOR 
DRAG 
FORCE 

DRAG AND CROSS WlND 
FORCES FOR 180 < ANG < 270 DIRECTOR CROSS 

WlND FORCE 

Figure 7C. Drag and cross-wind forces for 180<ang<270. 

3. Graph 2 indicates that the net cross-wind 
force is less the two individual cross-wind 
forces. This is expected, because the boom and 
element cross-wind forces are opposite each 
other, and their effects tend to cancel each other 
out. At the same time, Graph 3 shows a dip in 
net drag force at 45 degrees. 

Originally, forces were broken into cornpo- 
nents in line and perpendicular to the wind. 
This was done to allow the orderly summing of 
multiple forces. Now that we know the net 
cross-wind and drag forces, we must combine 
them to obtain the net force on the tower. This 
is clone vectorially to provide Ftow, as shown 
in Figure 9. The angle wt is the angle of the net 
force on the tower relative to the wind. Ftow 
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Figure 7D. Drag and cross-wind forces for 270<angc360. 
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Figure 8. Force sign convention. 

and wt are found using Equations 25 and 26, 
respectively. However, because the wind can 
come from any direction, knowing the wt is of 
little importance. 

Ftow = [Fc2n + Fdn2I1l2 (25) 

where: 

Ftow = net force on tower (lbs) 

wt = t a n  [s] 
where: 

wt = angle of Ftow relative to wind direction 
(degrees) 

Graph 4 gives the net force on the tower, 
Ftow, for the case shown in Graphs 2 and 3. 
The force levels at 0 and 90 degrees are expect- 
ed to be the same, as the element and boom 

areas are equal. What may not have been 
expected is the force level at 45 degrees, where 
a minimum occurs. What does the method in 
current use say Ftow should be? 

The "variable area" method (my name for it 
until a better one is suggested) says that Ftow is 
found by determining the total of the equivalent 
areas of the boom and elements broadside to 
the wind stream. The total broadside area is 
found using Equation 27. Then, Equation 28 
is used to find Ft0w.l 

Aeff = C [Ae cos (ang) + Ab sin(ang)] (27) 

Ftow = P Aeff (28) 

In Equation 27, the terms Ae cos(ang) and 
Ab sin(ang) stand for the magnitudes of the ele- 
ment and boom areas that appear broadside to 
the wind stream. This is because it's assumed 
that the resulting wind forces are only in line 
with the wind, and a function of the broadside 
areas.13 As you can see, this method doesn't 
account for the cross-wind forces or the true 
dynamic behavior of the loading. An additional 
misconception results from the "variable area" 
method. The method says there is a intermediate 
angle of attack between 0 and 90 degrees where 
Ftow peaks because Aeff has a corresponding 
maximum. The peak value of Aeff and the 
angle at which this occurs are found with 
Equations 29 and 30.13 

Apeak = C [Ae21 + Ab2] 'I2 (29) 

angpk = tan-] [G] 
where: 

Apeak = maximum effective area 
angpk = angle of attack at which maximum 

area occurs(degrees) 

Using the same boom and element areas from 
the present example, Graph 5 shows a compar- 
ison of Ftow derived by the "cross-flow princi- 
ple" and the "variable area" method. Two 
things are evident. First, the magnitude predic- 
tion for Ftow is 4 1.4 percent too high when 
determined by the "variable area" method. 
Second, the angle of attack for maximum Ftow 
is off by 45 degrees. At first, it might seem 
illogical that the maximum net wind load isn't 
at some angle between 0 and 90 degrees. This 
is easily explained. As Graph 3 illustrates, the 
element drag force falls off more rapidly than 
the boom drag force increases, as the angle of 
attack increases from 0 degrees. At the same 
time, there isn't much contribution to Ftow 
from the cross-wind forces, as they tend to 
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Graph 2. Yagi cross-wind forces. Ab = Ae = 10 square feeU7O mpli. 

Graph 3. Yagi drag forces. Ab = Ae = 10 square feeU7O mph. 

negate each other. Also, because the net cross- of 5 square feet, Ab = 5, and a total element 
wind force is relatively small when compared area of 10 square feet, Ae = 10. Graph 6 shows 
to the net drag force, its contribution is mini- the element, boom, and net cross-wind forces. 
mized when combined vectorially with the net Again, we can see that the net cross wind is less 
drag force. than the largest individual contributor. Graph 7 

Let's look at two more examples using a gives the element, boom, and net drag forces. 
wind velocity of 70 mph. The first has a boom Thls behavior isn't unexpected at 0 and 90 
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Figure 9. Net force on tower. 

degrees due to the different boom and element 
areas. Graph 8 shows the net force on the 
tower, Ftow. It also shows that the highest 
loading is encountered when the elements are 
broadside to the wind, and not at some interme- 
diate angle of attack. In the second example, 
the element and boom areas are reversed, Ab = 
10 square feet and Ae = 5 square feet. Graph 9 
shows the cross-wind forces, Graph 10 the 
drag forces, and Graph 11 the net force on the 
tower. Graphs 8 and 11 once again indicate 
that there's no intermediate angle of attack 
where Ftow is greater than the force produced 
when the larger of the boom or total element 
area is broadside to the wind. 

When the boom has a greater area than the 

elements, the boom area determines the highest 
load imposed on the tower. The opposite is also 
true. When the elements have more total area 
than the boom. the element area determines the 
highest tower load. For the unique situation 
where the boom area and total element areas 
are the same, there are two angles of attack-0 
and 90 degrees-where the same peak value of 
Ftow is developed. Graphs 4,8, and 11 show 
Ftow for 0 to 90 degrees. Graphs 12,13, and 
14 show Ftow for 0 to 360 degrees of rotation 
for the same cases, respectively. These last 
graphs show that Ftow behaves as expected for 
a full 360 degrees of rotation. 

Summary review 

The force developed on a round tube inclined 
to a wind stream is perpendicular to the tube as 
shown in Figure 2 and is found using 
Equation 8. In Equation 8, A is the projected 
area of the tube, which is its length times its 
diameter. To make it a simple matter to find the 
net force on a tower, forces produced by hori- 
zontally mounted elements and boom are bro- 
ken into components perpendicular to the wind 
and in line with the wind. The forces perpen- 
dicular to the wind are the cross-wind forces 
found using Equations 17 and 19. The drag 
forces found by Equations 18 and 20 are 
forces in line with the wind. Building on these 
equations, three others result that let us find the 
force on the tower, Ftow, directly. These are 
Equations 22,24, and 25. Equation 22 gives 

Graph 4. Net force on tower, Ftow. Ab = Ae = 10 square feet170 mph. 
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Graph 5. Net force on tower, Ftow. Ah = Ae = 10 square feet/70 mph. 
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Graph 6. Yagi cross-wind forces. Ab = 5 square feet/Ae = 10 square feeff70 mph. 

the resultant cross-wind force, Equation 24 the These will show the mathematical formulation 
resultant drag force. and Equation 25 the vec- and verifying experimental results. Although 
tor sum of the cross-wind and drag forces. Ftow the use of the "cross-flow principle" to evaluate 
from Equation 25 provides the net loading on wind loads on amateur Yagis is new, the 
the tower. method is not. Some of the earliest experiments 

For more information on using the "cross- verifying it are over seventy years old.5 
flow principle", review References 5 and 6. Reference 13, which discusses the incorrect 



Graph 7. Yagi drag forces. Ah = 5 square feeUAe = 10 square feet170 mph. 

Graph 8. Net force on tower, Ftow. Ah = 5 square feeVAe = 10 square feeU7O mph. 
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method, states: "The wind force acts only in the 
direction of the wind . . ."I3 The following sim- 
ple test demonstrates that force components are 
also developed perpendicular to the wind 
stream direction. Two people take a 24 to 36- 
inch length of round tubing about 1 inch or 
more in diameter for a car ride. One person dri- 
ves while another sits in the passenger seat. The 
passenger holds the tube in his hand, and puts 
his arm out the window positioning the tube 

1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 

straight up and down. The tube is now perpen- 
dicular to the wind stream. With the tube 
broadside to the wind stream, it's easy to 
observe a force (drag force) in line with the 
wind. The passenger now rotates the tube 45 
degrees, top end forward. There is not only a 
much smaller drag force, but also be an upward 
push due to the cross-wind force. At a different 
angle of attack, when the tube is turned 45 
degrees to the wind, lower end forward, the 

ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEGREES) 
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cross-wind force pushes downward. Using this 
simple test, it's possible to prove that the basic 
assumption of the "variable area" method is 
incorrect and, at the same time, verify the basic 
nature of the "cross-flow principle." 

The Challenge 

In the course of preparing this article, I wrote 
to five major amateur radio antenna manufac- 

turers and asked how they determined wind 
loading effects for their Yagis. All but one, use 
the "variable area" method to derive a "surface 
area" (sic) for their antennas using Equation 
29. The remaining manufacturer uses the sum 
of the element and boom areas. In both 
instances, the intent is for the stated surface 
area to be multiplied by the dynamic wind pres- 
sure to find the resulting wind load. Using these 
methods, all have overstated the parameters 

Graph 9. Yagi cross-wind forces. Ab = 10 square feetltle = 5 square feeW0 mph. 

Graph 10. Yagi drag forces. Ab = 10 square feedAe = 5 square feed70 mph. 
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used to find the wind loads produced by their 
antennas. One manufacturer does so by taking 
an extremely conservative approach. The oth- 
ers, using the "variable area" method, also 
overstate the parameters used to determine the 
resulting wind loads-demonstrated by the 
example used to generate Graph 5. 

A quick look at the surface area specifica- 
tions for two very similar antennas from two 
different manufacturers shows that one, or both 
companies, is not doing what it says it does 
when determining the ''surface area" of its 
antenna. Also, there is at least one manufactur- 
er who doesn't include the area of the boom-to- 
mast plate in the wind load. The manufacturer 
claims this plate is part of the mast. I'm not 
sure about the masts sold outside of Texas, but 
here, when you buy a mast, you don't automati- 
cally get a boom-to-mast plate which, quite 
coincidentally, fits your beam. After a little 
investigation; it becomes apparent there is need 
for a standard method to find the wind loading 
effect of Yagis, and that it should be based on 
the "cross-flow principle." This standard 
should be used by all manufacturers, because it 
would allow the consumer to make an accurate 
comparison of antenna specifications. Also, 
having a technically correct standard would 
allow for valid structural evaluations of Yagi 
installations. The challenge? To establish a 
technically correct standard. 

Establishing the standard 

Most Yagi antennas are made from round 
tubes and flat plates, although some designs 
have other shapes-like molded element insu- 
lators or formed mounting brackets. The chal- 
lenge is to establish a standard that recognizes 
these different shapes. A few simplifications 
are required to make the standard straightfor- 
ward. Otherwise, it will get bogged-down in the 
intricacies of defining the wind loading for all 
possible shapes used for element mounting and 
boom-to-mast plates. 

The first simplification is that all parts of a 
Yagi which aren't round must be treated as flat 
areas. Because Yagis mostly consist of round 
tubes and flat plates, any error induced by treat- 
ing a molded part as a flat plnte will be 
extremely small. The "cross-flow principle" 
applies to all shapes-not just round tubes. 
Therefore, the equations for the cross wind and 
drag forces for round tubes apply for flat plates 
with only a change in the drag coefficient. 
Although equations derived here have concen- 
trated on round tubes with a drag coefficient of 
1.2, the same equations apply for flat plates 
with a drag coefficient of 2.0. All that's needed 
is an inventory of the round and flat areas. 
Round areas have a 1.2 drag coefficient applied 

and flat areas have a 2.0 coefficient. This 
means that flat plates and round tubes can be 
combined to provide useful parameters that 
describe wind loading effects. The required 
parameters would describe instances when the 
elements are broadside to the wind and when 
the boom is broadside to the wind. 

This can be handled by defining two load 
factors, E and B. E would account for wind 
loading effects with the elements broadside to 
the wind, and B when the boom is broadside to 
the wind. Factors E and B would have areas 
and respective drag coefficients embedded so a 
simple equation could be used to find the 
worst-case wind load. 

Because there is no intermediate angle of 
attack between 0 and 90 degrees where Ftow 
peaks, the larger of E and B would be used to 
find the worst-case wind load. To do so, one 
would use Equation 31 with the larger of E 
and B. 

Fmax = (E or B) P (31) 

where: 

Fmax = maximum value of Ftow 
E = element load factor (square feet) 
B = boom load factor (square feet) 
(use the larger of E and B) 

Equation 32 shows how to determine the 
boom load factor with the boom broadside to 
the wind. This equation takes into account the 
projected areas of the round and flat parts mak- 
ing up the antenna. It also considers the boom- 
to-element connection viewed "boom broad- 
side," as shown in Figure 10. 

B = 1.2 Ab + 2.0 Abp + 2.0 Aet (32) 

where: 

B = boom load factor (square feet) 
Ab = exposed boom area (square feet) 
Abp = boom flat plate area (square feet) 
Aet = total element end area (square feet) 

In the case of the boom-to-mast plate shown 
in Figure 10, the broadside area of the plate, 
Abp, is used while the area of the boom behind 
it is not, because the plate shields the boom. 
Although the actual drag coefficient in this area 
is a little less than 2.0, there's very little error 
introduced by following this methodology. 
More importantly, this methodology is easy to 
follow and understand. The area highlighted by 
the circle and enlarged in Figure 10 shows the 
recommended way to handle the element 
mounting plate and the area presented to the 
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wind by the end of the element. The area of the 
box is taken as a flat plate area. This is done for 
each element and the areas summed to obtain 
Aet. The exposed boom area, Ab, is then the 
area of the boom not shielded by the boom-to- 
mast plate and not enclosed in the "boxes." 

Determination of the element load factor fol- 
lows a similar pattern as shown in Equation 33 
and Figure 11. The term Ape denotes any flat 

plate that may be attached to the boom or ele- 
ments, is broadside to the wind, and is not used 
to tnount the elements. Only in a very rare 
instance would there be such a plate. The boom 
end cross-section area is used to account for the 
boom end. For example, if the boom has a 2 
inch diameter at its end, Abe would be the area 
of a 2-inch diameter circle. Admittedly, for HF 
Yagis the boom end area will be very small 

Graph 11. Net force on tower, Ftow. Ab = 10 square feeUAe = 5 square feeU70 mph. 
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Graph 12. Net force on tower, Ftow. Ab = Ae = 10 square feeV70 mph. 
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compared to the area of the elements, but it Ape = flat plate area (square feet) 
may be a significant contributor to E for UHF Abe = boom end area (square feet) 
and higher frequency Yagis. Aem = total element mounting area (square 

feet) 
E = 1.2 Ael + 2.0 Ape + 2.0 Abe + 2.0 Aem (33) 

Most Yagis use relatively thin plates to 
where: mount elements to the boom. However, there 

are cases where molded insulators, which gen- 
E = element load factor (square feet) erally have considerable broadside area, are 

Ael = total element area (square feet) used to isolate the elements from the boom. To 

Graph 13. Net force placed on tower, Ftow. Ah = 5 square feet/Ae = 10 square feet/70 mph. 
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account for the contribution of mounting plates 
or insulators, I recommend the method shown 
in Figure 11. The enlarged area shows the 
mounting plates and the mating element length 
enclosed by a "box." Find the area of the "box" 
for each element and then sum the areas to 
obtain Aem in Equation 33. This area is also 
treated as a flat plate area. Obtain Ael by find- 
ing the broadside area of each element, but not 
using that within each "box," and summing 
them to give the total element area. Again, 
there are some minor errors that occur when 
using the "boxes," but the contributions of the 
enclosed items are accounted for using a sim- 
ple, understandable, methodology. 

Finding the maximum force 

Follow the methodology for the boom-broad- 
side case using Equation 32 and the element- 
broadside case using Equation 33. After find- 
ing the load factors, select the larger of them to 
find the maximum force. Once you've found B 
and E (either by "cranking" the numbers or 
hopefully, in the future, obtaining them from a 
manufacturer's specification sheet), use the 
larger in Equation 31. 

The value of P depends on the wind condi- 
tions for your installation and the antenna 
height. There are several ways to find out the 
value of wind velocity and set of modifying 
factors for gusts and tower height you should 
use. EIA Standard EIAITIA-222-E is one of the 
best sources of information.9 In this standard, 
wind conditions are now specified by county 
rather than in map form. Also given are equa- 
tions to find allowances for antenna height and 
gusts. You can also check to see what is 
required by the building code for your area. 
Building codes generally state conditions 
deemed to be worst case for your area. In areas 
of very high wind, you might be well advised 
to consult local government agencies, like the 
weather bureau, to see what information they 
can provide. 

Yagi w ind loading standard 

The standard recommended here is very sim- 
ple. Use Equations 32 and 33 to find boom and 
element load factors. Manufacturers should list 
these two parameters in their specification 
sheet. Manufactures should not state wind 
forces at a specific wind speed-as this doesn't 
account for local conditions, gusts, antenna 
height, and other conditions that control the 
dynamic wind pressure. Once you know the 
two load factors, its simple to use Equation 31 
to find the maximum tower load based on the 
dynamic wind pressure unique to your location. 
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Figure 10. Boom broadside. 
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When comparing different antenna models, you 
would compare the E and B load factors. Also, 
by knowing both factors, you would know 
which way to point your beam to minimize the 
wind loading during storms. 

Summary 

For at least the past 25 years, an incorrect 
method has been used to determine Yagi wind 
loads. The "variable area" method currently 
employed by manufacturers, discussed by 
numerous authors, and used in amateur 
mechanical design software has no basis in sci- 
ence, experimental evidence, or fact. Using the 
"cross-flow principle," forces due to wind can 
be predicted correctly. The "cross-flow princi- 
ple" has been known and used for many years 
by mechanical, civil, and aeronautical engi- 
neers. There is an abundance of experimental 
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verification regarding this principle-some of many years. Needless to say, I look forward to 
which dates back to 19 1 9.5 vigorous discussions on this topic. rn 

Use of the "cross-flow principle" shows that 
larger wind loads result with the boom broad- 
side to the wind and the elements broadside to REwRENrF-5 

the wind. The larger of the two presents the 
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viduals use these two factors when stating the 
wind loading aspects of their designs. 

I hope that antenna manufacturcrs will adopt 
the methodology discussed here. and that the E 
and B load factors will be used in product spec- 
ification sheets to correctly describe antenna 
wind loads for Yagis with horizontally mount- 
ed elements. I invite those interested in this 
topic to review the cited references. I'd like to 
state once again that the "cross flow principle" 
isn't new. It just hasn't been used. while the 
current method has gone unquestioned for 
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Joseph L. Lynch, N6CL* 
P.O. Box 73 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73 101 

E 1993 PERSEIDS: 
A METEOR STORM? 
Chances are aood we'll see one u 

this Auaust 

A brief introdu~tionl~2 

T here has been interest in using the ioniza- 
tion to the E-layer of the ionosphere 
caused by meteor vaporization, or burn- 

up, for propagation of amateur radio station 
signals since before World War 11. However, 
interest in this form of propagation didn't really 
take off until Ed Tilton, WlHDQ, the then edi- 
tor of QST's "The World Above 50 Mc." col- 
umn, encouraged his readers to listen for some- 
thing spectacular on the newly acquired 6- 
meter band during the predicted meteor storm 
caused by the Giacobinid-Zinner Comet.** 

Those on the band the night of October 9, 
1946 weren't disappointed. In his column,3 
Tilton stated that the event "...produced such 
bursts, occurring over a wider area and for a 
longer period of time than ever before in the 
history of VHF work." Reports sent to Tilton 
from numerous amateurs indicated that the 
band opened around 8:30 p.m. He described the 
sound they heard as a "peculiar rumble" notice- 
able on all signals coming from beyond the 
horizon. Tilton wrote that reports he received 
indicated that signals from as close as 200 
miles and as far as 1,200 miles were coming in 
all at once, causing QRM that "...had never 
before been experienced on the normally wide 
open space (of the 6-meter ham band)." 

Very short skip contacts were possible 
because of the unusually low height of the ion- 
ization of the E-layer. The intensity of the ion- 
ization, allowed for contacts of long duration 

"Mr Lynch IS the VHF editor for our sister pubiicat~on, CQ magazine 
"Meteor showers, and the more intense "storms" are caused by the 
Earth's collision wth debrls expelled by a comet as their two orb~ts 
intersect or come w ~ t h ~ n  close proxlmlty of each other 

(for meteor scatter work). Ed Ladd, W2IDZ, 
one of the participants that night described the 
QSOs as "finished." Not only were signal 
reports and other necessities exchanged, but 
unnecessary items such as equipment and 
weather reports were being swapped, as well. 
Additionally, Ladd reported that after QSOs 
were completed, operators could hear the other 
stations for two to three minutes following the 
contact. He described the sound of the contacts 
as fluttery, with intermittent drop outs of signal 
strength as the ionieaiion disappeared and reap- 
peared with each meteor vaporization. 

The propagation lasted for around three 
hours. Most of Tilton's reports came from the 
eastern and the midwestern portions of the 
United States. For the first time in the history 
of ham radio, meteor scatter was put to genuine 
use for signal propagation. 

This shower piqued the interest of hams and 
others about this form of propagation. John 
Stewart, and others, reported4 on the results of 
a U.S. Army radar experiment conducted dur- 
ing the shower that showed echoes on the 106- 
MHz "early warning" radar. Conversely, the 
article also reported that there was no evidence 
of echoes on radars operating on 600, 1,200, 
3,000 or 10,000 MHz. 

From this 1946 beginning, meteor shower- 
induced propagation became part of the VHF 
operator's communications repertoire. 
However it wasn't until 1953 that a 2-meter 
contact via this form of propagation took place. 

In June 1953, Paul Wilson, W4HHK, and 
Ross. W4A0, were in contact with each other 
via a tropo path. After the tropo path fell apart, 
Paul continued to hear bursts of signals. Ross 
advised Paul that he was hearing meteor bursts. 
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I'hoto \. ('oriict S\ril't-'l'uttlt. i\ tlir I~riglit ol?jrct in tlir loarr right ofttit. ~)lioto \hot II! I)cnni\ di C'icco on 
Novcmher I, 1992. Notice tile gas tail cutencling more than -Y;' from the hright coma. I)i C'icco made this 200 second 
exposure from a suhurh 20 milcs west of I{oslon. 3lessachusetts. with an SIiIG ST-6 CCD camera attached to a 4- 
inch M5 refractor. Photo courtesy Dennis di C'iccn and Sky and Telescope. 

Within a few days of this contact. Paul got a 
letter from Ralph "Tommy" Thomas. W2UK. 
asking to set up schedules for a possible 2- 
meter contact via any mode of propagation. 
Paul's answer indicated a desire to try to work 
him via meteor scatter. 

Over the next several months. schedules were 
set without success. Then, on the morning of 
October 22nd. i t  all fell together when Tommy 
copied more than 2 minutes of transmission 
from Paul and he, in turn. was able to copy 
Tommy's confirmation and signal report. With 
that exchange, they had the first complete 2- 
meter QSO via meteor scatter. 

lnterest grew over the years. In April 1957, 
Walt Bain, W4LTU. wrote what has become 
the classic commentary on meteor scatter 
work.5 Arnong the topics covered were what to 
expect when attempting a contact and suggest- 
ed sequencing lengths. Because CW was used 
as the mode of communication. there was sup- 
port for five minute lengths of sequencing. 
However, today's almost exclusive use of SSR 
makes anything but fifteen second sequencing 
archaic. (Please see the sidebar for infomiation 
on how to complete meteor contacts.) 

lnterest continued to grow as an increasing 
number of operators tried out the mode. 
Remember that in those days the operators 
didn't have sophisticated eqiliptnent with fancy 
filtering and digital readout. With analog read- 
out, calibration as close a 5 kHz was considered 
excellent. Imiigine trying to find a burst when 
you're not at all sure where to look. Also, the 

primary mode of communication was high- 
speed CW (often around 40 wpm). It wasn't a 
method of propagation for the faint of heart. 
Nevertheless, encouraged by intensified public- 
ity. more operators tried out the mode. 

In November 1965. a number of operators 
experienced excellent results from the LR~trid.~ 
shower. Continued good press prompted more 
interest. Encouraged by predictions in the sci- 
entific  journal^.^ hams stood by for what they 
thought might possibly be a better than average 
night for the 1966 Leonids shower. 

Indeed, it was! The headline for Sam Harris. 
W I WJ 's  column7 was "November Leonids- 
Shower of a Lifetime." Sam recounted, 
"Hundreds of contacts were made by calling 
CQ, or by breaking stations when their skeds 
were completed, as most were in the first 
minute or two of prearranged calls." 

Reports of visual observations were sent to 
Sky and Telescope from all over the country. 
Among the reports was one from Shelby Ennis, 
W4WNH (now WXWN). From his letter 
Shelby was quoted as saying, "For us i n  
Kentucky, the 1966 Leonids will be rated much 
better as a 'radio' shower than as a 'visual' 
shower due at least in part to the very sharp 
peak coming after dawn." However, in areas 
where dawn hadn't come, particularly in the 
west. the display was awesome. Reports of 
2.000 meteors per minute weren't uncommon. 
I t  was a night (or early morning) to remember 
for amateur radio operators and amateur 
astronomers. alike. 



Meteor induced propagation 
today 

Interest in meteor shower-induced propaga- 
tion continues today. Because the Perseids is a 
relatively long running shower (meteors associ- 
ated with the Perseids appear as early as two 
weeks before the peak) and it appears during 
the summer, it's the most popular of these type 
of events. 

Intriguingly, interest in this shower has been 
increasing within the astronomical circles-in 
part because of reports of amateur radio opera- 
tors' activities. In particular, Dr. Brian G. 
Marsden, who predicted the return of the 
Comet Swift-Tuttle (see Photo A), acknowl- 
edged the contributions made by hams as a 
swaying factor when he decided to commit to 
refining the predicted return date8 of the comet. 
And Mr. Joe Rao, an amateur astronomer work- 
ing on estimating the potential for a storm and 
who's prediction is the basis for this article, 
told me in a telephone call that it was partly 
because of my article in August 1992 Sky and 
Telescope (on "listening to" the Perseids) that 
he continued his research into the possibility 
of a storm. 

Indeed, since 1988, the growth of a visual 
observation of a new peak in meteor activity 
has been reported. This visual peak has been 
confirmed by amateurs' on-the-air reports for 
the last two showers. In my column? I reported 
that the 1991 peak, or spike, of the shower 
appeared to have occurred around 1600 UTC 

on August 12th. Again, in my c ~ l u m n , ' ~  I 
reported that the 1992 peak seemed to have 
occurred around 1930 UTC on August I l th. 
Both these dates and times bear a close proxim- 
ity to those of the peaks reported in astronomi- 
cal journals (1622 UTC on August 12, 1991 
and 1924 UTC on August 1 1, 1992, respective- 
ly). Similar reports of activity also appeared in 
the November 1991 and October 1992 issues 
of QST. 

A meteor storm? 

As I mentioned, Marsden was interested in 
these spikes because he felt they might be fore- 
telling the return of the comet. As I also men- 
tioned, Rao, an amateur astronomer who has 
observed the Perseids meteor shower regularly 
since 1966, felt that these spikes foretold some- 
thing more exciting for both astronomers and 
amateur radio operators. For Rao, these spikes 
also seemed to confirm the return of the comet. 
Now, with the return of the comet, it has 
become a Rosetta stone to him-providing the 
key to predict the possibility of a meteor storm 
for this year's Perseids meteor shower! 

In a forthcoming article,I2 Rao reveals why 
the return of the comet has become the key for 
making this prediction. He explains that there 
are two important facets to this return. First, the 
comet's return confirms that the Perseids mete- 
or shower is caused by the comet. Second, the 
comet's return confirms the shift in the proxim- 
ity of the orbits of the comet and the Earth. 

Figure 1.The orbits of the Earth and Comet Swift-Tuttle have closed to within 87,400 miles, increasing the chances 
that we may collide with debris expelled from the comet-possibly even with one of the knots of debris. 
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SWIFT-TUTTLE 

Figure 2. Knots of debris expelled from recent orbits of Comet Swift- 
Tuttle are circling with the comet. The Earth's collision with debris 
expelled from comets is what causes meteor showers. Are we on a 
collision course with one of these knots? If we are, several of the ham 
bands may experience spectacular short skip propagation during the 
resulting meteor storm. 

Comet Swift-Tuttle Causes Perseids 
Meteor Showers. Even though G.V. 
Schiaparelli had mathematically proven that the 
Swift-Tuttle Comet was the originator of the 
Perseids meteor stream, a small doubt existed 
because no one had seen the comet after 
Schiaparelli published his findings. l 3  However, 
using these findings and the records of histori- 
cal sightings of comets that could have been 
Swift-Tuttle (particularly the Comet Kegler of 
1737), and assuming that the comet does cause 
the Perseids meteor shower, Marsden predicted 
the comet's next perihelion (the point where the 
comet passes nearest the Sun) to be November 
25, 1992.14 Nevertheless, Marsden hedged his 
prediction by writing: "The point is, of course, 
that if the comet has not been found before late 
1983, it would certainly be desirable to start 
thinking about searching ... in 1992 ..."I5 And, as 
he explained in the Sky and Telescope article,l6 
when the initial message of Shigemi Numa- 
zawa's September 26,1992 sighting of the 
comet arrived, he wasn't particularly excited. 

Comet's Return Confirms its Orbital 
Shift. Now that the comet had been recovered 
(a comet that has been presumed "lost," as in 
the case of the Swift-Tuttle Comet, and later 
"found" is considered to have been "recov- 
ered"), Rao next had to prove that its orbit had 
shifted closer to that of Earth. Using the orbital 
elements supplied in Marsden's 1973 article for 
the 1992 predicted return, Rao calculated that 

the comet's projected perihelion would be one 
half million miles closer than the 1862 perihe- 
lion and 2 million miles closer than the 1737 
perihelion. By extrapolation, he determined that 
the comet would come within 100,000 miles of 
Earth on its descending node. Rao took his fig- 
ures to Marsden and he, in turn, calculated that 
the encounter with the Earth may be as close as 
93,000 miles. Then, Rao took his findings to 
Dr. Donald K. Yeomans, who, as an employee 
of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, is inter- 
ested in meteors from an outer space survey 
standpoint. Yeomans calculated that the ren- 
dezvous may be as close as 87,400 miles! (see 
Figure 1). 

Because the comet has been recovered, Rao 
has been able to conclude that the increase in 
Perseids activity since 1988 can be attributed to 
debris expelled ahead of the comet. As the 
comet has proceeded through its orbit, the 
debris ahead of it has also traveled through the 
same orbit. Now that the comet has gone 
beyond the Earth's orbit, Rao concludes that 
what we will see in this year's shower is debris 
that has been expelled behind the comet (see 
Figure 2). 

In order to conclude that this year's Perseids 
shower may be a storm, Rao looked at the 
Perseids displays for the years surrounding the 
previous return in 1862. Rao noted that the Far 
East reports indicated increases in Perseids dis- 
plays for the years 1861 and 1862. He then 
examined a report made by William F. 
Denning, a tenacious meteor observer. Rao 
found that Denning had observed that the 1863 
display produced a rate of 3 to 4 times the nor- 
mal maximal Perseids rates (emphasis ours). 
Rao then examined the work of S. Herschel, 
another noted meteor observer. He found that 
Herschel, commenting on the Andromedid 
meteor storm of 1872, compared it favorably to 
the Leonids storm of November 1866 and the 
marked nzaximum (emphasis ours) of the 
Perseids shower of 1863. 

Using the regularity of meteor storms (every 
33, or so, years) associated with the Leonids 
shower, and the fact that this regularity closely 
follows the periodicity of the Temple-Tuttle 
Comet, the parent of the Leonids, most 
astronomers theorize that there is a knot (or 
knots) of debris in close proximity to the 
comet. Applying this theory to the Swift-Tuttle 
Comet, relating the intense increase in activity 
of the Perseids during the 199 1 and 1992 
showers, and noting that the comet's passage 
near the Earth's orbit is only 224 days for this 
orbit, as compared to 332 days for the 1862 
orbit, Rao concludes that there exists a high 
probability for a storm during this year's 
Perseids display. 

In analyzing the probability of a storm, one 
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Nevertheless, he has booked passage on a 
cruise ship that will be traversing the 
Mediterranean Sea, ostensibly to celebrate the 
birth of his new child who is due in late July, 
but more likely to be able to have the best 
advantage for observing the storm. 
Additionally, Rao has advised me that Marsden 
has made plans to travel to Italy at about the 
same time, also to be at an advantageous spot 
for viewing a potential storm. 

Band conditions 

Should there be a storm, what band condi- 
tions can we expect? Unfortunately, it's not 
entirely possible to predict with certainty, con- 
sidering what propagation modes may be pre- 
sent at that time (sporadic E, tropo, etc.). How- 
ever, generalizations can be made based on past 
experiences. Beginning with 12 meters, it will 
seem like the band is open everywhere (on 
short skip) during the hour or so long peak. On 
10 meters, conditions will be much the same. If 
the storm is very intense, the same conditions 
that exist on 10 meters may also be present on 
6 meters. On 2 meters, stations may have prop- 
agation over a given path for up to a minute, or 
so. On 135 cm, propagation may exist for up to 
five seconds, or so. On 70 cm, propagation may 
exist for a fraction of a second to a couple of 
seconds. If you want to try to complete a con- 
tact on 33 cm, this is the year to try it. If you 
have vacation time coming from your job, this 
is probably the time to schedule it! 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 
New ~ a r n t r o n i c s ~  Digital Voice Recorder COR-5 (used in the REP-200 Repeater). 

The DVR-1 Digital Voice Recorder is a ver- The DVR-1 module is an economical pc 
satile pc board module, which is designed pri- board which can be purchased either in kit 
marily as a voice ID'er for repeaters. But it form at $89 or as a wired & tested unit at 
also provides features so that it can be used as $139. It includes a small electret microphone 
a contest CQ caller or as a "radio notepad" to and pushbuttons for record and playback. 
record short parts of received transmissions for For more details, write to Hamtronics, Inc., 
instant recall. 65-Q Moul Rd, Hilton, NY 14468-9535 or call 

As a repeater ID'er, the DVR-I module will 716-392-9430 (fax: -9420). Ask for a complete 
record your voice, using either the built-in catalog, which also includes all their 
microphone or an external mic. It can be used VHFJUHF transmitters, receivers, repeaters, 
with almost any repeater COR module, includ- converters, preamps, and accessories. 
ing the HamtronicsB COR-3, COR-4, and 
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RADIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSISTORS: 
PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICAL 
APPLICATIONS 
A practical guide for the roll-up-your 
sleeves builder by Norm Dye and 
Helge Gran berg 

N ot all radio designers are formally 
trained for what they do. When I went 
to school, communication technology 

as we know it simply didn't exist. Even today, 
digitally oriented under-graduate EE programs 
rarely offer comprehensive RF-design courses. 
Many of us learn our craft from a mosaic of 
conferences and workshops, application notes, 
journal articles, data sheets, CAD programs, 
and the ever-present school of hard knocks. 
And, when these avenues fail us, we pick up 
the phone and call a factory RF application 
engineer for help. But wouldn't it be great to 
have an application engineer's knowledge 
available on your bookshelf? 

Design course in a book 

As its introduction states. Radio Frequency 
Transistors: Principles and Practical 
Applications, isn't a theoretical text about the 
physics of semiconductors. Rather, it's a practi- 
cal guide for people who roll up their sleeves 

and build things. Norm Dye and Helge 
Granberg are both well-known Motorola appli- 
cation engineers who routinely field questions 
over the phone, teach workshops, write articles 
and application notes, and design products. 
They are the people you and I call when we 
run out of rope and nothing seems to work. 
What's more, they have been doing this for 
over 20 years. Consequently, both bring a par- 
ticularly keen sense of what the practical 
designer needs to conquer the "Murphys" that 
creep into RF amplifier designs. In addition to 
technical expertise, both authors have mastered 
the fine art of presenting technical material 
simply, without diluting its integrity or mean- 
ing. In ~hor t ,  they know a lot of useful stuff, 
and you probably won't have a difficult time 
understanding it. 

Overall, I found Radio Frequerlcy Trmsis- 
tors thorough and well organized. Like a well- 
planned series of workshops, each chapter takes 
on a single aspect of amplifier design, and cov- 
ers it from start to finish (see the list of chap- 
ters). Because everything is well organized, the 
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book is easy to study and especially useful as 
a reference. Say, for example, you wish to 
cookbook a SSB bias network. The Index or 
Table of Contents will quickly lead you to a 
range of proven circuits--cataloged in order of 
complexity, and explained in enough detail so 
you can implement them easily. It then 
becomes a simple matter of selecting the best 
solution for your particular application. No 
thumbing through obscure texts or piles of 
application notes in search of something that 
"looks" workable. 

In addition to being practical, the book takes 
a forward-looking approach to technology. Dye 
and Granberg are quick to acknowledge the 
utility of PC-oriented CAD packages for 
designing impedance-matching networks. They 
cover traditional "pencil-and-paper" calcula- 
tions for conjugate networks (an obligatory 
inclusion), but then devote a full chapter to 
powerful CAD alternatives that provide far 
more exciting opportunities than a hand calcu- 
lator and a piece of Smith Chart paper could 
ever yield. Not surprisingly, Dye and Granberg 
focus special attention on MIMP (Motorola 
Impedance Matching Proflam), a special in- 
house CAD package developed by Motorola 
that features Smith Chart visualization. MIMP 
is a very useful tool, and it's free (available 
upon request from Motorola)! 

The inside information 

The content of this book is well focused, pro- 
viding the basics you'll need to get the job 
done. The text covers a lot of ground in 235 
pages, so you won't learn everything there is to 
know about each topic. On the other hand. 
you'll learn what you need to know to imple- 
ment a workable design. And, if you do require 
more information, each chapter concludes with 
an extensive list of references. 

In the Table of Contents, each chapter listing 
is followed by several sub-headings-reading 
something like a course syllabus. Chapter titles 
provide a pretty good clue as to the range of 
topics covered in the book. They are: 

1. Understanding RF Data Sheet Parameters 
2. RF Transistor Fundamentals 
3. FETs and BJTs: Comparison of 

Parameters and Circuitry 
4. Other Factors Affecting Amplifier Design 
5. Reliability Considerations (die tempera - 

tures, etc.) 
6. Construction Techniques (pc layout, 

mounting, etc.) 
7. Power Amplifier Design 
8. Computer Aided Design Programs 
9. After the Power Amplifier Output (filters. 

SWR protection) 

10. Widebancl Impedance Matching 
I I .  Power Splitting and Combining 
12. Frequency Compensation and Negative 

Feedback 
13. Small Signal Amplifier Design 

As with most good technical reference books. 
a detailed topical index will help you find 
specifics quickly. 

A valuable resource 

Over the years. Motorola Semiconductors 
has distinguished itself with a strong commit- 
ment to customer support and product educa- 
tion. This, in turn, has enabled career design- 
erleducators like Norm Dye and Helge 
Granberg to acquire a tremendous store of "real 
world" technical and instructional savvy. Radio 
Frer/uenq Transistors: Principles and 
Practical Applications is a compilation that 
represents the best of what this partnership in 
learning has produced. and i t  is a book well 
worth having on your shelf. 

Radio Frequency Tr<lnsi.stor.s: Principles and 
Practical Applications, by Norm Dye and 
Helge Granberg is published by Butterworth- 
Heinemann, 80 Montvale Avenue, Stoneham. 
Massachusetts 02 180. The list price is $39.95. 
To order by phone, call (800)366-2665 or FAX 
(617)438-1479: a $3.50 handling fee will be 
added to all credit card orders. The book is also 
available in technical bookstores nationwide. 
and from the Motorola Literature Distribution 
Center as publication TB326. 
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1.5:l and 2:l BaIuns 
A look at the many versions of these 
two baluns 

T here are many applications for broad- 
band baluns with impedance transforma- 
tion ratios close to 1.5: 1 and 2: 1 .  Two 

applications involve matching 50-ohm cable to 
balanced loads of 75 or I00 ohms. which arc 
the input impedances of a half-wave dipole at 
heights of 0.22 or 0.34 wavelengths above 
ground. Another is the matching of 50-ohm 
cable to the I OO-ohm input impedance of a 
quad antenna. An interesting and somewhat 
unexpected application concerns the matching 
of 50-ohm cable directly to the input imped- 
ance of the driven element of a Yagi beam an- 
tenna of 33 or 25 ohms. This would eliminate 
the common hairpin matching network present- 
ly used to raise their input impedances to 50 Figure I. Schematic diagrams of t m  1.56:l haluns. (A) step-up. 50:78 
ohms. ohms; (R) step-down 50:37.6 ohms-connwtion A, 50:3Z ohms- 
There are many versions of these two baluns. connection R. 

1: 1.56 UNUN 1: l  BALUN 1:1.56 UNUN 1: l  BALUN 

( A )  (8 )  

I'hoto A. I{;iluns using tlic sclicni;~tic tli:~gr;~n~ of' F i ~ ~ r c  / A .  I%:~lun on the Icll rn;~lclics 50-ohm c;~lilr to ;I 

halanced load of 7% ohms. Ralun nn the right matches 50-ohm ci~hle to hal:~nced lor~ds 0137.6. or 32 nhms.. 
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I 1 series with Guanella* baluns. Figures 1A and 

Photo 1%. A series-type halun using the schematic diagram of 1:i~crrr 2rl 
designed to match 50-ohm cahlc to a halanced load of 1fW) ohms. 

5 

' 1:2 UNUN 1:1 BALUN 1.78: 1 UNUM 1:4 BALUN 

( 8 )  (A)  

They include: I )  high and low-power designs, 
2) designs matching 50-ohm cable to higher or 
lower impedances, 3) series or parallel-type 
designs, 4) single or dual-core designs, 5) dual- 
ratio designs, and 6)  HF and VHF designs. In 
this article. you'll read about many high-power 
designs* capable of handling the full legal limit 
of amateur radio power. They are optimized for 
sufficient margins in choking reactlince at their 
low frequency ends and in efficiency through- 
out their passbands. Two of the 2: 1 baluns are 
specifically designed for 2-meter operation. 

R show their schematic diagrams. Figure 1R 
has an extra input (to a tap) that provides anoth- 
er ratio of 1.33: 1. 

The left-hand side of Photo A shows a de- 
sign using Figure 1A mounted in a CU 3006 
minibox 5.25 inches long by 3 inches wide by 
2.25 inches high. (Radio Shack carries a similar 
enclosure.) The 1 : 1.56 unun has 4 quintufilar 
turns on a 1.5-inch OD ferrite toroid with a per- 
meability of 250. Winding 7-8 is no. 14 H 
Thermaleze wire and the other four are no. 16 
H Thermaleze wire. 

The 1:1 Guanella balun has 11 bifilar turns 
of no. 14 H Thermaleze wire on a 2.4-inch OD 

1.5: 1 baluns 

ferrite toroid with a permeability of 250. One 
Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of two versions of the wries-type halun. (A) 1:2 
(S0:lO ohms) halun: (l3) 1:2.25(58:112.5 ohms) balun. 

wire is covered with TeflonTM tubing resulting 
in a characteristic impedance very close to 78 
ohms (the optimum value). 

In matching 50-ohm cable to a balanced load 
of 78 ohms, the impedance transformation ratio 
is literally flat (within a percent or two) from 
1.5 to 40 MHz! Note that (separately) the I :  l 
(75:75 ohm) balun would make an excellent 
isolation transformer for 75-ohm hardline and 
the 1.56: 1 (78:50 ohm) unun would provide an 
excellent match between 75-ohm hardline and 
50-ohm cable. 

The right-hand side of Photo A shows a 
design using Figure 1R mounted in a similar 
enclosure. The 1 36 :  1 unun has 5 quintufilar 
turns on a 1.5-inch OD ferrite toroid with a per- 
meability of 250. Winding 5-6 is no. 14 H 
Thermaleze wire and is tapped at one turn from 
terminal 5. The other four wires are no. 16 H 

In  this section. I'll present two series-type 
1.5: 1 baluns (actually 1.56:1, which should be 
close enough). They both use 1.56: I ununsl in 

'Av;~il:thlc In,n Alnld<,n h\nx.~:$!r\. Inc.. ?? l h  la \ !  GladwicL Slrwl. 

Don~~nfiec/ Ilill\. C';~l~li~nia'Ml??Il. 

Thermaleze wire. 
The 1 : 1 Guanella balun has 7 turns of home- 

made coaxial cable on a 1.5-inch OD ferrite 
toroid with a permeability of 250. The inner 
conductor is no. 14 H Thermaleze wire and is 
covered with Teflon tubing. The outer braid, 
which is from a small coaxial cable or from 
18-inch tubular braid. is also tightly wrapped 
with Scotch no. 92 tape to preserve the low 
characteristic impedance. 

In matching 50-ohm cable to a balanced load 
of 37.6 ohms (connection A) or to a balanced 
load of 32 ohms (connection B), the response is 
essentially flat (within a percent or two) from 
1.5 to 30 MHz. 

2: 1 baluns 

The 2: 1 balun lends itself to more choices in 
design then the I .56: 1 balun. This is especially 
true because the parallel-type design, which 
provides a 2.25: 1 balun with the widest possi- 
ble bandwidth. can easily be employed. The 
1.56: 1 balun is at a disadvantage here. This sec- 
tion contains many baluns using both series and 
parallel-type designs. Analysis of the parallel- 
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type 2.25: 1 balun is probably presented here for 
the first time. 

Series-type baluns 
Figure 2 shows circuit diagrams for two ver- 

sions of the series-type balun. Photo R shows a 
design using Figure 2 A  mounted in a CU 
3005-A minibox 5 inches long by 4 inches 
wide by 3 inches high. The 1 :2 unun3 has 7 tri- 
filar turns on a 1.5-inch OD femte toroid with a 
permeability of 250. The output tap is located 6 
turns from terminal 5. Winding 5-6 is no. 14 H 
Thermaleze wire and the other two are no. 16 H 
Thermaleze wire. 

The 1 : 1 Guanella balun has 14 bifilar turns 
of no. 14 H Thermaleze wire on a 2.4-inch OD 
femte toroid with a permeability of 250. Both 
wires are covered with Teflon tubing, resulting 
in a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms (the 
optimum value). A crossover, placing 7 turns 
on one side of the toroid and 7 turns on the 
other, is used so that the output and input are on 
opposite sides of the toroid. Figure 3 is a draw- 
ing of the crossover. Although this technique 
has no electrical advantage at HF, the mechani- 
cal advantage is obvious. 

When matching 50-ohm cable to a balanced 
load of 100 ohms, the response is literally flat 
(within 2 to 3 percent) from 1.5 to 30 MHz. By 
connecting the output of the unun to terminal 6 
instead of to the tap, the balun would match 50- 
ohm cable to a balanced load of 1 12.5 ohms 
with about the same response. 

Photo C shows two slightly different ver- 
sions of series-type 2.25: 1 baluns using the cir- 
cuit of Figure 2R.  Both have the same 1.78: 1 
step-down unun which has 5 quadrifilar turns 
on a 1.5-inch OD femte toroid with a perme- 
ability of 250. Winding 5 4  is no. 14 H 
Thermaleze wire and the other three are no. 16 
H Thermaleze wire. Each version also has 8 
bifilar turns of no. 14 H Thermaleze wire on 
both of the I .5-inch OD femte toroids with a 
permeability of 250. 

The differences are: I) the balun on the left 
in Photo C has one layer of Scotch no. 92 tape 
on one of the wires in each bifilar winding and 
a crossover after the fourth turn. and 2) the 
balun on the right has two layers of Scotch no. 
92 tape on one of the wires on one toroid and 
no extra insulation on the wires of the other 
toroid. Therefore, one of the windings in the 
1 :4 Guanella balun has a characteristic imped- 
ance a little less than 50 ohms resulting in a 
canceling effect. Furthermore, the crossover 
isn't used in this design. The balun on the left is 
mounted in a CU 3006 minibox 5.25 inches 
long by 3 inches wide by 2.25 inches high. The 
balun on the right is mounted in a CU 3015-A 
minibox 4 inches long by 2 inches wide by 2.75 
inches high. 

Figure 3. Construction of a 1:l Guanella balun with a 
crossover placing the input and output terminals on 
opposite sides of the tornid. 

The performance of these two baluns is 
essentially the same. When matching 50-ohm 
cable to balanced loads of 1 12.5 ohms, the 
responses are essentially flat (within 2 to 3 per- 
cent) from 1.5 to 30 MHz. 

From preliminary measurements on series- 
type 2: 1 baluns, the balun in Photo R is the one 
I'd recommend for matching 50-ohm cable to 
balanced loads of 100 ohms. while the baluns 
in Photo C would be best for matching to bal- 
anced loads of l 12.5 ohms. Also by replacing 
the 1.78: 1 ilnun in Figure 2R with a 2.25: 1 
unun and not adding any extra insulation to the 
windings of the 1:4 balun, it's possible to 

Photo ('. Two scries-t!pe 1,;llunh using thc scheni;ltic cli;tgr;ltn of' I.'ig~rrc, I11 
designed to match 50-ohm cable to hali~ncecl lnatls ol' 112.5 oltms. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a dual-ratio series-type 
bnlun. Connection A matches 50-ohm cable to a bal- 
anced load of 25 ohms. Connection 1% matches 50-ohm 
cnhle to a balanced lnnd of 22.22 ohms. 

obtain an excellent balun matching 50-ohm 
cable to a balanced load of 89 ohms. 

Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of a 
series-type balun designed to match 50-ohm 
cable to balanced loads of 25 or 22.12 ohms. 
Photo D shows two versions of this dual-ratio 
balun. The balun on the left, for its unun. has 6 
trifilar turns of no. 14 H Thermalcze wire on a 
1.5-inch OD ferrite toroid with a permeability 
of 250. Winding 3-4 is tapped one turn from 
terminal 3. yielding the 2: 1 ratio. The 1 : I 
Guanella balun has 6 turns of homemade coaxi- 
al cable on a similar toroid. The inner conduc- 
tor is no. 12 H Thermaleze wire and is coverecl 
with Teflon tubing. The outer braid. from a 
small coax or 118-inch tubular braid. is tightly 
wrapped with Scotch no. 93 tape to preserve its 
low characteristic impcdancc. 

In matching 50-ohm cable to balanced loilds 

of 25 ohms (connection A) or to 22.22 ohms 
(connection R) ,  the response is essentially flat 
(within a percent or two) from 1.5 to 30 MHz. 

The balun on the right in Photo D has simi- 
lar windings on a single 2.4-inch OD ferrite 
toroid with a permeability of 250. Its perfor- 
mance is quitc comparable. 

Parallel-h/pe baluns 

As you saw in the previous section. the 
series-type baluns in this article are combina- 
tions of ununs with ratios of 1.33: 1 to 3.25: 1 in 
series with Guanclla I :I or 4: 1 baluns. The 
ununs, which are really an extension of 
Ruthroof s4 hootstrnp technique for obtaining a 
4: I unun, sum a direct voltage with a tlelayed 
voltage that traverses a single transmission line. 
Thercfore. the unun eventually limits the high- 
frequency rcsponsc of the series-typc balun. 

On the other hand, the parallel-type balun is 
an extension of Guanella's technique of sum- 
ming voltages of equal delays. Instead of con- 
necting only transmission line in parallel-series. 
the parallel-type balun connects Guanella 
baluns in parallel-series. As I noted in my arti- 
cle in thc Winter 1992 issue of Commrniic~r- 
tiotis QrrarterlY,5 two 4: 1 Guanella haluns can 
be connected in pamllel-series. yielding very 
broadband ratios of 6.26: 1. This section shows 
how a 1 : I  Guanella halun can be connectcd 
with a 4: 1 Guanclla balun in parallel-series, 
yielding a very broadband ratio of 2.25: 1. 

Figure 5 is thc schematic diagram of the 
high-frequency model of a 2.25: 1 unirn uscd for 
analysis purposes. Since the current through the 

I'lloto I). I \ro \rric.\-t\ lrr l,;~lun\ u\it~l: 1 1 1 ~  \cllc<nl:~tic cli;~l:r;~n~ of I rgrtrc. -I tlr\il:r~'tl to r11;11cl1 5l)-ol1111 T ; I I I I C  
to 1,;tlanccd loacl< of 25 ohm< or 22.22 ohm\. 
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I'hoto E. Pz~rallcl-type 2.25:l halun niatrhing SO-ohm 
cnhlt to a halnnc4 load of' 112.5 ohms. 

load is 3/21,. the transformation ratio is (312)*, 
or 2.25: 1. Therefore, if the impedance seen on 
the left side is 50 ohms, a matched impedance 
on the right side is 2.22 ohms. Since 213rds of 
the 50 ohms appears across the input of the 
Guanella 1 : 1 balun, its optimum characteristic 
impedance is 33.33 ohms. This is also the value 
of the optimum characteristic impedance for 
the windings of the 4: 1 balun. Because the 1 : 1 
balun wants to see 33.33 ohms on its output (a 
matched condition) and the 4: 1 balun 66.66 
ohms. putting these two values in parallel 
results in  the confirming value of 22.22 ohms. 

If the 50-ohm generator is placed on the right 
side in Figure 5, the circuit becomes a step-up 
unun matching 50 ohms to 1 12.5 ohms (on the 
left). If the ground is removed on the left side. 
the transformer becomes a balun. A similar 
analysis as above, shows that the optimum 
characteristic impedance ofthe three bifilar 
windings now becomes 75 ohms. 

Photo E shows a parallel-type 2.25: 1 balun 
designed to match 50-ohm cable to a balanced 
load of 1 12.5 ohms. It has 9 bifilar turns of no. 
14 H Thermaleze wire on each of the three 
toroids that have a 1.5-inch OD and a perme- 
ability of 250. Also. one of the wires on each 
toroid is covered with Teflon tubing resulting 
in a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms (the 
optimum value). When operating as a balun, 
the response is essentially flat from 7 to over 45 
MHz. As an unun, the flat response is broad- 
ened to 1 .S to over 45 MHz. 

Because the coiled wire, parallel-type balun 
didn't provide any real advantage over the 
series-type balun (in fact the low-frequency 
response was poorer), I investigated the beaded 
transmission line version for possible use in the 
VHF band. Figure 6 shows a schematic dia- 
gram of one using coaxial cable. Obviously, 
twin lead could be substituted for the coaxial 
cable. Photo F shows both versions. 

The top design in Photo F has 4 inches of 
318-inch OD ferrite beads with a permeability 
of 125 on each of the three 75-ohm transmis- 

Figure 5. High-frequency model of the parallel-type 2.251 transformer. 
Connections shown are for unun operation. 

Figure 6. The coaxial-cable version of the parallel-type 2.291 trans 
former of Figure 5. 

sion lines. It is designed to match 50-ohm cable 
on the right to a balanced load of 1 12.5 ohms 
on the left (with the ground on terminal 1 
removed). The transmission lines consist of two 
no. 14 H Thermaleze wires separated by the 
Teflon tubing covering one of the wires. When 
matching 50-ohm cable to a balanced load of 
1 12.5 ohms, the response is essentially flat 
from 30 to over 100 MHz (the limit of my 
bridge). 

The bottom design in Photo F also has 4 
inches of 318-inch OD femte beads with a per- 
meability of 250. But they are now threaded by 
homemade coaxial cable with a characteristic 
impedance of 33.33 ohms. It is designed to 
match 50-ohm cable on the left to a balanced 
load of 22.22 ohms (with the ground on termi- 
nal 2 removed). The inner conductor of the 
coax is no. 14 H Thermaleze wire and is cov- 
ered with Teflon tubing. The braid is from 
small coaxial cable or from 118-inch tubular 
braid. The braid is also tightly wrapped with 
Scotch no. 92 tape in order to preserve the low 



I'hoto F. Ileacled transmission line versions of the 2.25:l parallel-type 
halun for operation in the VHF hand. 'l'he top halun matches 50-ohm 
cahle to a halnnced load of 112.5 nhms. The bottom halun matches it to 
a halanced load of 22.22 nhms. 

characteristic impedance. When matching 50- 
ohm cable to a balanced load of 22.22 ohms, 
the response is essentially flat from 14 to over 
100 MHz (again. the limit of my bridge). 

Closing comments 

In closing, I'd like to make a couple of com- 
ments regarding parallel-type baluns. 

First, if you are interested in a 1.78: 1 ratio. 
replace the 1:4 balun in Figures 5 and 6 with a 
1 :9 Guanella balun (three transmission lines 
connected in parallel-series). This will yield an 

output current of 4/31, and a ratio of (41312, or 
1.78: 1. If you replace the 1 :4 balun with a 1 : 16 
Guanella balun (four transmission lines con- 
nected in parallel-series), the output current 
will be 5/41 with a ratio of (5/4)7, or 1.56: 1. . 

Second, because the parallel-type balun is 
really an extension of Guanella's technique of 
summing voltages of equal delayshq7 the high- 
frequency response is mainly limited by the 
parasitics in the interconnections. Therefore, 
beaded transmission lines offer the best oppor- 
tunity for successful operation in the VHF 
band. I also recommend that the ferrite beads 
have permeabilities of 300 or less8 in order to 
achieve the very high efficiencies of which 
these transformers are capable. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 
New Catalog of Quartz Crystals Published front by a bright white light and from the rear 

A new catalog of quartz crystals and holders by a soft blue glow. Colors are user-selectable, 
has just been published by J A N  Crystals. It is as are optional 3-D axes and labels. Elevation- 
an illustrated eight page booklet containing plane resolution may be set from 2 to 6 
descriptions. specificntions, and prices on degrees. Azimuth-plane resolution varies auto- 
crystals for frequency control, microproces- matically with elevation angle. 
sors. data transmission, telemetry, and The new 3-D display lets an antenna design- 
telecommunication voice. er easily evaluate results of AO's three-dimen- 

To receive a free copy of the catalog. call sional radiation-pattern optimization. The dis- 
JAN Crystals at I -800-JAN-XTAL. play can reveal radiation-pattern problems not 

otherwise apparent, like unexpected high- 
Three-Dimensional Radiation Patterns angle backlohes away from the principle axes. 

Brian Reczlcy. K6ST1, announces a ncw AO-Professional 5.0. which includes A 0  
feature for the A 0  5.0 Antenna Optimizer pro- 5.0. the MN-Professional4.5 Antenna 
gram. A 0  will include 3-D. radiation-pattern Analysis package, and a commercial-use 
display. The display shows an antenna's entire license, costs $500. A 0  5.0 is discounted to 
radiation pattern at once. The pattern may be $100 for amateur use. A 0  5.0 requires an IBM 
rotated. translated, scaled, and sliced by the PC compatible computer with math coproces- 
user. The display uses a dual-illumination sor. For more information contact: Brian 
technique (not reproducible on printed pat- Beezley. K6STI. 507 112 Taylor, Vista, CA 
terns). 3-D objects float against a black back- 92084; or call 6 19-945-9824 (0700- 1800 
ground and appear to be illuminated from the Pacific Time). 
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Claton Cadmus, KAOGKC 
3985 Alabama Avenue South, 

St. Louis Park, Minnesota 55416 
and 

Bruce L. Meyer, 
WOHZR/NNNOBQH 

9410 Blaisdell Avenue South, 
Bloomington, MN 55420-4323 

FSKSIGNAL 
MONITOR 
"X-display" circuit makes HF signal 
tunrng easrer 

adio amateurs and MARS opera- 
tors who use the digital modes 
packet, AMTOR, and RTTY, and 

have struggled to properly tune in a noisy 
HF signal while watching a TNC bargraph 
tuning indicator, will appreciate the ease of 
tuning afforded by the "X" display on a 
CRT screen. 

The "X"-display circuit gets its input di- 
rectly from the radio receiver audio rather 
than from filters following limiters inside a 
terminal unit, modem, or TNC. As a result, 
it provides more information to the user 
than a bargraph or crossed-ellipse type in- 
dicator. The display shows the amount of 
frequency shift, the direction of mistuning, 

I - 
Photo A. Typical oscilloscope conversion. 



Figure 1. The CRT display. 

selective fading characteristics of the signal, 
and some keying irregularities. Yet, it's easy 
to  build and calibrate. 

Nearly any oscilloscope can be used as 
the foundation of the FSK monitor, as long 
as it contains electrostatic deflection cir- 
cuits. You should be prepared to  dedicate 
the 'scope to the FSK monitoring function, 
because the gain must be reproducible, and 
because a bright beam will eventually pro- 
duce a small dark spot in the center of the 
CRT screen. 

We have recently installed the FSK moni- 
tor circuit in four medical monitor 'scopes, 
three "kit" 'scopes, and two old service 
'scopes containing vacuum tubes. To make 
installation easier, we removed the sweep 
circuits-creating additional space. Photo A 
illustrates one such modification; the moni- 
tor conversion board is in the foreground. 
A small perfboard holds three biasing resis- 
tors needed for trace centering.* 

Background 
Hams in seveial countries, who were 

aware of early work on a 850-Hz "phase 
shift" RTTY monitor,** have sent requests 
and technical inquiries about a 170 or 
200-Hz shift monitor to  meet the needs of 
AMTOR and H F  packet users. This article 

'WOHZR offers free assistance to any reader planning an oscilloscope 
conversion. Simply send the 'scope schematic to him at the address found 
at the beginning of the article, along with an SASE. 
*'Meyer described the original vacuum-tube version in RTTY Magazine 
in November 1954. Additional articles appeared in CQ magazine of May 
1956, the W2JTP RTTY Handbook, and the RSGB Communicalions 
Handbook. Meyer's solid-state FSK monitor appeared in Ham Rodlo 
magazine in September 1988. Recent improvements to this design are of- 
fered here. 

Claton Cadmus, KAOGKC, gave invaluable assistallce in the prepara- 
tion of this latest article and also provided the printed circuit board lay- 
out and the component placement diagram. 

Figure 2. Typical pattern for correct tuning. 

offers recent improvements that were made 
to the original design. 

The display 
The tuning indicator provides a line on 

the face of the cathode ray tube (see Figure 
1). This line passes through the center of the 
screen and rotates as the audio frequency, 
F, changes. The line leans to  one side for an 
increase in frequency and to the other side 
for a decrease. 

About midway between the marking and 
spacing frequencies, the line is vertical. The 
rotation rate is greatest near the center fre- 
quency and slower above and below the 
FSK spectrum of interest. The length of the 
line is proportional to signal amplitude, A. 

Two rapidly alternating frequencies ap- 
pear as an X on the monitor screen, as 
shown in Figure 2. Calibration marks on 
the CRT screen permit the operator to eval- 
uate the FSK signal for correct shift. The 
angle formed by the X increases with in- 
creased shift. A tilted X indicates that the 
radio receiver is incorrectly tuned. The pres- 
ence of more than two straight lines is an 
indication that the sender's keying contacts 
are bouncing, or that a frequency-division 
multiplex signal is being received. Selective 
fading characteristics of the radio signal ap- 
pear as lines of unequal length. Often one 
line fades completely. It comes as a shock 
to many operators to learn that two fre- 
quencies only 170 Hz apart can differ in 
amplitude by 20 dB or more. 

Noise signals and sidebands appear as 
curved lines or Lissajous figures on the 
screen. Faint "retrace" lines related to filter 
Q appear inside the X. In 300-baud packet 
operation, sideband energy is clearly ap- 
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parent beyond the legs of the X, which ap- 
pear brighter than the sidebands. 

Theory of operation 
The block diagram in Figure 3 shows the 

FSK monitor's simplicity. The audio output 
of the radio receiver is applied to the input 
of the monitor circuit board, either directly 
or by way of a gain control potentiometer. 
An input buffer amplifier provides a con- 
stant source impedance to the second 
stage-a bandpass filter that includes the 
marking and spacing frequencies. This filter 
circuit emphasizes the frequencies of inter- 
est, while allowing the operator to recognize 
and acquire off-frequency signals. The third 
stage is a series-resonant discriminator cir- 
cuit that is tuned to the central frequency of 
the bandpass filter. This stage separates the 
vertical and horizontal deflection compo- 
nents of the signal for the CRT display. The 
vertical component provides a reference 
level and phase as the receiver is tuned. The 
horizontal component is the vector sum of 
the voltages across the capacitor and the in- 
ductor. This voltage goes to zero at reso- 
nance because the voltages across C and L 
become equal and opposite in phase. When 
they add up to a null, the CRT displays a 
vertical line. On either side of resonance, 
the voltages across the C and L become un- 
equal, causing the line on the CRT face to 
slope toward one side for the marking fre- 
quency and to the other side for the spacing 
frequency. 

Separate amplifiers for the marking and 
spacing outputs of the discriminator allow 
adjustment of line slope at the calibration 
marks. They also provide isolation to pre- 
vent loading of the C and L. All inputs and 
outputs of the monitor circuit are at ground 
potential. If DC isolation from the oscillo- 
scope circuits is required, blocking capaci- 

tors or transformers may be inserted in 
place of the jumper wires. 

If you look at the schematic diagram in 
Figure 4, you'll note that there are no in- 
ductor symbols. The inductor function is 
provided by a circuit called a gyrator.' Op- 
erational amplifiers U I B and U1 C, with 
their associated resistors and capacitors, 
comprise a synthetic inductor whose value is 
adjusted by R8. A second gyrator is used in 
the discriminator circuit. 

Construction 
You can install the discriminator board 

and its power transformer in a box outside 
the oscilloscope if there's not enough room 
inside the 'scope, or if you don't.want to re- 
move parts. When installing the circuit 
board, you must provide access to the 
potentiometer adjustments. 

If the power transformer won't fit inside 
the 'scope cabinet, there may be room on 
the back of the cabinet. Transformer ter- 
minals must be covered for safety. If the 
'scope already provides the required stable 
voltages, ( +  9 to 15 volts DC), it won't be 
necessary to install power supply compo- 
nents for the X-display. 

Signal leads should be shielded to prevent 
hum pickup. 

When soldering components to the circuit 
board (see Figure S), be careful not to over- 
heat semiconductors and filter capacitors. 
The regulators don't require heat sinks. We 
recommend that you use 14-pin DIP sock- 
ets. After soldering, inspect your work care- 
fully for solder bridging between adjacent 
pads and leads. 

Calibration 
Place symmetrical calibration marks on 

the edges of the CRT screen, identifying the 
ends of the legs of the X. Select a conveni- 

VERTICAL SIGNAL 
BUFFER AMPLIFIER 

SCOPE 

DEMODULATOR 

HORIZONTAL SIGNAL 
BUFFER AMPLIFIER 

Figure 3. FSK monitor system block diagram. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram. 
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Figure 5. PC hoard layout and component placement. 

ent angle like 60 or 90 degrees for the X. 
Pieces of electrical tape cut in the shape of  
small arrow heads are suitable. 

After connecting the FSK monitor circuit 
to the vertical and horizontal inputs of the 
selected oscilloscope or foundation unit, 
apply power and check for proper voltages. 
Next, provide an audio input at a frequency 
midway between the marking and spacing 
frequencies selected. Make sitre the audio 
does not overload the rnonilor circtrit. 

While observing the signal as a line on the 
CRT screen, adjust R 8  for maximum line 
length and R 14 for a vertical trace. 

Finally, apply the marking and spacing 
frequencies alternately to the input of the 
monitor and align their respective traces 
with the calibration marks on the CRT 

screen. The easiest way to do this is by run- 
ning the horizontal gain "wide open" and 
adjusting R17 (vertical gain) and R14 (null 
frequency) until the marking and spacing 
signal traces line up with the calibration 
marks. (Note that R 17 controls the angle 
between the traces while R14 rotates both 
traces in the same direction). 

I f  one leg of the X appears elliptical rath- 
er than linear, adjust the value of C5 to col- 
lapse the ellipse. 

If there is insufficient horizontal gain to 
fill the screen without distortion, you may 
need to swap the oscilloscope's horizontal 
and vertical amplifiers. This will rotate the 
traces 90 degrees. To correct the undesired 
rotation, you may either rotate the CRT 90 
degrees in its mounting or exchange the ver- 



tical with the horizontal deflection plate 
connections. 

Operation 
When tuning a radio to a digital mode 

signal, an operator usually listens for a 
characteristic pitch or pattern of sound, and 
then refers to a tuning indicator. Using the 
X display, you'll note that the X is com- 
pressed and leaning until it's almost hori- 
zontal until you tune the receiver to bring 
the X upright. It takes only two or three 
seconds to tune the radio correctly, even if 
you're not listening to the signal. 

To evaluate the amount of shift observed, 
first compare the angle of the FSK signal 
traces with the angle of the calibration 
marks. Assuming that you used 170-Hz 
shift calibration, a signal that slightly ex- 
ceeds the angle of the calibration marks is 
probably 200-Hz shift. A signal that greatly 
exceeds that angle is likely to be either 425 
or 850-Hz shift. To measure any shift pre- 

cisely, you need a receiver with precise tun- 
ing dial calibration. After aligning one leg 
of the X formed by the incoming signal 
with the closest calibration mark, note the 
frequency of the received signal. Then re- 
tune the receiver until the other leg of the X 
is aligned with the same calibration mark, 
and note the receiver frequency again. The 
shift is the difference between the two dial 
readings. 

Assistance 
If you find it difficult to obtain compo- 

nents or to get your X-display conversion to 
operate, feel free to contact WOHZR by 
telephone (no collect calls) at (6 12)88 1-2909. 
Please send a self-addressed stamped or 
equivalent with all written inquiries. 

REFERENCE 
I .  A. Antoniou, "Realization of  Gyrators using Operational Amplifiers, 
and Their Use in RC-Active Network Synthesis." Proceedings ajrhe 
IEEE, 1969, Volume 116. pages 1838.1850, 

Parts List 

I Component Value Digi-Key Description 
Part # 

0.022pF P45 17 Panasonic V-Series 
O.OlpF P45 13 Panasonic V-Series 
1 SO pF P4026 Panasonic Ceramic 
470pF 35WV P6255 Panasonic SU-Series 
47pF 25WV P6238 Panasonic SU-Series 

Dl-D4 1N4002, lOOV IN4002 (1N4001, 50 V okay) 

Rl,R19 1 OOk 
R2 1 10k 
R3,RS,R6,R9,Rl l,R12, 
R15,R16,R18,R20,R21 4.7k 
R4 47k 
R7,R13 3.9k 
R8,R14 2k pot 
R10 2.2k 
R17 lOOk pot 

1 OOKQ 
1 OKQ 

4.7KQ 
47KQ 
3.9KQ 
3FA23 Panasonic 3/8 square cermet pot. 
2.2KQ 
3FA15 Panasonic 3/8 square cermet pot. 

U1,U2 TLO84, LF347, LM348 
U3 LM7812 LM78 12 National Semiconductor 
U4 LM7912 LM7912 National Semiconductor 

All resistors 1/4 watt. 
Capacitors 50 WV unless noted. 
Mounting holes 11/64 inch for no. 6 machine screw. 
Holes for diodes, pots, U3,U4, and wires are 0.040 inch. 
All other holes 0.030 inch. 

Note: The use of the LM324 operational amplifier must be avoided because it exhibits 
crossover distortion. Many people may assume that the LM324 is an acceptable al- 
ternative to those op-amps listed; however, it is not. 
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Peter 0. Taylor 
AAVSO Solar Division 

P.O. Box 5685 
Athens, Georgia 30604-5685 

THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 
Update on  the VLF receiver 

T his issue I thought a change of pace from 
our usual subject matter might be in 
order. Because so many of you have 

expressed an interest in our efforts to collect 
data on sudden ionospheric disturbances 
(SIDs), I've asked our Technical Coordinator 
Arthur Stokes, N8BN, to describe his new, spe- 
cial-purpose VLF receiver design. We use these 
devices in our program to detect solar flares, 
virtually as they occur, by monitoring the 
effects such events have on the ionosphere 
(Photo A).* 

An improved VLF receiver for 
solar flare monitoring 

For quite some time, I've considered various 
ways to improve the selectivity of the VLF 
receiver circuit we've used during the past few 
years. Although this receiver has proven to be 
very effective and practical for many of our 
contributors, it does have a fairly wide band- 
pass that can result in some degradation of the 
record when the data are displayed or plotted. 

A few months ago, I ran across an article 
written by Eugene Pearson, W3QY1, in which 
he described a vacuum tube-based receiver 
with sharp tuning characteristics. Pearson's 
intriguing piece prompted me to modify our 
current receiver using the resonant circuits 
described in his article. 

In the past, our circuit has employed two 
Miller 63 19 or 9006 slug-tuned inductors 
shunted by 0.001 pF capacitors for the tuning 
selector. The Pearson circuit uses 88-mH toroid 
inductors shunted by air variable tuning capaci- 
tors. For our application, we chose three of 
these units in separate stages of amplification. 
Our conventional three-transistor circuit was 

*For additional information concerning this interesting and *cient~f~cnlly pro- 
ductive prqrct. \ee "Recording Solar Flares Indirectly." In the Summer 1491 
i s u e  of Comniunications Quarterly. 

easily modified to accommodate these tuned 
sections. The schematic for the new design is 
shown in Figure 1. A parts list is provided. 

Those of you who aren't "old timers" in the 
amateur radio game may wonder what these 
toroid inductors are. It's my understanding that 
these devices (Photo B) were originally used as 
loading coils on telephone transmission lines. 
For many years amateur radio operators used 
them for tuned circuits in radio teletype com- 
munication. In that relationship, toroid induc- 
tors were used to select the mark and space 
tones that operate teletype printers. Of course, 
with the development and ready availability of 
small personal computers, this technology is no 
longer practical. 

My modified receiver is housed in a 3 x 6 x 
8-inch metal cabinet from Radio Shack. The 
three tuning capacitors are mounted, equally 
spaced, across the front panel. The gain control 
is also attached to this panel. 

The remaining components are installed on a 
section of perfboard trimmed to fit inside the 
metal cabinet (Photo C) and attached to the 
cabinet base with '1, -inch stand-off spacers. I 
found it convenient to run two pieces of no. 14 
bare copper wire, spaced about 1 11, inches 
apart, along the underside of the perfboard. 
These become the +12-volt and ground bus that 
connect all the components. 

The three transistors are placed toward the 
rear of the perfboard. They are separated from 
each other as much as possible to reduce the 
likelihood of feedback from the output transis- 
tor back to the antenna input. While placement 
of most of the components isn't critical, the 
output portion of the circuit should be located 
as far away from the antenna input as possible. 
The four resistors associated with each transis- 
tor are mounted close to the transistor in ques- 
tion. The resistors are all (I2 watt. 

The power transformer should be mounted 
on the back panel. The antenna BNC connector 
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I'liolo A. Solilr nilre\. w r h  21s thi\ c\ent \rliirh orc~lrrrtl during \lilrrh I')XO, \trollgl? ilifluc*ncr the r ;~c l i~~  
propagation capr~hilitics of the ionosphcrc.. \Vhen \er? lo\+ frequenr? ri~clio signill \ilrii~tion\ arc rcrnrcl~d and 
displayed graphic;~lly, lhcse atmospheric anomalies--known n\ st~ddcn ionospheric clisturhanccs-prodi~cc the 
distinctive sign:~turc shown in the inset. 

is also installed on the back panel close to the 
input transistor. All leads should he kept as 
short as possible. The toroids are placed on the 
perfboard. adjacent to each of the tuning 
capacitors. 

This particular circuit was designed to drive 
a 100 pA Rustrak strip-chart recorder. rather 
than output its data to a small computer as 
described in our original article.' Howcver. if a 
5-k resistor is placed across its output termi- 
nals, the receiver can also he connccted to an 
A-to-D converter and data recorded with a 
computer. 

Obtaining the tuning capacitors and the 

toroid coils will probably pose the most diffi- 
cult task for anyone who wishes to build this 
receiver. Thcsc are not off-the-shelf items from 
Radio Shack! Amateur radio "flea-markcts" 
might bc a good source. although in my case 
the tuning capacitors were salvaged from scver- 
al old broadcast radios. Fortunately. many of us 
have radio amatcur friends that maintain a large 
store of ':junk-box" parts, and they may he the 
best sourcc of all. 

I would not advisc those who lack cxpcri- 
cnce building electronic equipment to attempt 
this project. Hccause the tuning capacitors and 
the coils may wcll vary. it  will almost certainly 



Figure 1. Schematic drawing for the new version of the VLF receiver. 

be necessary to use a signal generator and an 
oscilloscope when adjusting the tuned circuits 
to the proper frequency range. The final cali- 
bration of the dials should also be done with a 
signal generator. This circuit tunes very sharp, 
making it somewhat difficult to locate a station 
if the three tuned circuits aren't tracked reason- 
ably close together. 

When adjusting the tuning range of this 
receiver, you may find it necessary to add 200 
pF or so in parallel with each of the tuning 
capacitors. Another way to achieve the same 
result would be to include toggle switches with 
each capacitor unit-allowing one to switch a 
capacitor in or out of the circuit. Such a tech- 
nique could provide both a high and low range 
of available frequencies-an additional benefit 
for some observers. 

The final step in the tuning process involves 
calibrating the three tuning dials. This is done 
by placing a known frequency from a signal 
generator into the antenna connector through a 
100-k resistor. An oscilloscope is then attached 
to the collector of the third transistor, each of 
the capacitors is adjusted for maximum output 
signal, and the dials are marked with the corre- 
sponding frequency. 

As we have indicated, this receiver tunes 
quite narrowly. For example, 100 Hz off center 
frequency drops the recorder output to near 
zero. The tuning range of my system begins at 
approximately 20 kHz and ends at a bit over 30 
kHz-the prime range of frequencies for 
recording solar flare-induced atmospheric 
anomalies. 

I've had excellent results with these systems 
using several different types of antennas. One 
that has worked very well for me is a 40-meter 
inverted dipole with about 50-feet of RG-8U 
coaxial cable leading to the receiver. In this sit- 

Photo R. Tornid inductors may have originally heen intended 
to be used as loading coils on telephone transmission lines. 

uation, however, I didn't use the standard 
method of coax connection. Instead, 1 tied the 
coax sheath and center wire together and 
attached the pair to the center pin of the receiv- 
er's BNC antenna connector. The receiver 
chassis was then solidly grounded. I've also 
obtained excellent results using a 24-foot sec- 
tion of I-inch diameter aluminum tubing, erect- 
ed vertically, as an antenna. The tubing is insu- 
lated from the ground using suitable noncon- 
ducting spacers, and connected to the center 
conductor of coax. The coax sheath is grounded 
in the usual manner. 

We have also successfully employed small, 
tuned-loop antennas for this project. This is an 
especially attractive solution for those of us 
who are unable to construct an exterior unit. 
However (as might be expected) exterior anten- 
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photo C. Thc suggested parts arrangement for the Stokes recci~cr. expected to decline, although scattered inter- 
vals of high activity will almost certainly occur. 
Geomagnetic activity should intensify over the 

nas like those I've described will generally pro- short-term in accordance with the arrival of the 
vide the most satisfactory results. vernal equinox. 

(Note: Mr. Stokes would be happy to hear 
REFERENCES 

from anyone who assembles a flare-detection I .  Eepcc Pennon. W?QY. -A WWVI. Rcceirer." ()ST, No\,cnikr 197 I .  

system that uses this circuit, or who knows of a 2. Petrr Taylcrr m d  Arthur StoLe\. "Kcconlnng Scrbr Flare, Indl~ctl!.". 
Cr , tn , t , e , t i c . in  (Isonrrlv. Sunlmcr 194 1 ,  page 2'). 

'Arthur Stnkc\. NXRN. P.O. Hoa 348. Hudwn. Ohio4.4236. 3 A portion of rhi* infonnsioti u.:t\ ohra~nrtl rrom the SE/.I>I\IIS tli~la haw. 

Parts List: VLF Receiver 

C 1. C2. C4, C5, C6. C7 100-pF capacitors 
C3, C8, Cl I ,  C12 2.2-pF capacitors 
C9 200-pF capacitor 
C I0 0.1 -pF capacitor 
C13.CI4.Cl5 360-pF variable capacitors 
C16,C17 1 00-pF capacitors 

D I N34 diodes 
D 1 N400 1 diode 

L I .L2,L3 88-mH toroid inductors 

Q 1 .Q2,Q.7 2N4401 transistors 

R1 ,R3,R5 100-k resistors 
R2,R4,R6.R7.R I0.R 12,R 14 10-k resistors 
R8.Rll.Rl.7 470-ohm resistors 
R9 10-k potentiometer 

TI 1 2-volt transformer 

VR78 12 12-volt rt 
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A.E. Popodi, AA3K/OE2APM 
Moosstrasse 7 

A-5020 Salzburg 
Austria 

BUILDING 
THE PERFECT 
NOISE BRIDGE 
Construction tips for series 
parallel R-C bhdges 

and 

T he noise bridge is a very useful piece of 
test equipment for the radio amateur. 
One of the reasons for its rather limited 

use by the amateur community may be its lack 
of accuracy-especially that of commercially 
available units. A good noise bridge can serve 
as an impedance bridge, a capacitance bridge, 
and an inductance bridge. 

There have been several excellent articles 
about noise b r idge~ ' ,~ .3  that were mostly con- 
cerned with the manufacture of a balanced 
transformer for the parallel R-C noise bridge. 
Although the transformer is the most critical 
part of a noise bridge, it's also necessary to pay 
attention to the influence of the connector 
capacitance and the distributed parameters of 
the variable resistor. This is especially impor- 

tant for the series R-C noise bridge, but these 
factors have never been considered in the past. 
In the parallel bridge, only the variable resistor 
influences accuracy-assuming a perfect trans- 
former. 

If you consider the large frequency range of 
1.8 to 28 MHz and the relatively large imped- 
ance range (zero to several hundred ohms), 
making a good noise bridge may appear to be a 
difficult task, but with the recommendations 
given here, you can build an excellent and suf- 
ficiently accurate instrument. Some of the 
improvements can be applied to existing 
bridges, thereby increasing their usefulness. 

In the past, the main problem has been the 
calibration of the resistance and reactance dials 
together with the lack of knowledge of the per- 

Figure 1. The parallel R-C and series R-C noise bridge configurations. 
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Figure 2. Typical schematic of a series R-C noise bridge. 

formance limits of the noise bridge. I will point 
out and analyze the error sources of the two 
noise bridge types and calculate their intrinsic 
errors. This will enable you to build a series R- 
C noise bridge that reaches the theoretically 
possible accuracy and a parallel R-C bridge 
whose total error is below 1 percent-a fraction 
of the series-bridge error. .4s a result, the paral- 
lel R-C bridge becomes a precision bridge with 
its error determined only by mechanical factors 
like mechanical backlash. 

The two iypes of noise bridges 

There are two configurations, the parallel R- 
C and the series R-C bridge (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1 shows that the R-measuring range is 
the same in both cases. The series bridge can 
measure capacitances up to infinity, while the 
parallel circuit can only handle values smaller 
than C, , the reference capacitor. However, the 
latter can measure small capacitances more 
accurately. The main drawback of the series 
circuit is that the capacitance of the SO239 con- 
nector lies in parallel to the unknown imped- 
ance. This causes errors, especially when the 
unknown impedance is high and has a reactive 
component. In the parallel bridge, this capaci- 
tance lies in parallel to the variable capacitor 
and has no effect. One advantage of the series 
circuit is that its results are presented in series 
notation, which are conveniently applied to 
transmission line formulas and the Smith Chart. 

T 1- TZ- 
TOROID F T  50 -43  BCN 43 -202  
P: 2 X 20T  AWG 3 0  P : 2 X 3 T  AWG30 
B IF ILAR.  DUMMY WDG BlFlLAR 
S: 10T AWG 3 0  S: Z X 3 T  AWG 3 0  B I F  

PRlM AND SEC TWISTED 5 TWISTS PER CM 
PRlM AND SEC ON OPPOSITE SIDES 

Figure 3. Transformer assembly. 
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Despite their lesser accuracy, all commercial 
bridges are of the series type. For this reason, it 
is desirable to improve their performance. 

Actual series R-C noise bridge 
schematic 

Figure 2 shows the typical schematic of a 
series R-C noise bridge. The transformer, T, 
serves as a balanced noise source for the 
bridge. The center tap of its secondary winding 
is connected to an RF receiver that serves as a 
null indicator. The tuning of the receiver deter- 
mines the measuring frequency. The variable 
bridge elements are adjusted for noise mini- 
mum in the loudspeaker. 

To analyze the noise bridge circuit, consider 
the unavoidable wiring capacitances C 1 and 
C2, wiring inductances L1 and L2, the inherent 
capacitive characteristic of the variable resistor 
RN, and the capacitance, C3, of the SO239 con- 
nector. 

If you assume an ideal transformer, T, you 
can only expect error-free operation of the 
noise bridge if there is complete electrical sym- 
metry between upper and lower bridge legs, as 
seen from points A and B. Cursory inspection 
of Figure 2 shows that this perfect symmetry 
can never be obtained with the series R-C con- 
figuration; however you can improve it far 
beyond its present standard, to such a degree 
that even a critical user will be satisfied. 
Consequently, the two main tasks are to pro- 
vide a transformer that is symmetrical and free 
of capacitive cross talk between primary and 
secondary, and to establish as much circuit 
symmetry as possible. 

The transformer 

The transformer is the most critical part of a 
noise bridge. The ideal transformer should have 
only magnetic coupling between primary and 
secondary, without capacitive cross talk be- 
tween the windings--ither directly or via the 
magnetic material of the iron core that canies 

Figure 4. If you measure the capacitance between the wafer and potentiometer 
case, you will encounter values between 6 and 30 pF. There is also inductance 
present. 

lOOD 

E I B - t m n  

noise potential. A single transformer can never 
fulfill this requirement; a second transformer, 
TI, is needed to provide a ground-symmetrical 
noise source for the actual bridge transformer, 
T2. Much work has been done in this area and 
one of the best solutions seems to be the trans- 
mission line-type transformer with quadrifilar 
windings and without an iron core. However, 
the transformer is difficult to wind and can, 
because of its low impedance, induce noise cur- 
rents in the metal chassis that cause a shifting 
of the null settings of the variable elements. 

The acid test of a noise bridge is that the 
reversal of the noise input leads should not 
affect the bridge readings at any frequency. If 
there is no change, this proves not only that the 
transformer is nearly perfect, but also that there 
are no noise currents flowing in the metal chas- 
sis. Here, all noise bridges are deficient to a 
large degree. It is useless to try to build or 
improve a bridge if this requirement is not met. 
I have observed differences in readings of 10 
percent when noise leads were reversed. 
However, this does not mean that the bridge 
has a 10 percent error, because the dial calibra- 
tion was made individually and certainly in the 
presence of other imperfections. The dual trans- 
former assembly, shown in Figure 3, is easy to 
build and renders excellent results. 

The capacitive cross talk between the wind- 
ings can be reduced with bifilar windings and 

Figure 5. (A) "Transmission line" terminated with a load impedance of ZL = l/joCL, the variable capacitor CN. (B) 
An 85.86-ohm resistor is added in series with a 78.25 pF capacitor. 
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The variable resistor in the series 
R-C bridge 

A potentiometer is not a pure resistance. If 
you measure the capacitance between the wafer 
and potentiometer case, you will encounter val- 
ues between 6 and 30 p ~ ,  depending on the 
model. It is obvious that this must have a con- 
siderable effect at 28 MHz. In addition, there is 

Figure 6. Direct connection to the SO329 connector for (A) the inductance present (see ~i~~~~ 4). 
parallel R-C circuit and (B) it series equivalent. Because all three parameters, R, C, and L, 

are distributed, you h a y  consider the poten- 

EFFECT OF C3 

f 

tiometer a transmission line and apply the 
transmission line formulas. In our example, the 
carbon layer of the 100-ohm potentiometer has 
a length of 0.0523 m and the resistance parame- 
ter is therefore: 

R =m= 1912.046 
0.0523 

Figure 7. The effect of C3 on the settings of RN and CN. 
ohms per meter. Assuming a capacitance of 12 
pF between wafer and case, the capacitance 

an unused dummy winding at the primary side. is 
but this measure alone is insufficient. 
Transformer T2 uses a two-hole ferrite core 
with the two terminals on opposite sides, as 
recommended by Grebenkemper. Noise balanc- 
ing transformer TI  uses a toroidal core. Its pri- 
mary winding is fed from the noise generator. 
The secondary is placed on a one-turn, non- 
shorting copper foil which functions as an elec- 
trostatic shield that prevents capacitive noise 
pickup from the "hot" core material. It is locat- 
ed on the opposite side of the primary. A non- 
shorting metal shield is placed between primary 
and secondary. The copper foil is grounded at 
the small pc board that serves as a mounting 
base for the transformer assembly. The ferrite 
core of T2 should not be grounded and should 
be glued to the pc board via a pad of insulating 
material. A small pc board between the trans- 
formers serves as an electrostatic shield. A hole 
is provided for the twisted-wire connection 
between the transformers. Points A and B are 
the connections to the bridge elements and are 
preferably mounted on the other side of the 
chassis to prevent capacitive coupling. 

per meter. The L parameter is 240 x H per 
meter. G can be assumed to be zero. Because 
the potentiometer lies in series with the variable 
capacitor, CN, you must consider the whole 
upper part of the bridge. neglecting the effect of 
inductance L2 for the moment (see Figure 5). 
Figure 5A shows the "transmission line" termi- 
nated with a load impedance of ZL = l l jw CL, 
the variable capacitor CN. The frequency is 28 
MHz. The formula for the input impedance of a 
transmission line terminated with ZL is shown 
in Equation 1 below. 

The result is shown in Figure SB, a 85.86- 
ohm resistor in series with a 78.25-pF capaci- 
tor. If the variable resistor is set to 100 ohms 
and the variable capacitor to 70 pF, the actual 
values that determine bridge balance are 85.86 
ohms and 78.25 pF. In other words, the poten- 
tiometer causes RN readings to be too high and 

ZL+ Zo tan h (a + ji3) 1 
Z L N = R + j X L N  = 

1 + Z, tan h (a + jB) 1 - 
z 0 
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CN values to be low. Calculations show that the 
effect of the inductance is very small; the wafer 
capacitance is the dominating element. If one 
potentiometer terminal is grounded, as with the 
parallel R-C bridge, inductance does play a 
role, as will be shown later. 

Mount the potentiometer using a phenolic 
shaft extension rather than attaching it directly 
to the front panel. (You want to avoid ground- 
ing the potentiometer With the isO1at- Figure 8. To have electrical symmetry between the two branches 
ed mounting, you can obtain a capacitance of the bridge, place capacitor C4, equal to capacitor C3, in par- 
CCGND of 1.5 pF. This reduces the error to a allel to the variable resistor, RN, as in (A). The equivalent cir- 
neghgible value. A good potentiometer would cuit of (B) shows that both values are lower than the correct 
be one with about I0 pF capacitance from ones of 100 ohms and 70 pF. 

wafer to case. 

The SO239 connector 

As stated before, the main accuracy-limiting 
element of the series R-C noise bridge is the 
connector. Replace the connector with a capaci- 
tance to obtain a good approximation for load 
resistors above a few ohms. A suitable connec- 
tor may have about 3 pF capacitance. If you 
want to measure, for instance, a noninductive Figure 9. The effect of C4. The error of Figure 8 
100-ohm resistor, you may connect it directly increases with frequency. 
to the SO239 connector, or via a PL259 connec- 

EFFECT OF C4 

f 

tor. In this case, the total capacitance, C3, is 5.7 ]ations show that at very small load resistance, 
pF (3 pF for the SO239 and 2.7 pF for the the SO239 connector becomes inductive-the 
PL259 connector). In Figure 6,I assume direct dominating effect of the center conductor. 
connection to the SO239 connector. The fre- 
quency is 28 MHz. 

I ~ ~ O U  convert the parallel R-c circuit into its Error correction for the series R-C 
series equivalent with the formulas: bridge 

the result is 99.72 ohms in series with 1079.9 
pF, as shown in Figure 6B. Since this capacitor 
lies in series with the reference capacitor C, = 
70 pF, the total capacitance in the lower bridge 
leg is 65.74 pF. In other words, the variable 
capacitor in the upper leg must be set to 65.74 
pF instead of 70 pF and the variable resistor to 
99.72 ohms instead of 100 ohms. Both RN and 
CN settings are too low due to C3. Figure 7 
shows that this error increases with a rise in 
frequency. 

If you connect the 100-ohm resistor via a 
PL259 connector, the error increases. If you 
want a more accurate evaluation of the SO239 
connector, think of i t  as a short piece of trans- 
mission line, as with the potentiometer. Calcu- 

As I have pointed out before. it is mandatory 
to have electrical symmetry between the two 
branches of the bridge. An excellent way to 
accomplish this is to place a capacitor, C4, 
equal to capacitor C3, in parallel with the vari- 
able resistor RN, as shown in Figure 8A. The 
frequency is 28 MHz. 

The equivalent circuit of Figure 8B shows 
that both values are lower than the correct ones 
of I00 ohms and 70 pF. This error also increas- 

Figure 10. The two sections of the error-compensated 
noise bridge, assuming you want to measure a 100-ohm 
resistor. 
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Figure 11. Series connection of'a 50-ohm resistor with a 
capacitive reactance of 50 ohms, measured at 28 MHz. 

es with frequency, as shown in Figure 9. 
Because both circuits are on opposite sides of 
the bridge, an error canceling effect takes place. 

Now you have perfect symmetry, except for 
the distributed capacitance of the potentiome- 
ter. Calculations and measurements show that 
the RN error caused by the potentiometer tends 
to cancel the connector-caused RN error. 
However, the CN errors of both bridge elements 
do add together. Therefore, the potentiometer 
cannot be used as an error-reducing device. It is 
better to make the potentiometer-related errors 
as small as possible and to rely on the compen- 
sating capacitor, C4, entirely for error compen- 

sation. By making C4 variable, you can signifi- 
cantly decrease the bridge error over the entire 
frequency range. 

Figure 10 shows the two sections of the 
error-compensated noise bridge, assuming that 
you want to measure a 100-ohm resistor. The 
compensating capacitor, C4, equals the connec- 
tor capacitance, C3. Because of electrical sym- 
metry, there is perfect agreement between RN 
and the unknown resistor at all frequencies. RN 
must be set to 100 ohms and CN to 70 pF for 
bridge null. 

However. this is only true if C3 = C4, and if 
the unknown impedance is a pure resistance. If 
C3 = C4, but there is reactance, you'll have an 
error that increases with the increasing value of 
the total impedance. 

A practical case may be the series connection 
of a 50-ohm resistor with a capacitive reactance 
of 50 ohms, measured at 28 MHz, and shown in 
Figure 11. 

A 113.68 pF capacitor provides a capacitive 
reactance of 50 ohms at 28 MHz. If you con- 
vert the parallel connection in the lower leg 
into its series equivalent and add to it the series 
capacitor, C,, the residual resistance is 47.43 
ohms and the total capacitance is 43.34 pF. 
Neglecting capacitance C4 for the moment, RN 
must be 47.43 ohms and CN must be 43.34 pF 
for bridge balance. If you consider C4, the final 
values are RN = 47.46 ohms and CN = 43.74 

Figure 12. The final schematic of the compensated series R-C noise bridge. 
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pF. Without the connector capacitance, the cor- 
rect values would be RN = 50 ohms and CN = 
43.32 pF-the sum of the 1 13.68 and 70 pF 
capacitors. This corresponds to errors of 5.3 
and 0.96 percent, respectively. 

If the unknown impedance consists of a 50- 
ohm resistor in series with an irzductive reac- 
tance of 50 ohms (as opposed to the capacitive 
reactance of Figure 1 I ) ,  the RN error is about 
the same, but the CN error is considerably larg- 
er. about 4.7 percent. The reason for this 
increase is that the electrical balance is degrad- 
ed more because of the inductance in the cir- 
cuit. It is interesting to note, and measurements 
confirm, that the noise bridge readings are fre- 
quency independent if the reactive part is 
capacitive, but vary considerably if the reactive 
part is inductive. 

At lower frequencies, the errors are much 
smaller. since the error increases nonlinearily 
with frequency. For example, at 1.8 MHz and 
for a 50-ohm inductive reactance in series with 
50 ohms. the errors are only 3.5 percent for RN 
and 0.07 percent for CN, 

There is nothing that can be done to the 
series bridge to reduce this error, but it does go 
down as the reactive part decreases, and it is 
zero for a pure resistive load. As a result, when 
you try to improve an antenna system by reduc- 
ing the reactive part of the antenna impedance, 
the bridge accuracy increases-a desirable 
effect. 

For pure resistive loads, the bridge accuracy 
is limited by the precision of the dial markers, 
the lack of repeatability of resistor settings, or 
the possible backlash of reduction gears. I rec- 
ommend that you align the bridge with three 
noninductive resistors of 0, 50, and 180 ohms. 
The bridge error will then be smallest at ail 
other loads. 

If you want to make a low-inductance resis- 
tor, solder a SMD resistor to a small strip of pc 
board material which is then soldered between 
the center conductor and the rim of a short 
PL259 connector of low capacitance. 

The final schematic of the compensated 
series R-C noise bridge is shown in Figure 12. 
This figure shows the transformer assembly 
with transformers TI and T2, balancing trim- 
mers C5 and C6, and balancing inductor L 
(whose locations must all be found experirnen- 
tally), along with compensating trimmer C4. 
The noise source is amplitude modulated; the 
frequency is about I000 Hz. The operating 
point of the amplifier output stage should be 
adjusted for a symmetrical waveform at the 
input to transformer T I .  

Noise bridge calibration 

To calibrate your noise bridge, first reverse 

Figure 13. The schematic of the lower bridge leg where the 
unknown inductance, L,, lies in series with the reference 
capacitor, C,. 

the noise input leads to transformer TI. This 
should not affect the settings of the null posi- 
tion of RN and CN, If you have built the trans- 
former assembly using Figure 3, there is no 
need for this test. 

Next correct the capacitive imbalance of 
transformer T2. Disconnect the noise bridge 
elements from the secondary of T2 at points A 
and H, but leave the receiver connected to the 
center tap of the secondary winding. In most 
cases you will hear a strong noise signal in the 
loudspeaker. This is an indication of capacitive 
cross talk between the primary and secondary 
of T2. Depending on construction and wire 
position inside the ferrite core, you must con- 
nect a small trimmer capacitor (C6) between 
one secondary and one primary terminal. You 
must find its location experimentally, but if you 
make the correction, it is possible to completely 
eliminate the noise in the receiver. This com- 
pensation is also frequency independent. 

Now measure the potentiometer resistance 
with a DVM and mark the resistance dial 
accordingly. You can also mark the CN dial 
(reactance dial) in picofarads, using an accurate 
capacitance meter. 

Next balance the parasitic inductances L 1 
and L2. Following Grebenkemper's recommen- 
dations, place a short circuit at the X terminal 
and set the RN dial to zero. I recommend short- 
ing the potentio~neter terminals with a piece of 
wire because the zero position does not always 
have zero ohms. Tune the receiver to 1.8 MHz. 
Adjust the CN dial for noise minimum. This is 
the null position and should be marked on the 
CN dial. If the frequency is increased, the 
capacitance reading should stay constant. If  the 
reading decreases with increasing frequency, 
the inductance in the variable leg is too high 
and you must add a small compensating induc- 
tance in series to the SO239 connector. This 
inductance may be just a small loop of wire. 

Continue by balancing the parasitic capaci- 
tances of the bridge. It is preferable to do this 
by placing a 180-ohm resistor at the X termi- 
nal; the frequency is 28 MHz. If the reading is 
higher than 1 80 ohms, add to capacitance C1. If 
the reading is lower, add to C2. I recommend 
that you use a small trimmer capacitor for this 
purpose. 

Finally, adjust frequency-compensating trim- 
mer C4. Connect a noninductive 100-ohm 
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Figure 14. The equivalent circuit of the 218-ohm potentiometer. 

Figure 15. Plot of the reactive part of the input imped- 
ance versus the potentiometer value. 

resistor at the X terminal. The frequency is 1.8 
MHz. Null the bridge and increase the frequen- 
cy to 28 MHz. If the capacitance reading 
decreases for bridge null, increase capacitance 
C4 until the dial reading stays frequency inde- 
pendent. You may repeat this test with other 
resistors. 

How to measure inductances 
with the series bridge 

Because the CN dial is calibrated in pico- 
farads, the inductive reactance XL = wL, can 
easily be calculated from the dial readings. 
Figure 13 is the schematic of the lower bridge 
leg where the unknown inductance, L, , lies in 
series with the reference capacitor, Co. 
Looking at Equation 4: 

where CN is the capacitance of the variable 
capacitor in the upper leg. If CN is larger than 
C,, the unknown impedance is an inductor. Its 
inductance reactance wL, is: 

By way of a practical example, assume C, = 70 
pF, CN = 130 pF, and f = 7 MHz. 

Construction guidelines, series 

R-C bridge 

1. Improve transformer symmetry with a pre- 
balancing transformer. Avoid chassis currents 
by using single-point grounding. 

2. Minimize the effect of the distributed 
potentiometer capacitance by isolating it from 
the metal chassis, mounting it on a plate of 
insulating material, and using a phenolic rod as 
a shaft extension. Select a type with 10 pF or 
less capacitance between wafer and case. 

3. Select a SO239 connector with a small 
capacitance of about 3 pF. 

4. Simulate this connector capacitance with a 
variable capacitor (C4) to establish complete 
circuit symmetry for resistive loads. 

5. Cancel the existing capacitive imbalance 
between primary and secondary windings of 
transformer T2 with a trimmer capacitor (C6) 
and a dummy winding on the primary side of 
transformer T 1. 

6. Balance the stray capacitances at points A 
and B with a variable capacitor (C5). 

7. Balance the stray inductances on the 
bridge with an added inductor (L). 

Test results, series R-C noise 
bridge 

If yo11 follow the steps in the preceding sec- 
tion, the series R-C noise bridge will perform 
exactly as the calculations predict. Pure resis- 
tances are measured error free. For complex 
loads, there is a moderate, but predictable error 
. - I , - .  I . .  1 'C A,. . --  -&.. -- - - N in KN ana LN tnar is larger lr  me reilci~vt: pa1 i 
of the unknown impedance is inductive. The 

If the unknown reactance is capacitive, its worst-case error at 28 MHz for a resistor of 50 
reactance is: ohm in series with a capacitive reactance of 50 
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ohms is 5.3 percent for RN and 0.96 percent for 
CN. If the unknown impedance is 50 ohms in 
series with an inductive reactance of 50 ohms, 
the errors are 5.3 and 4.7 percent, respectively. 

Worst-case errors, that cannot be corrected 
due to lack of bridge symmetry, show clearly 
the limitations of the series R-C noise bridge. 

The parallel R-C noise bridge 

As stated before, the series configuration of 
the noise bridge has two error sources: the con- 
nector and the variable resistor. The parallel 
circuit has only one, the variable resistor. 
However, since one potentiometer terminal is 
grounded, its error contribution is much small- 
er, as will be shown in the next section. 

The potentiometer in the parallel 
R-C noise bridge 

The effect of the distributed capacitance is 
much smaller and the inductance becomes 
more important, whereas the latter played no 
role in the series bridge. The equivalent circuit 
of a 2 18-ohm potentiometer is illustrated in 
Figure 14. 

To calculate the effect of the distributed 
parameters, use the transmission line formulas 
for the shorted line: 

where 1 is the length of the carbon layer, n 
describes the wiper position (if n = 1. R = 21 8 
ohms). The R parameter is now 

With a wiper-to-case capacitance of 7.8 pF, 
the C parameter is 

L = 240 nH/m and G = 0. If you plot the reac- 
tive part of the input impedance versus the 
potentiometer values, you have Figure 15. The 
frequency is 28 MHz. 

Figure 16. The bridge elements as they are connected to 
points A and B of Figure 2. 

It is interesting to note that the input imped- 
ance is inductive up to a resistance of 70.04 
ohms. Above this point, it is capacitive. At 
70.04 ohms, it is purely resistive. Because the 
potentiometer lies in parallel to the reference 
capacitance, C, , a parallel inductance makes 
the apparent reference capacitance smaller than 
the correct value below 70.04 ohms and larger 
above 70.04 ohms. In our example, the effec- 
tive parallel inductance at R = 30 ohms is 20.3 
pH: at R = 100 ohms, the additional capaci- 
tance is 0.6 pF. Assuming that the reference 
capacitor C, = 160 pF, the respective values for 
variable capacitor CN are 158.4 and 160.6 pF. 
This corresponds to errors of 0.99 and 0.37 per- 
cent, respectively. The RN errors pertaining to 
these values are 0.16 and 0.16 percent, respec- 
tively. The CN error is practically frequency 
independent, but the RN error decreases rapidly 
with decreasing frequency. 

This calculation indicates that the ideal 
potentiometer for the parallel bridge is one with 
capacitance wafer-to-case and that it is not 
advantageous to mount the potentiometer iso- 
lated from ground, as with the series connec- 
tion. A good choice would be a 220-ohm poten- 
tiometer of about 1 -inch diameter-a capaci- 
tance of 10 pF wafer-to-case. 

Schematic of the parallel R-C 
noise bridge 

Figure 16 shows the bridge elements as they 
are connected to points A and B of Figure 2. 

It is important to position the SO239 connec- 
tor and the potentiometer so the lead lengths 
are as short as possible. The parasitic induc- 
tances, L 1 and L2, are also shown. 

Calibration of the parallel bridge 

1 .  Determine the value and position of the 
compensating capacitor (C6) as described 
earlier. 
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2. Reconnect the bridge elements carefully. 
3. Connect a noninductive 50-ohm resistor at 

the X terminal. The frequency is 1.8 MHz. Null 
the bridge. If the frequency is increased to 28 
MHz and the zero readings decrease with 
increasing frequency, inductance L2 in series 
with the variable resistor i \  too low, and you 
must increase its value. This inductance may be 
a short piece of wire. 

4. Repeat this test with a 22-ohm and 150- 
ohm resistor. The RN and CN "rotation" must 
be zero between 1.8 and 28 MHz. If it is not, 
you must readjust either L1 or L2. To find out 
which inductance you shoi~ld increase, use a 
small piece of ferrite glued to a PlexiglasTM 
strip to use as a tuning wand next to each coil. 

Test results for the parallel R-C 
bridge 

If you use a 220-ohm potentiometer with a 
wafer capacitance of about 10 pF, the imped- 
ance crossover point will be around 100 ohms 
and the sum of the RN and CN errors will be 
less than 1 percent for resistors under 100 
ohms, at all frequencies. 

Summary 

The proper functioning of a noise bridge 
requires a truly balanced noise source for the 
bridge and good electrical tracking of the two 
bridge halves over the large frequency range. 

The balanced noise source can be realized 
with a prebalancing transfc~rmer that also 
reduces capacitive cross talk between noise 
source and bridge elements. 

For the series bridge, tracking can be 
improved by adding a capacitor in parallel to 
the potentiometer. But this measure does not 
fully correct the situation il' the load impedance 
is capacitive, and is even less effective if it is 
inductive. The two error sources of the series 
bridge are the capacitance of the connector and 

the wafer-to-case capacitance of the variable 
resistor. The first can be corrected, but only for 
pure resistances. The second can be reduced by 
the isolated mounting of the potentiometer and 
by selecting one with a small capacitance 
wafer-to-case. 

For the parallel connection, the potentiome- 
ter can cause a small error that can be mini- 
mized by selecting a unit whose capacitance 
and inductance are matched properly. Isolated 
mounting is not desirable. Thus the remaining 
error is a fraction of the series-bridge error, and 
the reason for the superiority of the parallel R- 
C bridge. For sake of comparison, if the 
unknown impedance at 28 MHz is a 50-ohm 
resistor in series with a 50-ohm inductive resis- 
tance, the errors for the series bridge are 5.3 
percent for R N  and 4.7 percent for CN , whereas 
the sum of both errors is less than I percent 
with the parallel bridge. 

For proper noise bridge operation, it is 
important to avoid chassis currents that can 
cause a shifting of the null position of the vari- 
able controls. Shielding and single-point 
grounding of the noise generator and a short, 
twisted-wire connection between noise genera- 
tor and transformer assembly are mandatory. 
The noise generator and transformer assembly 
should be on opposite sides of the bridge ele- 
ments on the chassis. If possible, use a reduc- 
tion gear for both dials to take advantage of the 
high accuracy. I recommend an audio-frequen- 
cy modulated noise source which makes it easi- 
er to detect the deep null. A great advantage is 
that both dials can be precalibrated with a 
DVM. Any possible RN and CN dial "rotations" 
can easily be corrected easily with compensat- 
ing capacitors or balancing inductances. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 
VHF FM Monitor Receiver Fits In sumption is 45mA when squelched. The unit is 
Shirt Pocket 5.12" x 2.45" x I .02" and weighs 7 oz. with 

The AR-33B is a solid-state, fully synthe- two AA alkaline batteries (included). 
sized, portable VHF FM monitor receiver cov- The AR-33B is available from Communi- 
ering the communication band of 140-170 cations Specialists, Inc and comes complete 
MHz in 5 kHz increments. Frequencies are with a rubber flex antenna, earphone, instruc- 
selected from the entire band with a thumb- tion manual with detailed schematic diagram, 
wheel switch, plus two channels may be BNC to SMA adapter, and 2 AA batteries. 
recalled from memory via a single switch. The Contact Communications Specialists, Inc. at 
receiver employs 4 varactor tuned stages 426 West Taft Avenue, Orange, CA 92665- 
which track with the selected frequency for 4296; or call 800-854-0547 (USA); or 714- 
optimum performance over the entire band. 998-3021 (Int'l). 
Sensitivity is less than .22@ and power con- 
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Rick Littlefield, KIBQT 
109A McDaniel Shore Drive 

Barrington, New Hampshire 03825 

QUARTERLY DEVICES 
Radios wifhout knobs 

I magine unpacking your new HF SSB trans- 
ceiver to find a blank front panel-the face- 
plate totally devoid of switches, knobs. or 

displays of any kind. This notion may sound 
unappealing and perhaps even unthinkable to 
many of us, but with the emergent popularity of 
virtual instrumentation, such a radio is well 
within the realm of possibility. Indeed, most 
transceivers already accept limited RS-232 con- 
trol, and it's probably human resistance more 
than technical feasibility that inhibits the mar- 
keting of a totally software-driven radio. 

In reality, the notion of computer-driven 
radios and test equipment makes sense. The 
display, memory, and control possibilities are 
vast. And, the elimination of costly harnesses. 
operator control modules, and elaborate face- 
plates makes virtual equipment less expensive 
to manufacture. These factors could ensure a 
healthy future for products of this type. 

To build a virtual instrument, the traditional 
operator-manipulated controls like pots and 
switches must be replaced by specialized cir- 
cuits that change state or value in response to 
digital commands. In this edition of "Quarterly 
Devices," we'll explore a new family of digital 
products from Hughes Semiconductor that are 
especially designed for this task. 

What is an NSP and what does 
it do? 

The familiar potentiometers, trimmers, and 
switches found on radio and test-equipment 
panels have some important traits that we may 
take for granted. First, they hold their value or 
state when power is removed-meaning they 
exhibit a primitive form of nonvolatile (NV) 
memory. Second, their status is easy to read by 
glancing at the knob pointer or switch handle. 
Finally, settings are easily changed with a twist 
or flip of the wrist. It follows that any "virtual" 
substitute for these components should have 

similarly user-friendly characteristics in the 
digital realm. 

The NSP, or nonvolatile serial-programmable 
device, represents a new family of integrated 
circuits that offer the equivalent characteristics 
of traditional panel-type controls for software- 
driven equipment. In order to do this, NSP 
devices are designed to provide the following 
features: 

I .  A programmable circuit element such as a 
potentiometer, trim capacitor, switch matrix, or 
other adjustable circuit (some NSP devices 
contain more than one adjustable element). 

2. A nonvolatile memory to store the desired 
switch state, component value, or operating 
function even when power is removed. 

3. A serial interface to conveniently access 
the device's memory for the purpose of reading 
or changing it. 

Serial access allows several devices to be 
cascaded with little or no added overhead, and 
requires a minimum number of control lines (3  



MEM 

Figure 1. The NSP concept. A PC, using simple NSP software, programs 
and reads the chip's memory via serial interface. The memory then con- 
trols the device's variable element. 

for write only, 5 for readwrite). 
In addition to the three basic functions out- 

lined above, each NSP chip self-generates a 
regulated high-voltage source for reprogram- 
ming purposes, allowing the device to run from 
a single low-voltage source. Using CMOS tech- 
nology, the NSP operates over a 3 to 10 volt 
supply range and draws less than 1 fl in stand- 
by mode. Redundant memory cells back up the 
primary memory to ensure long-term reliabili- 
ty. NSPs provide up to 1,000.000 write cycles, 
and have a data retention life of 10 years. 

Controlling the NSP 

The conceptual diagram shown in Figure 1 
provides a thumbnail sketch of how the NSP 
chip works. An IBM-compatible PC-or other 
microprocessor-based system-communicates 

with the chip's serial port to either program or 
read information stored in the device's non- 
volatile memory. This is done by means of a 
relatively simple software program. The chip's 
memory, in turn, controls the switch state, c0.m- 
ponent value, or adjustable function provided 
by the NSP device. 

For a closer look at the architecture of the 
NSP control system, refer to Figure 2. The ser- 
ial data line has two tandem shift registers. The 
first, an "N" bit register, holds adjustable-ele- 
ment commands and provides a parallel data 
path totfrom the chip's NV memory. The sec- 
ond, an 8-bit register, holds ID codes and pro- 
vides a parallel data path totfrom the chip's ID 
code register. 

Each type of NSP device has a unique code 
stored in its ID register. When programming, 
the ID code accompanying new NV-memory 
data must match the chip's internal code for 
any update to take place. This prevents acci- 
dental programming, and lets several devices 
share the same serial control line. In read mode, 
the ID code is retrieved with the NV-memory 
data and is used to identify which type of 
device is being interrogated. 

Data stored in the N-bit non-volatile memory 
controls the NSP's adjustable element. 
Between 4 and 32 internal control lines may be 
used-depending upon the number of bits 
needed to set up the device (8 is typical for a 
single-gang pot or trimcap). These control lines 
become valid any time power is applied and 
remain valid until power is removed. 

Figure 2. NSP control system hlock diagram. 



Table 1. Truth table for NSP operation modes. 

Operating modes are set by the state of the 
READ and PROGRAM input lines (see Figure 
2). The NSP device has 5 operating modes, as 
outlined below: 

1. STANDBY: Places serial interface and 
NV memory in low-current standby. 

2. READ: Initiates asynchronous parallel 
loading of both registers (NV data into the N- 
bit register, ID code into the 8-bit register). 
0 nrTTPm m l A n n  T , - 3  . .- - - - I .  

tion scheme like the one illustrated in Figure 
3A. This particular 250-pF trimmer has 256 
equally spaced steps derived from a parallel 
network of 8 switchable fixed-value capacitors 
(resolution is 0.4 percent with 256 steps). 
Potentiometers use an 8-stage R-2R resistor 
ladder network like the one in Figure 3B. This 
R-2R ladder configuration also provides 256 
steps with 0.4 percent resolution. Switch 

r-: ..-.. 1:1.- r L -  -..-A ..--1-- :*-I- "L -..... :- 
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PROGRAM cycle to load new NV memory Figure 3C, use the same basic control system 
data and access coding into the shift registers. as the analog parts to establish the required 
Also used after a read pulse to shift NV data two-way signal paths through the device. 
and ID coding out of the device. One note for RF designers: NSP trimmer- 

4. PROGRAM: Used to transfer data from 
the N-bit shift register to NV memory. 

5. MARGIN TEST: A check to see if all 
memory cells have been sufficiently pro- 
grammed during the transfer. 

A truth table showing the input conditions 
required to initiate each mode is shown in 
Table 1. 

Switches, components, and 
functions ~ rov ided  by the NSP 

The Hughes NSP family of devices offers a 
wide range of "drop in" adjustable components. 
NSPs are being made to replace panel switches, 
dip switches, jumpers, mechanical potentiome- 
ters, and trim-caps, plus many other circuit 
building-blocks like timers, filters, PLLs, and 
waveform generators. Table 2 provides a com- 
plete listing of all NSP devices either currently 
available or scheduled for delivery in the near 
future. However, more are in development, so 
you may want to contact Hughes for an update. 

A look inside the adjustable element, or 
"business end" of the NSP is revealing. To pro- 
vide sufficient resolution, the value range of the 

capacitors do not exhibit sufficiently high Q at 
HF for direct application in RF oscillator, 
amplifier, or filter circuits. Their use is primari- 
ly limited to trimming lower-frequency circuits 
such as active filters and oscillators operating 
below 1 MHz. Also, NSP resistors and switches 
have frequency response limitations that could 
restrict their use in some applications. 
Response curves for some NSP devices are 
included in the data sheets. 

Learning to use NSPs 

If you want to put NSP devices to work in 
your next project, it may be a lot easier than 
you think. Hughes Semiconductor offers a spe- 
cial NSP development kit for designers that 
promises to have you up and running in a mat- 
ter of minutes. The development kit provides 
the following items: 

PC interface board 
DB-25 cable 
5-114" floppy disk 
HC2062 sinelcosine generator (sample chip) 
Documentation 

You'll need to supply an IBM-compatible PC 
. - 

device's adjustable element must be split into with a free parallel port and an external +5 
small incremental steps. To accomplish this, volts DC power supply. The kit lets you test a 
NSP trim capacitors use a simple binary addi- single device or access and program a ring of 
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N V  
PART PART DESCRIPTION VALUE RESOLUTION MEMORY ID 
NUMBER TYPE SIZE CODE 

HC200 1 DIP 8 Three State Outputs with - - 8 D I 
SWITCH a Common Enable 

HC2002 DIP 8 Open Drain Outputs with - - 8 D2 
SWITCH a Common Enable 

HC2003 ANALOG 4 Independent Analog Switches - - 4 D8 
SWITCH 

HC2004 DATA 8: 1 Analog Multiplexer with - - 8 A9 
SELECTOR Independent Switch Controls 

HC2010 TRIM R-2R Ladder with Unbuffered 1 K!J 0.4% 8 39 
POTENTIOMETER Output 

HC20 12 TRIM R-2R Ladder with Unbuffered 1 OOKn 0.4% 8 3A 
POTENTIOMETER Output 

HC2021 TRIM Digitally Controlled Trim Capacitor 250 pF I PF 8 99 
CAPACITOR 

HC2030 DUAL TRIM Dual R-2R Ladders with Unbuffered I KR 0 . 1 8  16 3 3 
POTENTIOMETER Outputs 

HC2032 DUAL TRIM Dual R-2R Ladders with Unbuffered l 00Kn 0.4% 16 36 
POTENTIOMETER Outputs 

HC2040 DUAL TRIM Two Digitally Controlled Trim I00 pF 0.4 pF 16 93 
CAPACITOR Capacitors 

HC204 1 DUAL TRIM Two Digitally Controlled Trim 250 pF I PF 16 96 
CAPACITOR Capacitors 

HC2055 TIMER Long Range Programmable Timer - - 16 CS 
226 Maximum Count 

HC2062 WAVEFORM Digitally Controlled Sine & Cosine - 16 Levels, 32 12 7 1 
GENERATOR Generator with Quadrature Outputs Steps/Cycle 

HC2063 SECURITY I6 Bit Code GenerntorIDetector - 216 Codes 16 16A 
CODE with Binary and Manchester Outputs 

HC2090 DIVIDE BY N Single 16 Bit Counter or - 16 Bit 16 C A 
COUNTER Dual 8 Bit Counters 

HC2020 TRIM Digitally Controlled Trim Capacitor 100 pF 0.4 pF 8 9A 
CAPACITOR 

HC2027 TRIM Digitally Controlled Trim Capacitor 500 pF 0.5 pF 10 95 
CAPACITOR 

HC2095 RATE Programmable 2 Decade Rate - 0.0 1 8 CC 
MULTIPLIER Multiplier 

HC2061 PULSE WIDTH Programmable 2 Decade Rate - 0.1% 10 56 
MODULATOR 

HC2065 PHASE LOCKED PLL with 8 Bit Input and Feedback - - I 6 59 
LOOP Dividers 

HC2070 FILTERS 6 Pole Low Pass Switched - - 16 F0 
Capacitor Filter 

Table 2. Listing of NSP devices. 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I I 
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I 
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I 
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I SERIAL IN SERIALOUT I 

I SERIALCLOCK I 

I I 

NSP CORE CIRCUIT: (A) : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Y 2 Y 1 

X 2 X 1 

Y 3 Y 0 
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I PROGRAM I 

I 
I 
- 
READ I 

I I 
1 I 
I 
I SERIAL IN 

I 
SERIALOUT I 
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(C) I 

I 

NSP CORE CIRCUIT: 
@ - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Figure 3. Typical programmable circuits (A) trim capacitor, (B) potentiometer, (C) hi-directional quad switch. 

up to 15 NSP devices. Three operating The bottom line 
modes-direct entry, increment, and ramp-are 
supported by the software. Complete hardware NSPs are relatively inexpensive-approxi- 
and software documentation, quick-start rnately $4 per unit in small quantities, falling to 
instructions, and a request form for additional under $2 in larger lots (prices vary depending 
samples are included. on the package). A comprehensive packet of 
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literaturc on NSPs and how they operate is 
available free of charge from the Hughc~ Air- 
craft Cornpany Semiconductor Products Center, 
P.O. Box H. Newport Beach. California 92658- 
8903. The Center's NSP HOTLINE number is 
(714) 759-6589. or you can FAX them at (7 14) 
759-29 13. The introductory price for the NSP 
development kit is $50. To order a dcvelop- 
ment kit. or to obtain product. sample. and 
dealer information. call the NSP HOTLJNE. 

Conclusion 
Virtual instrumentation-and specialized 

devices like NSPs-rcprcsent a growing trend 
in hardware dcsign. Hopefully, this bricf intro- 
duction to NSPs will start your wheels turning 
and make the virtual instnlmcntation concept 
"rcal" enough to apply in a forthcoming pro- 
ject. In closing, I invite your suggestions for 
future columns. Last issue's torsional filter arti- 
cle was suggcstcd hy Scott Prather. K9RY. and 
NSPs were brought to my attention by John 
Pivnichny. NZDCH-living prooi' that I dcpcnd 
upon creative scouting by authors and rcatlers 
to keep the column rclevant and interesting. 
Thank you for your hclp. 

ie as Mot1 
tors, mow 
package. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
Motorola's 1,owest Noise Amplifier New Low-Frequency SMT Crystal Uses 
Transistors Now Available In An Tiny Tuning Fork Inside 
Ultra-small Surface Mount Package Raltron Electronics Corp. announced a new 

Motorola has introduces its lowest noise surface lnount crystal for use in clock radios. 
small signal amplifier transistors in a minia- wrist watches, timers, computers, telecomm 
ture surface-mount package. The MRF947 and systems and other applications which gener- 
MRF957 small signal transistors are state-of- ate, use and display real time in seconds, min- 
the-art low noise NPN bipolar devices with the utes, hours and days. 
same d orola's MRF94 1 and MRF95 1 Quartz crystals ordinarily generate much 
transis1 ~ t ed  in the SC-70 surface higher frcqucncies. In order to generatc the 
mount standard 32.768 kHz for convcnient divide-by- 

60 countdowns. Raltron has shaped the inter- 
nal crystal into a little tuning fork. This new 
tuning-fork crystal is hermetically sealed in an 
SMT package :md dcsignated Model RSM- 
200. 

New Model RSM-200 Tuning Fork Crystal 
fcatures an accuracy of + 30 pprn at 2S°C. It  
has an equivalent series resistance of 35 K 
ohms max., a load capacitance of 12.5 pF 
max.. shunt capacitance of 2.0 pF max.. and a 
drive level of I0 pW maximum. Operating 
temperature r )ec'ed from - 10°C to 
+60°C. 

Surface mo t is on 5.6 mm centers. 
low noise front ends in receivers and low Profilc height 1s Lt.4 mm; footprint on the 
power linear amplifiers. particularly where board is 9.1 mm x 4.0 mm maximum. For 
size, weight and low cost are prime design automatic insertion. units are tape-and-reel 
goals and the method of manufacture is auto- packaged in lots of 1.000. 
mated surface mount assembly. 

Typical performance characteristics of both 
devices at 1 .5 GHz are gains of I 0dB and 
noise tigures of 2dB. The MRF947 transistor 
has a maximum current rating of 50mA. The 
MRF957 has a maximum current rating of 
1 00mA. 

Samples and small quantities are available 
from stock, and production quantities havc a 
16 week lead timc. For further information. 
contact your local Motorola Semiconductor For more infbrmat~on contact Raltron 
Sales Office or P l Motorola Electronics Corporation. 23 15 NW 107th 
Distributor. Avenue, Miami, FL 33 172; 305-593-6033. 

lunt pinou 
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Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV 
P.O. Box 1099 

Falls Church, Virginia 22041 

SMALL LOOP 
ANTENNAS: 
PART 2 
Loop and loop projects 

I n part 1 of this two-part series on loop 
antennas, I discussed the basic theory of 
loop antennas. I gave the equations for 

calculating the loop inductance for square 
loops, and the equation for determining res- 
onating capacitance. In this final installment, 
I'll look at some loop preamplifiers needed to 
overcome the low signal levels of loop anten- 
nas, and some actual loops I built while 
researching this article. 

The loop projects may or may not be optimal, 
but were designed with simplicity of construc- 
tion in mind. I'd be interested in seeing any 
variations that readers constructed either in the 
past or from this article. 

The output signal levels available from loop 
antennas are very low. Because of this, a loop 
preamplifier is indicated for all but the most 
sensitive receivers. The preamplifier can be 
mounted either at the receiver or the antenna, 
but is most effective when mounted at the 
antenna (unless the coax to the receiver is 
short). 

Figure 1 shows a typical loop preamplifier 
based on common NPN silicon transistors." 
The transistor for this application is the 
2N5 179, but it is sometimes a bit hard to obtain 
from electronic parts distributors that cater to 
hobbyists.** There are, however, suitable sub- 
stitutes available from service replacement 
transistor manufacturers like ECG and NTE. 

- -- 

+Thl\ cirru~t ha* appeared In ARRL and Heys ( re f  "Small Loop Antenna*: 
Parl I ." C<,,,!, , ,srticuti ,~~~~ Qunrtrrl,, Wlntrr 1993). and 15 o derivation of a 

W7ZOI devgn 
**These tranci\tor\ are available fi,un any Mc~klmla d~\lrihut<~r. Ed. 

Direct crossovers are the NTE-3 16 and ECG- 
3 16 devices. I had to order these from my local 
distributor, so in the meantime I successfully 
used the NTE- 108 (similar to the ECG- 108) 
device-which they did have in stock. The 
amplifier produced an average gain of about 15 
dB across the AM broadcast band, although it 
had higher gain at the upper end than at the 
lower end. 

The circuit for the preamplifier (Figure 2) is 
relatively straightforward, except for the 
matching transformer, T1. This transformer is a 
balun device you wind yourself. Use Amidon 
TF-37-61 or TF-50-61 ferrite toroidal cores. 
The winding is bifilar, no. 26 enameled wire. I 
used twelve turns on a TF-37-61 form, which 
seemed to work well. You might want to exper- 
iment with this circuit by varying the number 
of turns with changes of frequency. 

Balun transformers are wound in the bifilar 
manner, as I just mentioned. This means that 
the two wires used for the primary and sec- 
ondary windings of TI are twisted together, 
about eight twists to the inch, and then wound 
over the form as if there were a single wire. I 
make twisted enameled wire for baluns by tak- 
ing a length of No. 26 enamel insulated wire, 
folding it back on itself, and chucking it up in a 
hand drill. Anchor the far end in a vise, then 
turn the crank on the drill to twist the wire. This 
operation can be done using an electric drill, if 
the drill has a gentle trigger and variable speed 
control, but it can be dangerous. Ifyou chose to 
twist the wires using an electric drill, wear 
safety goggles or glasses to protect your eye- 
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Figure 1. A typical loop preamplifier based on common NPN silicon transistors. 

+12VDC 
C 6 0 C 7 
0. l rF  R10 R11 0.1 

sight. If that wire comes loose and starts whip- 
ping around, it could damage your eyes. 

A related amplifier circuit is shown in Figure 
2. This circuit also uses the 2N5 179 transistor, 
or its service-grade replacements. The amplifier 
consists of two identical stages, each providing 
10 dB of gain. Up to four stages can be cascad- 
ed for 40 dB of gain, although you must be 
careful to observe good layout practices in such 
a case (inadvertent feedback can cause oscilla- 
tion when gains are high). 

The amplifier of Figure 2 is useful at full 
specification gain from about 1 MHz through- 
out the HF shortwave bands. At lower frequen- 
cies gain will drop off somewhat, but that 
doesn't necessarily mean that it becomes use- 
less. Besides, you can make certain modifica- 
tions that will coax a little more gain out of the 
circuit at VLF frequencies. For example, all of 
the coupling and decoupling capacitors (that is, 
every one by C2 and C5) can be increased in 
value to accommodate lower frequencies. I 
obtained a bit more gain by using 0.47 pF 
instead of 0.1 pF for those capacitors. You can 

4 7 a  - 
+ 

also increase the values of the RF chokes 
(RFCl and RFC2) from 1 to 2.5 mH. 

The circuits of Figure 3 and 4 are based on 
the junction field effect transistor (JFET); the 
circuit of Figure 3 is a common gate design, 
while that of Figure 4 is a common drain 
design (that is, a "source follower"). Both are 
broadband amplifier circuits, so they can be 
used throughout the HF spectrum, as well as 
VLF and MW. If gain is too low at some very 
low frequencies, the same advice regarding the 
value of capacitors stands as given for the cir- 
cuit in Figure 2. 

The particular JFET specified for these cir- 
cuits is the MPF-102-a device that works well 
into the VHF region. Suitable replacements 
from the service-shop lines of devices include 
the ECG-3 12 and the NTE-3 12. Because the 
application isn't terribly critical, and the 
devices aren't expensive, it's reasonable to 
experiment with other JFET devices if they are 
more readily available than those I selected. 

All of the preamplifier circuits in this section 
can be used with either tuned or untuned loops, 

4 7 a  
UI\, 
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Figure 2. Another version of the transistor preamp. 

although neither the loop nor the tuning capaci- 
tor are shown in all cases. 

The preamplifier in Figure 5 is based on a 
product called a monolithic microwave inte- 
grated circuit (MMIC), which can work at all 
frequencies from near DC to more than 1,000 
MHz (microwave). The principal limitation on 
operating frequency is the capacitors used for 
C1 and C2. They should have a value of 0.1 pF 
for VLF, the AM broadcast band and the medi- 
um wave bands (<3 MHz); 0.01 pF for the low 
end of the HF region; 0.001 from the upper HF 
to about 100 MHz; and 100 pF for > 100 MHz 
operation. They are shown with 0.1 pF values 
in Figure 5 because this article is on loop 
antennas, and these antennas work best on 
lower frequencies. 

There are several MMIC chips available on 
the commercial market, but the one that's most 
easily available to hobby purchasers is the 
Mini-Circuit Laboratories, Inc., type MAR-I 
used in Figure 5. Note that only four connec- 
tions are used on the MAR-1 device: input, two 
grounds, and output (the output also serves for 

DC V+ power supply connection). The value of 
the resistor used for R1 depends on the value of 
V+. The goal is to obtain a voltage (V) of 7 
volts DC or a little less at the output terminal of 
the MAR-I when 0.015 amperes of current are 
drawn. Therefore, from Ohm's law, you may 
deduce very cleverly: 

R1 (ohms) = (V+) - 7 volts 
0.01 5 amps 

For a + 12 volt value for V+, then, use a 300- 
ohm resistor for R1, and for a +9 volt battery, 
use 120 ohms. A typical homebrew MAR-1 
preamplifier is shown in Photo A. 

Sharpening the loop 

Many years ago the Q multiplier was a popu- 
lar add-on accessory for communications 
receivers. These devices were sold as 
Heathkits, and many construction projects 
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Figure 3. Common gate design circuit based on the JFET. 
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Figure 4. Common drain design circuit based on the JFET. 

C 4 
0 .1pF 

4D 

appeared in magazines and amateur radio 
books. The Q multiplier has the effect of seem- 
ing to greatly increase the sensitivity of a 
receiver, as well as greatly reducing the band- 
width of the front end. Thus, the device will 
allow better reception of some stations because 
of increased sensitivity and narrowed band- 

width. Cornell described a loop antenna Q-mul- 
tiplier in 1975.' 

A Q multiplier is an active electronic circuit 
placed at the antenna input of a receiver. I t  is 
essentially an Armstrong oscillator (Figure 6 )  
that doesn't quite oscillate. These circuits have 
a tuned circuit (LlICl) at the input of an ampli- 
fier stage, and a feedback coupling loop (L3). 
The degree of feedback is controlled by the 
coupling between LI and L3. The coupling is 
altered both by varying how close the two coils 
are, and their relative orientation with respect 
to each other. Certain other circuits use a series 
potentiometer in the L3 side that controls the 
amount of feedback. 

The Q multiplier is adjusted to the point that 
the circuit is just on the verge of oscillating, but 
not quite. As the feedback is backed away from 
the threshold of oscillation, but not too far, the 
narrowing of bandwidth occurs-as does the 
increase in sensitivity. It takes some skill to 

2OOpF 
+ I( 0 1 

)'7 
v I \ 7 M P F - I 0 2  
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Figure 5. Preamplifier based on the MMIC. The MAR-1 by Mini-Circuits is used in this circuit. 

Figure 6. Armstrong oscillator. 

TO RCVR OR 
PREAMPLIFIER 

+ 9VDC 
0 

operate the Q multiplier, but once the skill is 
gained it's easy to use. 

One of the better applications of Q multipli- 
ers is in the reception of Morse code (Al 
radiotelegraphy). Adjust the Q multiplier to a 
point where it is unstable and nearly ready to 
oscillate when no signal is present. When a CW 
signal is tuned in, the extra signal trips the cir- 
cuit into oscillation. This tends to "rejuvenate" 
the signal, and make it easier to recover. 

The "Embroider loop" 

0.01pF 

4 

Fashioning the loop is usually a bit of a 
chore, and winding even a dozen or so turns on 

Q 1 

'+'2 
L 1 MPF-102 
LOOP Q -  MULTIPLIER 
ANTENNA 

- 
1 

L 3 

I 
Q 
MULTIPLIER 
FEEDBACK 

I 

1 - 

a large form can be daunting-especially since 
the turns keep falling off the form. While work- 
ing on my antenna column in Popular 
Communications, I hit upon an idea that 
allowed me to make a multi-turn transformer 
loop in which the outer loop (Ll)  is a 14-turn 
loop, and the receiver coupling loop is 2 turns. 
The loop is made of 16-conductor colored par- 
allel ribbon cable of the sort used in the com- 
puter industry. Two wires in the center of the 
bundle (grey and white) are used for L2, while 
all the rest are used for L1. The form is a 14- 
inch embroidery or needlepoint hoop, which I 
bought from a craft store for $1.49. It consists 
of two concentric, close-fitting wooden hoops. 
The inner hoop is continuous, while the outer 

C 2 
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RIBBON CABLE 

RIBBON CABLE ENDS 

I'lioto I!. 'l'he Ilnil,roidcr loop ;~ntcnlia. 

Figure 7. (A)  Sandwich the rihhon cahle into the space hetween the 
inner and outer hoops. 
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TO RCVR 

Figure 7. (R) The conductoa of the cahle are cross connected to form one 
continuous coil. 

hoop is broken at one point. A screw and two 
tabs hold the ends together. and lets you adjust 
for size. When embroidering. the fabric is 
placed between the two hoops and secured with 
the screw: in my loop antenna the 16-conductor 

I'l111to C'. 'l'lic sclu;lrc loop Iiohh! ho;~rd antenna. 

ribbon cable is sandwiched into the space 
between inner and outer hoops (Figure 7A). 
The conductors of the cable are cross-connect- 
ed in the manner shown in Figure 7 R  to form 
one continuous coil. 

The inner loop is connected to a length of 
coaxial cable. which carries signal to the radio 
receiver. The outer loop is connected to a vari- 
able tuning capacitor. I found that a 365 pF 
"broadcast band variable" capacitor was suffi- 



I'hoto I). 'l'l~c picture I'ran~c loop ;~ntrnn;~. 

cient to tune the loop in all sections of the AM Figure 8. (A) The design of and electrical circuit for the hohhy 
band. But some people tell me that two or three imp. 
sections of 365 pF may be needed in some 
cases where fewer turns are used. Photo B 
shows the completed loop. 

The square "hobby board" loop 

A very common way to build a square loop 
antenna is to take two pieces of thin lumber, 
place them in a cross shape, and wind the wire 
around the ends of the wooden arms. This type 
of antenna is shown in Figure 8A. The wooden 
supports can be made of I x2 lumber, or some 
other stock. While researching this article, I 
made a test loop with two 118 x 3 x 24-inch 
Bass M I O O ~  "hobby board" stock acquired from 
a local hobby shop. Model builders use this 
wood as a stronger alternative to balsa. 

The electrical circuit of the hobby board loop 
(also shown in Figure 8A) is a transformer 
loop design. The main tuned loop is on the out- 
side, and consists of ten turns of no. 26 enam- 
eled wire. It's tuned by a 365-pF capacitor. The 
inner loop is used for coupling to the receiver, 
and consists of a single turn of no. 22 insulated 
solid hook-up wire. 

The mechanical fit between the vertical and 
horizontal wooden pieces is shown in Figure 
8R. Note that four 112-inch wooden blocks 
(also obtained at the hobby shop) are glued to 
the junction of the two cross pieces to stiffen 
the joint. Details for the boards are shown in 
Figure 8C. Each board is 24 inches long. At 
the midpoint (12 inches), there's a 118-inch 

1/2*x 1/2" 
WOODEN 

Fipre 8. (R) The mechanical fit between the vertical and horizontal 
wnoden pieces. 

wide. 1.5-inch long slot cut. These slots are 
used to mate the two boards together. 

At each end there are ten tiny slits made by a 
jeweler's saw (also called a ':jigsaww in hobby- 
ist circles) with a thin blade. These slits are just 
wide enough to allow a single no. 26 wire to be 
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Figure 8. (C) Details fnr the hnards. 
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loo11 ilntennu. 'l'hr I ' i~lonii~r I . . \ - 1  loop i~nlplifirr i \  used 
here ancl in P l ~ o f o  C. 

inserted without slipping. The slits are 114-inch 
long. start 112 inch from one edge. and are 118- 
inch apart. There are ten slits on both ends of 
the horizontal piece, while the vertical piece 
has ten slits on the top end and eleven slits on 
the bottom end. The reason for offsetting the 
wire slits is to allow room on the other side of 
the 3-inch width of the vertical mcmher for a 
mounting stick. 

By the way, if you do a little mobile "hidden 
transmitter hunting," be careful when holding 
this antenna out the window of the car while 
searching for the transmitter. A friend of mine 
may have gotten a little too enthusiastic one 
Sunday morning as he homed in on his quarry. 

I The police report said something about a nut 
speeding down the street waving a cross out the 

I'111)to 1.:. .l'hr scluitrr loop loopstick ~Intrnnil. 

window of his car (sigh). 
When assembling the antenna, use wood glue 

on the mating surfaces. square them to be at 
right angles to each other, and clamp the two 
pieces i n  a vice. or with C-clamps for thirty 
minutes (or longer if the glue manufacturer 
specifies). Next. glue the support blocks into 
place and clamp them for a similar period. The 
completed antenna is shown in Photo C. 

Build the picture frame loop 

When I went to the craft and hobbies shop to 
buy the embroidery hoops for the Embroider 
loclp antenna. I ran across a display of raw. 
unfinished wooden picture frame lumber. 



These sticks came in lengths up to 15 inches 
and were about 2-112 inches wide. Each piece 
of wood was cut at a 45-degree angle at each 
end, in a tongue-and-grove manner, so the 
pieces could be fitted together to make a frame. 
If four pieces are used, it's possible to make a 
15-inch square loop. Larger loops can be made 
(in 15-inch increments) by connecting the 
pieces end-to-end, although the 15-inch variety 
seems sufficient. Figure 9A shows a square 
loop antenna made with picture framing stock 
for the loop. and 1 x2 lumber for the vertical 
support. 

The antenna is made using the same kind of 
16-conductor computer ribbon cable used in the 
Embroider loop. Fifteen turns are used as the 
multi-turn loop, and one turn as a coupling loop 
to carry the signal to the receiver. The flat rib- 
bon cable and the wood are smeared with wood 
contact cement, and then the cable is pressed 
onto the wood and held fast with clamps. The 
first loop of this type that I built used ordinary 
wood glue, and didn't hold the wire well. As a 
substitute, I held the cable to the wood with 
ordinary thumb tacks (one every three inches or 
so). The tacks I chose had plastic bodies, which 
reduced coupling between loops through the 
tack head. 

Figure 9B shows the wiring scheme to make 
the parallel ribbon cable conductors into a sin- 
gle, multi-turn loop. The color scheme is stan- 
dard, but make sure that your cable is of the 
same standard before relying on the diagram. 
The idea is to connect each conductor to its 
adjacent conductor at the feedpoint. The con- 
nections are made on a piece of integrated cir- 
cuit (IC) printed wiring prototyping board 
designed for DIP ICs. Radio Shack carries sev- 
eral varieties, most of which are suitable. 
Vector and other suppliers to the hobby market 
also make such stock. The finished antenna is 
shown in Photo D. 

The square loop loopstick 

Loopstick antennas work differently from 
the small loop antennas that are the subject of 
this article. For one thing, the null is off the 
ends of the antenna, and the peak reception is 
orthogonal to the antenna. But if you arrange 
four loopsticks in a square (Figure lOA), the 
antenna works like a conventional loop anten- 
na. Marris described this type of antenna previ- 
ously, although the design was slightly differ- 
ent.2 

Figure 10B shows the mechanical form of 
this antenna. It consists of four elements made 
from 0.75 inch PVC plumbing pipe. Each ele- 
ment contains an Amidon Associates, Inc. 
(2216 East Gladwick Street, Dominguez Hills, 
California 90220) type R61-050-750 ferrite 

WIRING BOARD 

Figure 9. (A) square loop antenna made using picture framing stock for 
the loop and 1x2 lumber for the vertical support. 
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Figure 9. (B) The wiring scheme to make the parallel ribbon cable con- 
ductors into a single, multi-turn loop. 

rod. These rods are 0.50 inch diameter, and 7.5 
inches long. The type R61 nickel-zinc material 
is useful from 200 kHz to 15 MHz, so is suit- 
able for all of the amateur bands where loops 
are reasonably useful. The ends of each rod are 
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Figure 10. (A) The circuit diagram nf the loopstick 
antenna. B""a -90° ELBOW (4 
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Figure 10. (B) The mechanical form of the loopstick antenna. 

wrapped with sufficient black electrical tape to 
make them a snug fit inside the PVC pipe. I 
found that 3M tape required 13 or 14 wraps, 
depending on how snugly it was wrapped. 

The inductors can be wound on the ferrite 

Photo C;. Another I'alornar I<ngincer's loop antenna in 
use at K41PV. 

rods, but it's easier, if you are experimenting, 
to wind them on the outside of the PVC pipe 
instead. Marris used four turns for L2, L3. and 
LA for 80 meters, and two turns each for Ll A 
and L2B. In the antenna I build for the AM 
broadcast band. ten turns for L2 through L4. 
and five turns for LIA and LIB. provided reso- 
nance in the 160-meter band and the upper 
edge of the AM broadcast band. Resonance in 
the low end of the broadcast band required a 
three section 3 x 365-pF variable capacitor. 

A difference between my antenna and 
Marris' design is that I used a coupling loop 
(LS in Figure 10A) wound on the ferrite rod 
used for LI A/LI B. The coupling loop is wound 
in the center of the rod, and connected to thin 
RG- 174N coaxial cable. The coax is routed 
through a small hole in the PVC "tee" piece 
that also serves for mounting. The completed 
antenna is shown in Photo E. 

If you don't want to bother building a loop 
antenna, but still want to experiment with one. 
Palomar Engineers (P.O. Box 462222, Escon- 
dido, California 92046; 6 19-747-3343) makes 
several suitable models. Photos F and G show 
two Palomar products, along with their LA-I 
loop amplifier, in use at my ham station in 
Virginia. 

REFERENCES 

I .  Ken Cornell. WZIMR. "Loop Antenna Receiving Aid." If(~rii 
Radio. May 1975. pnses 66-70. 
2. Richard Q. Marri*. Ci'R%Q. "Experimental Quadraform Ferrite 
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TECH NOTES 
It's antenna time! 

Once again, the warm spring weatlzer brings us 
out of our houses and onto our roofs to check 
on the condition of our winter-ravaged anten- 
nas. This edition of'Tech Notes presents two 
techniques you shouldfind useful as you tend to 
your antenna farm. 
Peter Bertini, KIZJH, Senior Technical Editor 

This first piece gives hints on how to estimate 
electrically small antenna resistance. It's 
reprinted ~r,ith permission from the SeptemOer 
I992 issrre of "Break-In". 

Practical Estimation of 
Electrically Small Antenna 
Resistance 

Bob Vernnll, ZL2CA 
Amateur antenna systems for the lower fre- 
quency bands generally have practical limits 
for size and height; consequently, the imped- 
ances of verticals can be highly capacitive, 
loops can be highly inductive and, in either 
case. radiation resistance can be very small. 
System losses can swamp the radiation resis- 

tance, inevitably resulting in low transmission 
efficiency. These are characteristics of typical 
electrically small antennas. 

1'11 discuss an expedient way of estimating 
the total system resistance in situ, without 
needing to use an RF bridge or other type of 
measuring set. The method was developed pri- 
marily for checking LF antennas (in the 165 to 
190-kHz band), but is also applicable to electri- 
cally small antennas in other bands. 

It is assumed that the amateur station already 
has a tuning system for the antenna and a meter 
to monitor antenna current. 

Relevant theory 

At resonance, the antenna system can be con- 
sidered to be a series resistive circuit, with the 
system resistance comprising the sum of radia- 
tion resistance, conductor resistance, earth 
resistance, and equivalent series resistance for 
tuning components and insulator leakage (see 
Figure 1). The value of each resistive compo- 
nent depends on a specific antenna and envi- 
ronment. The tuner takes care of canceling 
reactance and transforming system resistance to 
a suitable value for loading the transmitter. 

For an antenna system with the tuner adjust- 

Figure 1. Test setup for measuring the velocity factor for coaxial cable or transmission line. 
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Figure 2. Measurements of RG58N cable using methods outlined in the text. 

ed for resonance, a certain antenna current will 
flow for a certain transmitter power. Adding a 
known series resistor will reduce the antenna 
current, for the same transmitter drive. The sys- 
tem resistance can be calculated from the fol- 
lowing formula - an ohms law derivation: 

where: 
Rs is the (unknown) system series resistance. 
Ri is the value of inserted series resistance. 
d is the resulting current ratio, which is al- 

ways less than l ,  by dividing the resulting by 
initial current. 

The inserted resistor should be placed at a 
point where the total antenna current flows (at 
or near a current node), which is generally the 
feed point for electrically small antennas. (And 
where does the current go? You may well ask, 
but that is beyond the scope of this article.) 

Practical considerations 

Use of the above formula can introduce 
errors if the current ratio is either too high or 
too low. If the current ratio is too high (d 
around a value of 1) then the numerator in the 
formula tends to zero, which leads to absurd 
numerical results. So the value of the inserted 
resistance should not be so low as to have diffi- 
culty observing a decrease in current. On the 
other hand, the value of the inserted resistance 
should not be so low as to have difficulty 
observing a decrease in the current. On the 
other hand, the value of the inserted resistor 
should not be so high as to cause significant 
change to the antenna impedance, otherwise 
any rematching of the tuner to restore condi- 
tions would introduce uncertainty. The best 

conditions are suggested as when the observed 
current drops by around 10 percent (d around 
0.9), as this gives sufficient change to observe a 
useful ratio, but not enough for mismatching to 
be significant. A further advantage of seeking 
only a modest current drop is to keep away 
from any nonlinear indication that may exist 
over lower parts of the meter scale. 

So for vertical antennas, try starting with a 
known value of resistance of around 10 ohms. 
For loops try starting with a known value of 
resistance of around 1 ohm. 

The current ratio can be observed directly if 
either the transmitter power or RF current 
meter sensitivity can be adjusted to obtain a 
convenient indication-such as 100 percent, or 
1 .O, on the scale. Then, after inserting the resis- 
tor, the current ratio can be observed directly. 
Using a jumper lead to temporarily short out 
the test resistor is a convenient way to find the 
current ratio, but the jumper lead must have 
excellent insulation. (Electrically short anten- 
nas can have several thousand volts present; 
consequently, the transmitter should be off 
while inserting or removing the resistor. The 
objective is to test the antenna system resis- 
tance, not human resistance!) 

Carbon resistors are recommended for test- 
ing, as they are confirmed to not change the 
before and after tuning. Brief checks with wire- 
wound resistors show reactance which required 
retuning for resonance--even at LF. As well, 
they could have RF resistance that is different 
to the DC value, hence wire-wound resistors 
are not recommended for this test. Carbon 
resistors need to have adequate power rating so 
a serieslparallel arrangement of lower-rating 
resistors can be used, so long as the net resis- 
tance is known (checking at DC is satisfactory). 

Earth resistance decreases as moisture con- 
tent increases, so checks done in different sea- 
sons will likely show significant variations in 
system resistance. Ground resistance in typical 
amateur situations can range from tens of ohms 
when many radial wires are used in damp soil 
to hundreds of ohms for a single earth rod in 
dry soil, and somewhere in between for any 
intermediate combination. 

RF current monitoring 

Antenna current can be monitored either with 
an in-line RF ammeter or by using a nearby 
inductively coupled meter. A broadband RF 
ammeter can be either a hot-wire ammeter 
(which is a rather rare item these days) or a 
home-built current transformer on a high per- 
meability toroidal ferrite core. (See Figure 2. A 
wider display range could be obtained with a 
larger value variable resistor. Suitable insula- 
tion is needed for passing the antenna wire 
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through hole.) An inductively coupled meter 
can also be home-built1 using a tuned winding 
on a ferrite rod and an enclosure with partial 
metal screening to reduce response to electrical 
pickup. With a band switch and suitable wind- 
ings, it is capable of covering the entire LF/ 
MF/HF range (a ferrite rod with multiple wind- 
ings is the key component, the rest is like build- 
ing a crystal set, but with a meter output instead 
of headphones). 

Results 

ZL2CA has used the described method to 
check antennas on three bands. For an LF verti- 
cal with flat top loading, a 15-ohm resistor 
reduced the current to 70 percent (d = 0.70), 
which indicates a system resistance of 35 ohms. 
A later check with a 9.5-ohm resistor gave d = 
0.78 and a system resistance of 33 ohms, so the 
results are consistent. System resistance would 
be mainly ground loss followed by tuner loss 
(in which a big inductor with +j2000 ohms 
range is needed). The system resistance was 
lower than expected, but was checked during 
the winter, with wet soil conditions. The 
ground system uses three separate earth rods 
and fourteen buried radials of mixed length, 
going to all accessible parts of a suburban-sized 
property. In hindsight, testing this antenna with 
a 3.3-ohm resistor would be an optimum 
choice, but one was not on hand at the time. 

A similar vertical to the LF arrangement was 
checked on 1.83 MHz and gave a system resis- 
tance of 28 ohms, which would be mainly earth 
loss. This same vertical checked on 3.6 MHz 
gave a system resistance of 135 ohms, which 
would be mainly radiation resistance as the 
electrical length is well over a quarter wave- 
length on this band. 
REFERENCE 
1. ARRLAntenna Book, 15th edition, Amerncan Radio Relay League, 
Ncwlngton. Connecticut, page 27-29. 

George Wilson, WIOLP, passed along this 
piece which appeared in the Boston, Massa- 
chusetts Minute Man Repeater Association 
(MMRA) newsletter, fittingly called The 
Minuteman. It's excerpted from some earlier 
~ ' o r k  done by Chet Smith, KICCL, and pub- 
lished in QST in June 1979 on pages 27 and 28. 
In The Minuteman article, K1 CCL's method is 
described by George Downs, WICT; however, 
W1 OLP has added some data of his own. 

Measurement of velocity 
factor on coaxial cables and 
other lines 

A simple direct method devised by Chet 
Smith, KICCL, and described by George 
Downs, W l  CT. 

SHORT 

CABLE SAMPLE c'Rcu"" J 
& L A  

0 0  
0 0 .  

0 0 0 O 0  

CALIBRATED RECEIVER 

Figure 1. Diagram showing test arrangement and components of system 
resistance. 

When cutting a piece of coax or twinlead to a 
specific fraction of a wavelength for impedance 
matching or phase shifting, the physical length 
of the cable is shorter than the free-space 
dimension calculated from the formula. This is 
because the wave travels slower in the cable 
than it does in free space. The ratio of the speed 
of the wave in the cable to the speed in free 
space is called the velocity factor (Vf)  For 
example, the Vf for RG58N is given in The 
ARRL Handbook as 66 percent. This means that 
instead of being 40.174 inches long, a half 
wave of RG58N at 147 MHz would be 40.174 
x 0.66 = 26.5 15 inches. 

The problem is that, particularly with regard 
to the foam dielectric types, the rating in the 
tables is only an approximation. The actual 
cables vary as much as 10 percent from batch 
to batch, and sometimes (but much less so) 
from one part of a reel to another. In doing pre- 
cise work, it becomes desirable to measure the 
Vf of the actual cable being used. 

The KlCCL method is simple and 
straightforward: 

Take a piece of the cable to be used, prefer- 
ably a piece more than 5 feet long. 

Short one end of the cable. 
Peel back just enough of the other end to 

solder to. 
Prepare three coils by winding no. 20 bare 

wire around the shank of a 'I4 -inch drill. Make 
the coils 1 turn, 2 turns, and 3 turns. Space the 
turns 'Il6 -inch apart. Leave -inch pigtails. 

Solder each of the three coils in turn 
between the shield and center conductor of the 
unshorted end of the coax, and determine the 
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Figure 2. RF current transformer. (Source Low Band DXZNG, 1st edition, 
American Radio Relay League, Newington, Connecticut, 1987, pages 11-99.) 
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Figure 3. Measurements obtained by George Wilson, WIOLP, using the 
KlCCL method. 

resonant frequency with a grid (or tunnel) dip- 
per (see Figure 1). Use the minimum coupling 
that will give a positive reading. The calibrated 
receiver (or a wavemeter) is an option to give 
greater accuracy. Grid dippers are not usually 
that well calibrated. 

Plot your results (turns versus frequency) 
for 3 turns, 2 turns, and one turn on a piece of 
graph paper (see Figure 2). By eye and using a 
straightedge, French curve, or whatever tool 
you like, extrapolate to find the resonant fre- 
quency at zero turns. Call this frequency "F" 
(in MHz). 

Measure the overall length of the cable you 
have been using. Convert this length to meters 
(one meter = 39.37 inches). Call this length "L" 
(in meters). 

Substitute these values in the formula: 

Vf = 2FL/3 percent 

where: 
Vf is the velocity factor expressed in percent. 
F is the resonant frequency at zero turns in 

MHz. 
L is the length of the cable in meters. 

For those who want an elegant solution, 
make the cable length (L) 1.5 meters (59.06 
inches). The 2/3 then cancels and the fonnula 
becomes Vf = F. 

Here's an actual example: 

Cable : RG58N 
Length: 76 - inches = 1.937 meters 
Data : F3t = 48 MHz, F2t = 49 MHz, Fit = 

50.5 MHz 

F (extrapolated) = 51.7 MHz (See Figure 2.) 

Vf (measured) = 2FW3 = 2 x 5 1.7 x 1.937 
3 

= 66.76 percent 

which is pretty close to the value that's given in 
the handbook. 

Those without a calibrated receiver in the 
100-MHz range could use a cable sample of 4 
meters or more to get the readings down into 
the HF range. 

It's important that the spacing between turns 
be the same for each of the three coils. The ]I l6 
-inch spacing seems to give fairly linear results 
as shown on Curve No. 1 of Figure 2. Curve 
No. 2 was made with another set of coils. These 
were wound on a 'I4 -inch drill shank of no. 22 
enameled wire and were close spaced. The 
curve wasn't linear, but the answer came out 
the same. 

Figure 3 shows WIOLP's attempt at measur- 
ing the velocity factor based on the published 
technique. Ed. 
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Cornell Drentea, WB3JZO 

BUILD A HIGH- 
PERFORMANCE 
LOW-PROFILE 
20-METER BEAM 
This neigh bor-friendly antenna performs 
like a big beam 

W ith the fast declining sunspot cycle, 
20 meters remains one of the best 
choices for amateur radio communi- 

cations. However, due to current marginal con- 
ditions, once successful wire and vertical anten- 
nas have become increasingly difficult to use 
on this band. In addition, local QRN can make 
DX almost impossible to work with these 
antennas. I soon discovered for myself the old 
Ham saying, "if you can't hear them, you can't 
work them." 

For the past several years, I've tried some 

compromise antennas that promised the world 
but delivered little. I needed good performance 
in a simple, but efficient antenna that would 
work well under local QRN. A full-size 20- 
meter beam was desirable but out of the ques- 
tion because of limited space, and a tower 
height of just thirty feet. While miniature 
antennas were commercially available for 20 
through I0 meters. I decided against them 
because of their many compromises. 

In the end I concluded that. for my applica- 
tion. it would be better to design and develop 
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function of boom length (element spacing). Contrary to 
popular belief, shorter hooms provide hettcr gains. 
Theoretically, hnnms of 0.15 wavelength are desirahle. 
However. hnnms of 0.1 wavelength can provide ahout 
7.1 dBi. 

my own antenna. The result is an easy-to-con- 
struct, two-element beam optimized for 20 
meters. It's small and easy to install and rotate. 

If you live in an apartment and have had a 
hard time convincing your landlord or neigh- 
bors that beams are beautiful. if you can only 
afford a tripod on your roof instead of a 100- 
foot tower in your back yard, or if you simply 
want to use your chimney as a support. this 
lightweight beam will help you obtain remark- 

I'hoto .\. I)rt;~il for the coil ;~r~eml)l ie~ uith thrir rlrc'trir;~l ;~ncl 
mcchanicnl wpports. 

able results. The difference between this beam 
and the dipole, long wire, or inverted Vee you 
have been using will be substantial. 

Design criteria 

I started work on the project with a literature 
and product search which revealed that two- 
element short beams ~erform well when com- 
pared with full-size beams having the same 
number of elements. I then used a computer 
program to model the design. The reference lit- 
erature stated clearly that in two-element Yagi 
designs, long booms are undesirable because 
gain falls off with boom length. This is primari- 
ly due to reduced excitation of the parasitic ele- 
ment as the spacing increases. Invariably. the 
largest gains are obtained at small spacing. The 
paper design showed a theoretical isotropic 
gain of 7.1 dBi for the two-element beam. 
i ~ o t e :  Antenna gain is referred to as the gain 
over a fictional isotropic antenna which has the 
same radiation intensity in any direction.) 
According to the literature. if one wishes to 
obtain good gain with a fair front-to-back ratio 
over a bandwidth of say +I0 percent, a boom 
length of about 0.15 wavelength will provide 
an optimum isotropic gain of about 7.5 dBi.l.2 
However, experience proves that the boom's 
length can be reduced further. A more practical 
0. I wavelength will provide almost similar per- 
formance if care is exercised when tuning the 
elements (see Figure 1). 

The literature search showed that efficient 
short beam antennas have been described by 
Walsh.3 by the ARRL's 1970 edition of The 
Rodio Amat~ur's Hcr~idl~ook,~ and by several 
others. A short two-element beam known as the 
Trim-Tenna (TT-20) was manufactured briefly 
by Dentron Radio in the 70s.' 

With the exception of the TT-20, these older 
designs used capacitive hats and gamma match- 
es to achieve efficiency. I decided to take such 
a design, streamline its physical characteristics. 
and optimize i t  electrically for even better per- 
formance. To achieve this goal, the new beam 
uses very high-Q inductors for increased gain. 
The enhanced performance is also due to the 
proper placement of these inductors and a sim- 
ple method of matching the driven element to 
the transmission line. 

The final beam uses short. electrically length- 
ened elements of about 16 feet for the driven 
element and 14 feet for the reflector. The boom 
0.1 wavelength on 20 meters (7 feet). I selected 
this length after considering the previously stat- 
ed criterion. I also felt it  was the best compro- 
mise between efficiency and bandwidth on one 
hand. and gain versus front-to-back ratio on the 
other.(' 

In the actual implementation of the beam. I 
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have optimized the peaks on the gain curves 
from Figure 1 for the 0. l -wavelength spacing. 
I did this by adjusting the lengths of the two 
elements so that their coupled mutual reactance 
would be optimum at resonance. Consequently, 
the forward gain performance of the two-ele- 
ment beam approached that of a theoretical 
three-element beam. The only difference I 
noticed was in the front-to-back ratio. which is 
better for the three-element design. I rational- 
ized that the limited front-to-back ratio (6 dB) 
was a good tradeoff for the reduced size of 
this antenna. 

The key to the beam's success lies in the 
location of its coils. 1 minimized losses by plac- 
ing the loading coils closer to the ends of the 
elements, where loss-resistance is at a mini- 
mum. This resulted in lower current distribu- 
tion patterns that increase current flow on the 
elements rather than the coils. thus increasing 
gain. (Note: In some antennas loading coils are 
installed closer to the center of the elements 
and. therefore, can be lossier because of the 
higher current-distribution patterns that exist 
there.) I replaced the capacitance hats from the 
previous dksigns with simple aluminum tubing 
extensions. These were placed on the outer 
sides of the coils and mechanically supported 
with solid acrylic rods. also intended to provide 
DC isolation between the elements and their 
extensions (see Photo A). 

The reflector is tuned lower in frequency 
( 1  3.880 MHz) when compared with the driven 
element ( 14.200 MHz), providing improved 
front-to-side ratio. The element sizes were opti- 
mized through extensive experimentation. The 
front-to-~id~ratio for this beam tested at better 
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Figure 2. SWR curve for the two-element short heom as installed at 
WB3JZO. 

than 18 dB. The beam has a minimum SWR of 
I :  1 and a maximum of 2: 1 across the entire 20- 
meter band (see Figure 2). 

Actual gain measurements were made 
between my QTH and a friend's house located 
5 miles away. We placed the beam at the same 
height as a 30-meter reference dipole and took 
alternating measurements using an HP-855 1 B 
spectrum analyzer as a field strength meter. We 
consistently measured a forward gain of 8 dB, 
although theory shows that the gain of a small 
beam over a perfect dipole is only 3 to 5 dB. 
Tests over the long path with DL3KCT and 
others produced consistently superior results 
when compared with wire or vertical antennas. 

The difference between the calculated and 
measured gain values can be attributed to h:rv- 
ing to make the measurements in an environ- 
ment other than free space. After all. it isn't 
possible to construct an absolutely perfect 
dipole; those exist only in theory. Ground con- 

I'hoto It. I'rotot.vpc inst;~llrtl on a 30-ft~ot to\riLr. 
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Figure 3. The heam is matched to 58 ohms through a simple technique that uses the natural capacitance of the driven ele- 
ment$ to ground through the dielectric of the fiher glass support tuhe. This capacitance was optimized at 12 pF. 

ductivity and proximity, the direction in which 
the antenna is aimed, interaction between the 
beam and dipole, and inability to construct a 
perfect dipole are all contributing factors to the 
difference in values. 

Other design considerations 
Mechanically, the beam uses seamless 

heavy-gauge hardened aluminum and has been 
tested over extended periods of time in the 
extreme climate of Minnesota. It has resisted 
winds of more than eighty miles per hour and 
temperatures ranging from - 40 degrees 
Fahrenheit (also Centigrade) to +I00 degrees 
Fahrenheit (or +38 degrees Centigrade) with no 
mechanical or electrical impacts. You could use 
softer aluminum tubing, like the kind found in 
hardware stores, at the cost of reduced mechan- 

I'hoto ('. .I lost-profile tripod in\tulletion.. 

ical strength (see Photo B). 
I fed the system with RG18 coaxial cable. 

matching it to 50 ohms through the natural 
capacitance of the driven elements to ground 
through the dielectric of the supporting fiber 
glass tubing. Figure 3 shows the details. 

Construction 

Figure 4 gives physical specifications for 
the beam. The construction is straightforward. I 
used I f l6 inch thick tempered aluminum tubing 
sold under the name ALCAD 606 I -T6. This is 
the strongest aluminum alloy tubing commer- 
cially available and is especially intended for 
antenna work. In addition to aluminum and 
other elements, this alloy contains Titanium. 
Zinc, Chromium, Magnesium, and Copper. 

I used several diameters of tubing in  the 
beam. The boom was made of I '1, inch diame- 
ter tubing. The elements were constructed of a 
combination of several diameters, from 1 inch 
through 71, inch, and 31, inch. You may chose 
to simplify this design at the cost of mechanical 
strength. For the inserts supporting and isolat- 
ing the coils, I used 51, inch acrylic stock 
obtained from a local plastics house. The fiber 
glass insulating tube support for the driven ele- 
ment was 8 11, inches long and '1, inch thick. I 
inserted the two tubes for the driven element 
into the fiber glass tubing as shown in Figure 3 
to form two 1 I-pF capacitors to ground. You 
can substitute a fiber glass vaulting pole from a 
sporting-goods store for the fiber glass. 

I made the coils from B&W no. 3029-3905-1 
stock. They are constructed of no. 12 silver- 
plated wire. The front coils have sixteen turns 
( I 1 pH). the back seventeen ( 1  2 pH). The pro- 
totype beam didn't have coil covers. I observed 
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Figure 4. Physical specifications for the beam. 

no signs of reduced performance on rainy days. 
In the final model, I fitted plastic covers made 
of PVC over the coils. Ample amounts of stain- 
less U-bolts, saddles, and All-Stainless brand 
hose clamps were used throughout the design. 
Tubing was cut to size and slots were sawed at 
the ends for fitting. 

Assembly and testing 
For all parts and installation refer to Figure 

4. The boom is assembled by installing the 5 'I, 
inch mast-mounting plate in the center of the 
boom (3 'I2 feet away from either end). Tighten 
the 1 'I2 inch U-Bolts. Mount the element 
brackets at each end of the boom as shown in 
the Figure 4. Make sure you align these brack- 
ets at a 90-degree angle to the mast bracket 
plane and tighten using 2-inch U-bolts. 

To assemble the reflector, insert the two 6' 
6" x 718'' tubes into one of the mounting brack- 
ets until they meet at the center of the 1 " alu- 
minum tube. Tighten the clamps and U-bolts. 

To assemble the radiator, insert the other two 

6' 6" x 71; elements into the fiber glass insula- 
tor as shown. Make sure that only 6 inches of 
each elements' end is inserted into the assem- 
bly. Make sure the measurement for each side 
of the element is exactly 6 feet from the side of 
the boom to the tip of the pipe. Tighten all 
hardware except for the feed point wire clamps, 
which will be tightened later. With an ohmme- 
ter, check that the two pipes of the radiator 
aren't DC shorted together or to the boom. 

Insert the radiator and reflector loading coils 
into the elements as shown using the acrylic 
plastic inserts and the 2' x 31; extenders and 
clamps. Make sure that the smaller coils (16 T) 
are installed on the radiator and the larger ( I  7 
T) on the reflector. Tighten all clamps. This 
completes the general assembly. 

Final tweaking 

With the dimensions indicated, the resonant 
frequency of the beam should be around 14.150 
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............................................... Frequency (MHz) (SWR 1.01 : 1 minimum, 2: 1 maximum) 14 
................................................................ Other frequencies (MHz) with tuner 1 21, 24, 28 

................... ..................................................................................... Number of elements .. 2 
Theoretical isotropic gain (dBi) ........................................................................................ 7.1 
Measured front-to-side ratio (dB) * ................................................................................. 218 

.............................................................................. Measured front-to-back ratio (dB) ** 2 6 
.............................................................. Maximum continuous (or PEP) power (watts) 1500 

............................................................................................. Boom length (wavelength) .O. 1 
....................................................................................... (feet) .7 

........................................................................................ Radiating element length (feet). .16 
Director element length (Feet and Inches) .................................................................. 13.6 

.......................................................................................................... Turning radius (feet) 21 
............................................................................................... Calculated wind load (FT2) 2.9 

(Note: Wind load is specified for materials and construction recommended in this article. 
Other constructions may vary.) 
Weight (lbs.) ...................................................................................................................... 15 

* Using HP 855 1B spectrum analyzer located 5 miles from source. 
** Using FT-ONE T/RX S-meter. 

I 
Table 1. Beam specifications. 

MHz. However, the actual resonant frequency 
of the antenna may vary from one location to 
another because of height and local environ- 
mental conditions. 

Tune the beam at least 10 feet above ground 
and preferably at the operational height. If you 
make your final adjustments close to the 
ground, you'll find the resonant points will 
change when the beam is erected at its final 
height. You can use a grid-dip meter loosely 
coupled to one of the coils to verify resonance. 
A VSWR meter will also work well at the 
transceiver point. You can optimize the antenna 
for any portion of the 20-meter band. To 
increase the frequency of the beam, remove 
half a turn from the radiator element coils to 
gain about 150 kHz. With variations in the 
electrical ground, I advise you to use a tuner at 
the transceiver point to allow for any imped- 
ance changes. The tuner will also help to oper- 
ate the beam as a dipole on the higher bands. 

Performance 

The antenna operates well without a balun. 
You could use a 1 :I balun at the feed point; this 
will improve the radiated pattern somewhat. 
However, use only heavy-duty, toroid-type 
baluns for good reliability. Avoid ferrite bifilar- 
type baluns. Similarly, you could use 300-ohm 
balanced transmission line to feed this antenna, 
if you also use a tuner equipped with a balun. 

This beam exhibits a good SWR ratio on 20 
meters. However, if it isn't erected over a fixed 
groundplane, the variable water content in the 
soil can change the antenna's resonant frequen- 

cy. (This problem occurs with most antennas.) 
Minimize this effect by using a tuner at the 
transmitting point. 

Although I don't dispute the theoretical opti- 
mum height over a perfect ground, using this 
beam at heights of only thirty feet showed good 
low angle performance. This antenna far out- 
performed my dipoles and the like. 

Specifications for the beam are given in 
Table 1. 

Conclusion 

This beam has provided consistently good 
performance on 20 meters when compared with 
my dipoles, inverted Vees, long wires, and ver- 
ticals. The array does a better job, not only 
from a signal report point of view, but also by 
greatly attenuating the signals off the sides due 
to its outstanding front-to-side ratio of more 
than 18 dB. From an aesthetic point of view. 
the antenna keeps a very low profile. Although 
beauty is in the eyes of the beholder, this anten- 
na has attracted positive remarks from neigh- 
bors and visitors alike. 
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Yardley Beers, WOJF 
740 Willowbrook Road 

Boulder, Colorado 80302 

ONETWORES 
A C-64 program for the analysis of 
single and doubleresonani dipoles 

A ntenna analysis computer programs are G(N), the gain relative to a half-wave di- 
popular these days. But those of us with pole in dB. (The efficiency in dB is G(N)-D(N).) 
old Commodore C-64 computers, may The values of whatever inductances and/or 

have trouble finding a program we can use. If 
you have a C-64 or a C- 128, Listing 1 provides 
a program with which you can calculate nearly 
all the properties of a center-fed loaded dipole 
with arbitrary dimensions and either one or two 
resonant frequencies of your choice. You can 
also modify the program to make it more con- 
venient for special purposes." 

Once you've input and saved the program, 
type "RUN." The computer will ask for the 
length of the dipole (LW), and the separation of 
the loading reactors (LL) in wavelengths. Next, 
you'll be asked to specify the lower and upper 
resonant frequencies, FL and FU in MHz. For a 
single frequency, type in identical numbers for 
FL and FU. The program responds accordingly. 

What the program calculates 

After you answer a few obvious questions, 
the computer displays, either on screen or 
paper, data for plotting the pattern. It then dis- 
plays the following quantities, in relation to 
your answers to the questions: 

XL(N), the reactance you need to insert on 
each side at the locations you've chosen. The 
subscript N = 1 for FL or FL = FU, and N = 2 
for FU. 

R(N), the radiation resistance. 
RT(N). the sum of the radiation resistance 

and the loss resistances of the loading reactors. 
(The program doesn't include any other losses.) 

D(N), the directivity in dB relative to a 
half-wave dipole. 

*The author It.!\ ~n'luded ~ntorni.Nt~tn and theory prrulnlng lo such antrnnar In 
a ulon to he puhll*hed piece. "Douhle-Resonant Antenndh Cuntainlng Load~ng 
Roact<rr* (Tr.lpv) " Ed. 

capacitances are required. 
FO, the resonant frequency of the L-C cir- 

cuits (with a double resonance). 
If you have specified a transmitter output 

power it displays IL, the rms current through 
the inductors, and VC, the rms voltage across 
the capacitors. 

LE, the length of the antenna in feet and 
LT, the distance between the resonators in feet. 

The program provides all the information 
you might want-except for the frequency 
response. You determine this experimentally. 
The program is based on the simplest possible 
assumptions that can give these results. The 
section Physical Concepts discusses them in 
detail. Because of the program's simplicity, the 
absolute accuracy is poor. The output numbers 
don't have an absolute accuracy greater than 20 
percent; however, this is enough to make anten- 
na trimming easy. Usually, the adjustments 
needed are much smaller than 20 percent. Most 
of the differences between computed and 
experimental numbers are also much smaller. 

Some definitions 

With a single-frequency antenna, you can 
always find a reactance-inductive or capaci- 
tive-that can produce resonance. With an 
antenna for two frequencies, there are four situ- 
ations you may encounter: 

Type 1. When XL(1) is positive (inductive) 
and XL(2) is negative (capacitive), double reso- 
nance can be achieved by suitable parallel L-C 
circuits. The so-called "trap" antennas are 
among this type. 

Type 2. When XL(1) is negative and XL(2) 
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I 1 REM "ONETWORES", Y. BEERS, WOJF, 
BOULDER, COLO, SEPT 28,1992. 
90 POKE 53280,O: POKE 53281,O:REM DIMS 
SCREEN AND BORDER. 
100 PRINT "DO YOU WISH A PRINTOUT 
(YM)?" 
110 lNPUT A$ 
125 PRINT " " 
130 PRINT "DO YOU WISH PATTERN 
DETAILS (Y/N)?" 
135 INPUT B$ 
140 PRINT " " 
145 PRINT "IF YOU WANT CURRENTS AND 
VOLTAGES ENTER POWER: OTHERWISE 0" 
150 INPUT P 
155 PRINT " " 
160 DIM J (90) 
175 Q = 200: REM Q OF RESONATOR 
INDUCTOR 
180 ZA = 500: REM CHARACTERISTIC 
IMPEDANCE OF SECTION BETWEEN FEED 
AND REACTORS 
185 ZB = 500: REM CHARACTERISTIC 
IMPEDANCE OF SECTIONS BETWEEN 
REACTORS AND ENDS 
190 KZ = 20: REM NR OF INCREMENTS IN 
LENGTH 
195 DX = 10: REM INCREMENT IN ANGLE 
(DEG) 
196 REM DX MUST BE 90 DIVIDED BY AN 
INTEGER 
200 PRINT "ENTER RES FREQS, FL AND FU, 
(MHz) (FU>=FL) 
202 INPUT FL,W 
203 F1=2*nhFL*1E+6: F2 =2*n*W*lE+6: REM 
CONVERTS TO RADISEC 
204 PRINT " " 
206 FR = F1P2 
208 PRINT "ENTER DIPOLE LENGTH IN FU 
WAVELENGTHS" 
2 10 INPUT LW 
214 LE = LW*936/FU: REM LENGTH OF 
DIPOLE IN FEET WITH F U  END CORRECTION 
2 16 LW = 2*n*LW: PRINT " ":REM ANGULAR 
LENGTH 
2 18 PRINT "ENTER SEPARATION OF 
LOADING REACTORS IN FU WAVELENGTHS 
220 INPUT LL .. . - 

1 222 LT = LL*984/FU: REM SEPARATION OF 
LOADING REACTORS 1N FEET 
224 LL=2**LL: REM ANGULAR SEPARATION 
225 PRINT " " 
226 KX = 90DX 
228 DX = .rr*DW180 
230 IF A$ = " N  THEN 236 
232 OPEN 15,4 
234 CMD 15 
236 IF FL = FU THEN 243 
238 N2 = 2 
240 GO TO 247 
243 N2 = 1 
247 FOR N = I TO N2 
250 IF N = 2 THEN 270 
253 A=FR*LL/2: B = FR* (LW-LL) 12  
257 F = FL: AL = A: FF = F1 
260 REM A IS ANGULAR DISTANCE FROM 
CENTER FEED POINT TO LOADING REAC- / TOR 
263 REM I3 IS ANGULAR DISTANCE FROM 

LOADING REACTOR TO END 
267 GO TO 277 
270 A = LLl2: B = (LW-LL) / 2 
273F=FU:AU=A:FF=F2 
277 X2 = - ZB/ (TAN(B)) 
280 XL (N) = - X2 - ZA*TAN (A) 
287 DZ = (A+B) / KZ: REM INCREMENT IN 
LENGTH 
290 KA = AIDZ: KB = BDZ: K = KA + KB 
292 IF A = 0 THEN 298 
294 B2 = -ATN (ZB/ (XL (N) +X2)): REM 
EQUIV ANG LENGTH OF LENGTH B WITH J 
ON IT 
296 GO TO 380 
298 B2 = B 
380 IF B$ = "N" THEN 400 
385 PRINT "PATTERN FOR FREQ (MHZ) = " ; 
386 PRINT " " 
390 PRINT "ANGLE", "AMPLITUDE 
395 PRINT " " 
397 JM = 0 
400 FOR HX = 1 TO KX 
410 ET = 0 
420 X = (HX - 0.5) *DX: REM ANGLE OF 
FIELD POINT 
470 FOR HZ = 1 TO K 
480 Z = (HZ - 0.5) *DZ: REM POSITION OF 
CURRENT ELEMENT 
500 IF HZ>KA THEN 540 
505 I1 = SIN (A + B2 - Z)) 1 (SIN ( A + B2)) 
510 E = 2*11*COS (Z * COS(X)) *SIN (X) *DZ 
520 GO TO 600 
540 I2 = (SIN (B2)) * (SIN (A+B-Z)) / ((SIN 
(A+B2)) * (SIN (B))) 
550 E = 2*12*COS (Z*COS (X)) *SIN (X) *DZ 
600ET=ET+E 
605 J (HX) = ET*ET 
607 IF JM>J (HX) THEN 640 
608 JM = J (HX) 
640 NEXT HZ 
645 XD = 180*X / .rr 
670 IF B$ = "N" THEN 800 
679 ET = ET* lE3:ET=INT (ET) :ET=ET*lE-3 
680 PRINT XD,ET 
800 NEXT HX 
900R(N)=O 
910 FOR HX = I TO KX 
915 X = (HX - 0.5) *DX 
920 R7 = 4*m* (SIN(X)) *J (HX) *DX: REM 
CONTAINS FACTOR OF 2 FOR INT. TO 180 
DEG. 
930 R (N) = R (N) + R7 
940 NEXT HX 
950 D (N) = 4*a*JM / R (N) 
954 PRINT " " 
955 D (N) = 73*D (N) / 120: REM CONVERTS 
FROM ISOTROPIC TO HALF WAVE REFER- 
ENCE 
965 R (N) = R (N) *2.3961858: REM NORMAL- 
IZES R TO GIVE 73 OHMS FOR HW DIPOLE 
990 NEXT N 
995 IF FL = FU THEN 1700 
1000 PRINT " " 
1010 X5 = XL (I) *Fl-XL (2) *F2:X6 = XL ( I )  
*F2-XL (2) *F1 
1015 IF XL (2) *XL(l)) >O AND XL (2) <XL (1) 
THEN 1698: REM COND. FOR NO SOLUTION. 
1020 IF XL (2) 1 0  AND XL ( I )  <O THEN 1050: 
REM COND. FOR SERIES L-C 

Listing 1. ONETWORES program listing. 
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1022 IF XL (1) *XL (2) >O AND XL (2) >XL (1) 
THEN 1024: REM COND. FOR 2 SOLUTIONS. 
1023 GO TO 1030 
1024 PRINT "DO YOU PREFER PARALLEL 
L-C (P) OR SERIES L-C (S)?" 
1025 INPUT D$ 

1 1026 " " 
1027 IF D$ = "S" THEN 1050 
1030 FO = SQR (ABS(FI*F2*XS I X6)) 
1032 XO = XL (1) * (FI*FI-FO*FO) / (Fl*FO) 
1035 REM FO = RES FREQ OF RESONATOR IN 
RADIANSISEC 
1040 GO TO 1070 
1050 FO = SQR (ABS(Fl*F2*X6/XS)) 
1060 XO = XL (I)  *FO*Fl/ (Fl*Fl-FO*FO) 
1070 XO = ABS (XO) 
1080 L = XO/FO: C = I1 (XO*FO) 
1100FORN= I TON2 
1110IFN= 2THEN 1140 
1120F=FL:FF=Fl :A=AL 
1130GOTO 1161 
1140F=FU:FF=F2:A=AU 
1 16 1 PRINT " " 
1190 IF XL (2) >O AND XL (I) <O THEN 1250 
1 192 IF D$ = "S" THEN 1250 
1200 Y = L*C*FF*FF -1 
1205 RP = Q*XO 
1210 Y2 = L*L*FF*FF+RP*RP*Y*Y 
1215 RS = RP*L*L*FF*FFN2: REM SERIES 
RESISTANCE OF RESONATOR (PAR L-C) 
1220 GO TO 1290 
1250 RS = XOIQ: REM RES OF RESONATOR 
SERIES L-C) 
1290 RT = R(N) + 2*RS* (COS (A))*(COS(A)): 
REM TOTAL EQ RESISTANCE AT FEED 
1295 EF = R(N) I RT: REM EFFICIENCY 
1300 X3 = 2*XL(N)*(COS(A))*(COS(A)) 
1310 X3 = ABS (X3) 
135 1 PRINT " " 
1359 XL (N) = INT (XL(N)) " 
1360 PRINT "F(MHZ)=";F; "REACTANCE=" ; 
XL (N) 
1364 G = D(N) *EF 
1366 G = 4.342*LOG(G) : D(N) = 4.342'LOG 
(D(N)) 
1367 D(N) = D(N) *IE+2:D(N) = INT (D (N)) : D 
(N) = D (N) * 1 E-2 
1368 G=G* 1E+2: G=INT (G) : G=G* 1E-2 
1369 R(N) = R(N) * IE+2:R(N) = INT (R(N)) : 
R(N) = R (N) * 1 E-2 
1370 RT=RT* IE+2:RT=INT (RT) :RT=RT*lE-2 
1373 PRINT "RAD RES="; R(N); "TOTAL 
RES="; RT 
1380 PRINT "D (DB) ="; D(N); "G(DB)="; G 
1390 IF P=O THEN 1495 
1395 IF XL (2) *XL (1) >0 AND XL (2) <XL (I) 
THEN 1450 
1396 IF D$ = "S" THEN 1450 
1400 VC = COS (A) *COS (A) *ABS (XL(N)) 
*SQR (PIRT) 
1410 IL = VC/ (L*FF) 
1430 GO TO 1465 
1450 VC = COS (A) *COS (A) * (I/ (C*FF)) 
*SQR (PIRT) 
1460 IL = COS (A) *COS (A) *SQR (PIRT) 
1465 VC = INT (VC) 
1470 IL = IL* 100:IL=INT (IL) : IL=IU100 
1480 PRINT "CAP VOLTS=" ; VC; "IND CUR=" 
; IL 
1495 NEXT N 
1500 PRINT " " 
1600 FO = FO* (I/ (2*a)) *1E-6: REM IN MHz 

1601 FO = FO* lE+2:FO=INT(FO) :FO=FO* 1E-2 
1610 C=C* 1E+14:C=INT (C) : C=C* IE-2:REM C 
IN PF 
1620 L = L*lE6: REM IN MUHY 
162 1 L=L* IE+2:L=INT (L) :L=L*IE-2 
1630 PRINT "RESONATOR PARAMETERS" 
163 1 PRINT " " 
1633 IF XL (2) >0 AND XL (1) <O THEN 1638 
1634 IF D$ = "S'THEN 1638 
1635 PRINT "L AND C IN PARALLEL" 
1636 GO TO 1640 
1638 PRINT "L AND C IN SERIES" 
1640 PRINT "RES FREQ (MHz) =";FO;"Q=";Q 
1650 PRINT "C(PF) =";C;"L(MUHY)=";L 
1658 LE=LE* 1 E+2:LE=INT (LE) :LE=LE* 1 E-2 
1659 LT=LT* 1 E+2:LT=INT (LT) :LT=LT* 1E-2 
1690 PRINT "LENGTH (FT) ="; LE; "REACTOR 
SEP (FT) ="; LT 
1692 LW=LW/ (2*a) :LL=LU (2*a) 
1693 PRINT "LENGTH (WLU) ="; LW, "SEP 
(WLU) ="; LL 
1695 GO TO 1900 
1698 PRINT "NO SIMPLE L-C CIRCUIT CAN 
PRODUCE AN IMPEDANCE MATCH" 
1699 GO TO 1900 
1700 IF XL (1) <O THEN 1760 
1705 L = XL (I)/Fl 
1706 L = L*lE+6: REM CONVERTS TO MUHY 
1710 RT = R (1) +2*COS (A) *COS (A) *XL (1) IQ 
1715 G = R (1) *D (1) 1 RT 
1720 RT= 1 O*RT:RT=INT(RT) : RT=RT / 10 
1735 IF P = 0 THEN 1748 
1740 IL = COS (A) *COS (A) *SQR (P I RT) 
1741 IL = IL*100:IL=INT (IL) : IL=IL / 100 
1745 PRINT "IND CUR="; IL 
1748 L = L* lE+3:L=INT (L) : L=L* 1E-3 
1749 XL (1) =INT (XL(1)) 
1750 PRINT "REACTANCE="; XL (I); "L 
(MUHY) ="; L; "Q="; Q 
1758 GO TO 1774 
1760 C = -II(Fl*XL (1)) 
1761 IFP=OTHEN 1768 
1762 VC = (l/(C*FI)) *SQR (PIR (1)) 
1763 VC =INT (VC) 
1765 PRINT "CAP VOLTS="; VC 
1768 C=C* lE+14:C=INT (C) :C=C* 1E-2:REM C 
IN PF 
1770 XL (1) =INT (XL(1)) 
1771 PRINT "REACTANCE="; XL (I): "CAP 
(PF)="; C 
1772 G = D(1): RT=10*R (1): RT=INT (RT) : 
RT=RT 1 10 
1774 D (1) = 434.2*LOG (D(1)): D(1) = INT 
(D(1)) : D(1) = D(l) "1E-2 
1776 G = 434.2*LOG (G) :G=INT (G) : 
G=G* 1E-2 
1777 R (I) = 10*R (1) : R (1) = INT (R(1)): R (1) = 
R (1) / 10 
1778 PRINT "RAD RES="; R (1); "TOTAL R="; 
RT 
1779 PRINT "D (DB) ="; D (1); "G (DB) ="; G 
1780 LW=LWl (2*7~) : LL=LU (2*n) 
I782 LE=LE* IE+l:LE=INT (LE) : LE=LE* 1E-1 
1784 LT=LT* IE+ I :LT=INT (LT) : LT=LT* IE- I 
1786 PRINT " " 
1788 PRINT "LENGTH (FT) ="; LE; "REACTOR 
SEP (FT) ="; LT 
1790 PRINT "LENGTH (WLU) ="; LW; "SEP 
(WLU) ="; LL 
1900 IF A$ = " N  THEN 2000 
1990 CLOSE 15 
2000 END 
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is positive, double resonance can be achieved 
with series L-C circuits. 

Type 3. When XL(1) and XL(2) are of the 
same sign and when XL(2) is larger or less neg- 
ative than XL(l), double resonance can be 
achieved by either parallel or series L-C cir- 
cuits. In this case, ONETWORES gives 

you a choice. 
Type 4. When XL(1) and XL(2) are of the 

same sign, and when XL(2) is smaller or more 
negative than XL(l), it's not possible to 
achieve double resonance. 

A future article will give some examples of 
type 2 and 3 antennas, which exist but aren't 
well known. It will also discuss some common 
type 4 situations. 

Typing and saving the program 

ONETWORES is the merger of several 
shorter programs I've developed over a five- 
year period. Using ONETWORES, I can com- 
pare the properties of a double-resonant anten- 
na with what they would be if tuned up for sin- 
gle-frequency operation, using the same pro- 
gram. However, in my files, I have a separate 
predecessor program that works with only one 
resonant frequency. It's faster than ONET- 
WORES when used with a single frequency. 
Therefore, I suggest you type in the program in 
stages, some of which you may wish to save as 
separate programs. 

The paragraphs that follow specify the stages 
I suggest you use. Numbers in parentheses 
denote statement numbers. A hyphen between 
two numbers denotes a consecutive set of state- 
ments. Commas separate individual statement 
numbers. If you wish, you can omit all REM 
(reminder) statements. 

Stage 1. Input information (1-225). These 
statements include all of the information that 
the program needs to run. You must enter some 
of the information with every run; however, the 
rest of the data in declarative statements 
(175-200) that remain unchanged until you 
alter them deliberately. 

First, it asks three questions: whether you 
want screen or printer output, and whether you 
require a display of the pattern. If you want 
current through inductances and voltage across 
capacitors, ydu must give the transmitter output 
power. 

Calculating the data for the pattern takes a 
long time. These data are needed for later cal- 
culations. If you opt for screen display, you'll 
find the screen blanks during these calculations. 
Therefore, I suggest that you display the pat- 
tern, even though you may not be interested in 
it, just to monitor computer action. 

Five declarative statements follow (175- 
196). (175) the Q of inductors, is self-explana- 
tory. (I assume that the losses in capacitors are 
negligible.) 

My model makes the basic simplifying 
assumption that load reactances required for 
resonance can be calculated by assuming that 
each half of the antenna acts as a transmission 
line of characteristic impedance ZO. Until I 
started to write this article, I had a single state- 
ment ZO = 500, instead of (1 80, 185). However, 
in special applications like vertical and "L" 
antennas, there's some logic for using different 
values for the sections inside and outside the 
loading reactors. I've modified the program to 
provide this option. In the section Physical 
Concepts I pay a lot of attention to ZO. 
Mathematically, if ZA = ZB = ZO, it acts as a 
scale factor for computed reactances. 

Later the program, when determining the pat- 
tern, assumes an angle, X, between the axis of 
the antenna and a line to the observer- 
assumed to be the "far" field. The program then 
calculates the field at the observer by assuming 
a current distribution in the antenna whose half 
angular length is Z. It breaks this up into KZ 
sections, computes the field for each section, 
and adds them up. Angle X then increases in 
steps of DX. 

There's a tradeoff between numerical accura- 
cy and running time. The values for KZ and 
DX here are a reasonable compromise. 
However, to debug the program or obtain rough 
answers, reduce the running time using KZ = 5 
and DX = 18 or 30. 

(200-225) contain the input of the frequency 
and dimensional information. These data are- 
processed because the forms convenient to the 
user must be converted into forms acceptable to 
the computer. Frequencies in MHz are convert- 
ed to radianlsec (203). Later, in (253 and 270), 
the dimensional information is converted into 
the angular distance in radians from the center 
feed point to one of the loading reactors, A, and 
the angular distance from a reactor to the end of 
the antenna, B. 

This is the portion of the program you are 
most likely to modify. The user chooses the 
information that's entered every run via "IN- 
PUT" statement. Other needed data are con- 
tained in declarative statements like (1 75- 196), 
which are a semi-permanent part of the pro- 
gram. You're likely to make a series of runs in 
which everything but one parameter is held 
constant. In these cases, you can save time by 
replacing some of the "INPUT" statements 
with declarative ones. The easiest way to 
accomplish this is to place the declarative state- 
ment and a "GO TO" statement before the 
existing "INPUT," thus bypassing it. To restore 
the use of the original "INPUT," delete the 
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statements you have inserted. 
Stage 2. (226-800,990, 1900-2000). After 

typing in these statements, you should have a 
working program for calculating the numbers 
needed for plotting the pattern. This stage con- 
tains three nested FOR-NEXT loops (called 
"DO" loops in Fortran). The outside one (247, 
990). with the index N, controls the frequency 
used. The middle one, with the index HX (400, 
800), selects the angle, and the inner one, with 
the index HZ (470, 640), selects the section of 
the antenna whose field, E, and intensity, E*E, 
are calculated. I1 (505) gives the current distri- 
bution in the inner portions of the antenna: I2 
(540) gives the current distribution in the outer 
portions. The KZ loop sums the contributions 
from the separate sections. Although you skip 
(950-965), you need (990) to close the N loop. 
(1900-2000) are needed to end the program. 

Stage 3. The subroutine in statements 
(900-965) is a small one, and you may want to 
combine it with Stage 2. It uses another KX 
loop imbedded in the same N loop to sum E 
and E*E over angle. (Actually it is integrating 
these expressions over solid angle.) The results 
are then used to calculate the directivity (as a 
ratio) and the radiation resistance. The fact that 
E is in arbitrary units has no effect on the direc- 
tivity, but a constant of proportionality must be 
supplied on the E*E sum to make the radiation 
resistance equal the textbook value of 73 ohms 
for the half-wave dipole. 

In the complete program, these quantities are 
displayed by later "PRINT" statements. You 
may want to insert the following temporary 
statement to display them and make this stage a 
working program: 

980 Print "Rad Res=";R(N);"D=";D(N). 

which lets you display these quantities. 
Stages 4 and 5. The remainder of the pro- 

gram is concerned mainly with finding the 
actual inductors and capacitors you need to 
supply the required reactances. This portion 
displays the final results of the entire program. 
With (995), the program divides into two parts 
that are independent except for the closing 
statements (1 900-2000). 

The statements in (1  000- 1695) pertain to 
double resonant antennas, while those in 
(1700-1790) pertain to single resonant ones. 

I Fupgest that you enter ( 1700- 1790) as 
Stage 4, skipping those for double resonant 
antennas. This will give you a complete pro- 
gram for a single-frequency antenna. You can 
make the program slightly shorter and easier to 
run by deleting or modifying a few of the previ- 
ous statements; I leave the details to you. 

Statement ( 1720) is one of several similar 
statements in the program. Its purpose is to 

"format" the output; that is, round off undesir- 
able digits in the output. Without it, the output 
number would contain about eight digits-most 
of which would be of no significance. 

The statement consists of three commands. 
The first multiplies the number to be displayed 
by an appropriate power of 10 (in this case, the 
first power), so the digits to be retained are on 
the left side of the decimal point. Next, the INT 
(integer) command deletes all the digits to the 
right of the decimal point. Finally the third 
command multiplies the number by the inverse 
power of 10, restoring the decimal point to its 
original position. 

To complete ONETWORES, I suggest that 
you enter (1000-1699) as Stage 5. 

When you run the program with a Type 3 
antenna, the computer asks if you want a paral- 
lel (P) or series (S) L-C circuit. If you want 
data on both, you must run the program twice. I 
turn next to a few "bugs" in this program. 

Program "bugs" 

In the midst of a run, the program may stop 
and give you an error message indicating you 
have divided by zero. This could happen when 
the length LW is exactly 0.5 or 1.5 wavelengths 
(with LL=O). The physical situation is such that 
the results must be finite; consequently the fault 
lies in the mathematics. 

The standard way to deal with a mathemati- 
cal infinity is to approach it as a limit. With 
LW = 0.499 and LW = 0.501, the program runs 
and provides finite answers. In principle, one 
should take the average of the two. However, 
the differences are trivial compared to other 
errors. Therefore, in practice, I have considered 
a half-wave dipole to be 0.499 wavelengths 
long, and have used this value in determining 
the constant in 965. 

You could encounter a similar problem when 
LI, is exactly 0.5. When I wish to specify that 
the loading reactors are a half wavelength 
apart. I use LL = 0.499. 

In a computer program, it's often possible to 
circumvent an infinity by using "IF" and "GO 
TO" statements, as, for example, in Lines 
292-298. Because, I haven't found a practical 
way to do so with the present cases, I advise 
you how to deal with them if they occur. 

Physical assumptions 

This program is based upon four assump- 
tions: (a) that the antenna is "thin" and that the 
currents within the separate sections vary with 
distance as portions of sine curves; (b) that the 
radiation resistances are those of antennas in 
empty space; (c) for calculating loading reac- 
tances that the antenna can be represented by a 
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transmission line of characteristic impedance 
that's independent of length and frequency; and 
(d) it's necessary to make a small "end" correc- 
tion because the physical and electrical lengths 
aren't equal. These are all approximations, and, 
strictly speaking, (b) and (c) are inconsistent. 

Current distribution. A sinusoidal variation 
of current with distance is valid for short anten- 
nas constructed from thin wire.' This approxi- 
mation is often used and many published pat- 
terns are based on it. The approximation 
neglects the fact that the current is attenuated as 
it travels out from the feed point as the result of 
radiation and conductor losses. The approxima- 
tion is valid with relatively short antennas. 

Radiation resistance. For this calculation, I 
assume that the antenna is in free space and that 
the wire is thin. In (965), 1 have adjusted a con- 
stant of proportionality to make the radiation 
resistance of the half-wave dipole the textbook 
value of 73 ohms2 As a check on the correct- 
ness of the program, I have reproduced the val- 
ues in Moxon's graph as accurately as I can 
read the numbers.-? 

While writing this manuscript, I received the 
Summer 1992 Communications Quurterly con- 
taining an article by Charles J. Michaels, 
w ~ X C . ~  Mr. Michaels has calculated many of 
the same things I have. In comparing a few 
sample values, I note that my radiation resis- 
tances are consistently higher. (Michaels 
doesn't display them directly, but it's easy to 
determine them by multiplying the total resis- 
tances by the efficiencies. In the few cases I 
checked, I, correctly, obtained the same value 
from Q = 100 data as from Q = 300 data.) 

I think the discrepancies can be traced to his 
assumptions that the half-wave dipole radiation 
resistance is about 65 ohms. which is more cor- 
rect, than the 73 ohms I have used, because it 
compensates for end effects. Michaels also con- 
siders wire diameter effects. If you prefer 65 
ohms, reduce the constant in (965) in the ratio 
65/73. 

My calculations do not give consideration to 
the effect of the ground. ONETWORES gives 
free-space results. 

Reactance calculation. For calculating reac- 
tances, I assume that one half of the antenna 
can be represented as a wire parallel to a per- 
fectly conducting earth. The outer portion 
appears at the position of the reactor, as a sec- 
tion of open circuited line. By standard theory 
it has a reactance: 

The view from the same point of the inner 
section is that of a transmission line terminated 
by half the output impedance of the cable to the 
transmitter, which, as an approximation, can be 

neglected. In other words, this line is short-cir- 
cuited. Its reactance is: 

Then, for resonance, the reactor must have 
the reactance: 

The reactance calculations in the program are 
based on Equation 3. There are theoretical 
estimates of ZO, but my value of 500 ohms is 
determined by experimentation. 

By standard theory, if the transmission line 
has no ohmic losses: 

where L and C are the inductance and the 
capacitance per unit length. 

One theoretical estimate comes from the 
formula for a wire of diameter D parallel at a 
distance H from a plane conducting earth, 
which has been derived from Equation 4: 

For no. 14 wire 20 feet high, typical of my 
experiments, Equation 5 gives 576 ohms. For 
Michael's antenna of no. I0  wire at 40 feet, it 
gives 590 ohms. 

Of course, the use of this formula is contra- 
dictory to the assumption that the antenna is in 
the free-space situation used in the radiation 
resistance measurements. The theory of the 
reactance of a dipole in free space is very com- 
plicated, mathematically using what 1 call 
"mode t h e ~ r ~ . " ~ . ~  

Because the capacitance and inductance per 
unit length vary, ZO depends on the length. 
References 3 and 6 summarize the results from 
this theory in the form of straight-line graphs. 
The values from Reference 6 are a few percent 
higher. In these graphs, ZO pertains to the 
whole dipole, while I consider only one side 
here. Therefore, I divide by two. Including this 
factor, a straight line representing their average 
can be represented by the following: 

Z0 = I I 8 LOG (LIR) - 63 

For a no. 14 wire 30 feet long, which is typi- 
cal of my work, Equation 6 gives 474 ohms. 
For Michael's half-wave dipole made of no. 10 
wire, it gives 497 ohms. This is in the same 
"ball park" as the previous value, but about 15 
percent lower. 

Equation 6, which shows a dependence on 
length, indicates that my hypothesis isn't cor- 
rect. But the dependence is logarithmic, which 
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is very slow. When a quantity varies very slow- 
ly, one can obtain a good approxi~nation in 
most calculations by considering the quantity 
fixed and giving it an average value. Therefore, 
I feel that ONETWORES gives valid results. 

Because the calculated reactances are propor- 
tional to ZO, it is possible to determine ZO 
experimentally by adjwting ZO in such a way 
that the experimental values agree with the cal- 
culated ones, on the average. The comparison 
of calculated and experimental values is easiest 
to do with a center-loaded dipole an odd num- 
ber of quarter wavelengths long. In this case 
A = O and Tan (B) is 51 with the result that the 
reactance on each side of the feed is ZO for 
antennas 1,5,9 ....q uarter wavelengths long 
and - ZO for antennas 3.7,l I . . . . .q uarter wave- 
lengths long. 

For an earlier article,' I built 5/4 wavelength 
dipoles for 21,28, and 50 MHz and showed 
how to match their impedance to 50 ohms coax. 
(These antennas, when fed with open wire line, 
are popularly called extended double Zepps.) In 
the course of that work. I measured the reac- 
tances necessary, and, after correcting for dis- 
tributed capacitance, concluded that the total 
reactance needed is 990 5- 170 ohms, where the 
error is one standard deviation. This is the total 
reactance. or ZO = 495 f 85 ohms, which is in 
good agreement with the theoretical values. 

It's ~oss ible  to extract a value of ZO from 
every number in the table contained in 
Michael's Figure 2. I selected the two values 
easiest to calculate as samples. In accordance 
with the previous discussion, a quarter-wave 
center-lohded dipole (his I / * ,  O case) needs a 
reactance of ZO on each side for resonance. 
From the inductance of 1 I .5 pH, I calculated 
ZO = 5 17 ohms. Furthermore, if the loading 
reactors are moved out to the middle position 
(his 0.5 case) the reactance must be 2*Z0. 
From the inductance of 2 1 pH, I calculated ZO 
= 472 ohms. 

I've concluded that 500 ohms is a convenient 
round number which represents these values, 
and that 20 percent is a valid estimate for the 
absolute errors in the calculations. However, 
the precision in comparing different calculated 
values is much greater. 

End corrections. I mentioned that a dipole 
physically one-half wave long has a reactance. 
TO obtain resonance, it's necessary to reduce 
the length by about 5 percent for a thin wire 
antenna (more for a thick one). A physical half 
wave length: 

while on electrical half wave length: 

where HW is in feet and F is in MHz. 
I estimate such a correction for antennas of 

other lengths. I believe the difference is due to 
an end effect. If electrostatic charges are placed 
on a insulated wire, they are distributed uni- 
formly everywhere but near the ends, where 
they are more dense. This gives rise to more 
lines of force per unit length. Therefore, it's 
logical to attribute the difference between 
Equations 8 and 9 to a correction: 

to be subtracted from each end of the electrical 
length to determine the physical length, or vice 
versa. One approach is to use this as a correc- 
tion for other lengths. Another approach is to 
assume the contraction is uniformly distributed. 

I've used an intermediate correction. My 
conversion of the total length in wavelengths, 
LW, to physical length in feet, LE (214), is 
based on Equation 8; the conversion for the 
resonator separation, LL (222) to LT is based 
on Equation 7. As a result, it appears that 
between the resonators, the electrical and phys- 
ical lengths are the same, while the outer por- 
tions are uniformly contracted to account for 
the total. 

I don't plead a strong defense for making the 
correction is this way. Indeed, because the size 
of the correction is smaller than some of the 
errors, I don't plead a strong defense for mak- 
ing any correction at all. At any rate, the cor- 
rection doesn't affect any of the calculations, 
except for explicit conversions between physi- 
cal and electrical lengths. 

Vertical antennas 

For the ideal situation of a vertical antenna 
mounted over perfectly conducting ground, the 
pattern is the same as one half of the free-space 
pattern of a free-space dipole twice the length, 
and radiation resistance is one half as large. On 
such premises, one can apply ONETWORES to 
vertical ground-mounted dipoles. However, 
you must expect poorer agreement between any 
experi~nent and the results calculated by the 
program. While there is some basis to support 
the assumption that ZO is independent of length 
in the case of horizontal antennas, as in practice 
their situations are intermediate between being 
close to the ground and being in free space, 
there is little justification for assuming a con- 
stant ZO for vertical antennas. 

The characteristic impedance for a ground- 
mounted vertical antenna is given by: 
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where H is now the length of the antenna, R is 
its radius in  the same units, and LN is the natur- 
al logarithm. 

For representative values of H = 35 feet and 
R = 0.5 feet, ZO is about 390 ohms. For a verti- 
cal antenna without a loading reactor at the 
base, it's logical to use the value from this for- 
mula for ZA and a slightly larger value for ZB, 
but I have no reliable way of estimating ZB. 

I haven't made a thorough comparison 
between the values from the program and the 
experimental data on vertical antennas. I do 
have two verticals. Both are base loaded. 
Qualitatively, they conform with the conclu- 
sions of my theoretical calculations; but in the 
few cases in which I have been able to make 
comparisons, the calculated reactances don't 
agree very well with the experimental ones. 

Concluding remarks 

I've described a program capable of provid- 
ing useful information about loaded dipoles. 
Because it's based upon very simplifying 
assumptions, the program has limited accuracy. 
The inclusion of two adjustable constants-(I) 
the normalization factor that makes the radia- 
tion resistance of the half-wave dipole conform 
with a selected value (965) and (2) the charac- 
teristic impedance, ZO, (1 80- 185)-compen- 
sates for the program's lack of accuracy. 

ONETWORES has never been a static pro- 
gram. I continually modify and adapt it for spe- 
cial problems. Listing 1, as it stands is likely to 
be most useful to a user who's not interested in 
making program changes. 

I have made adaptations fbr off-center fed 
dipoles, continuously loaded antennas, and 
antennas with capacitive hats. 

With one known exception, radiation resis- 
tance are not additive. For dipoles short com- 
pared to the wavelength, they are proportional 
to the square of the length. In a private commu- 
nication, L.A. Moxon, G6XN, called my atten- 

tion to the one known exception. It occurs, 
when two portions of an antenna are at right 
angles, as happens with an "L" antenna. Those 
for the horizontal and vertical parts can be cal- 
culated independently and added together- 
assuming that they are referred to the same feed 
location. On this basis, ONETWORES can 
yield the reactance and radiation resistance of 
an "L" antenna. 

I have little information as to how calcula- 
tions pertaining to these adaptations compare 
with experiments or with the results of other 
computer programs. For this reason, I leave the 
details for you to work out, or for subject of 
correspondence. 

It's interesting to note how the current some- 
times varies with the distance, Z. I have modi- 
fied a version of ONETWORES. creating a 
short program for calculating the current as a 
function of Z. You can easily modify a listing 
of Stage 2 into such a program. First insert 
these statements: 

460 PRINT "FREQUENCY" (MHZ)=";F 
620 PRINT "Z =";Z;"I I =";I I ;"12=";I2 

Delete all statements related to the angle X 
(385420,800). To avoid the need to answer 
irrelevant questions. delete (1 30- 155). You 
may, if you wish, delete all statements involv- 
ing E, ET, J, and JT-although their presence 
doesn't prevent operation of the program. 
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270Vdc, 10A multi-purpose power switching damate, and dissipates less than 3 watts at 
relay for the Military, Space and Commercial 10A, eliminating the need for heat sinks and 
Aerospace industries. Kilovac's new APlOA fans or de-rating for temperature. 
relay is rated from -55OC to 8S°C, and can be The APlOA also offers mounting options 
used for 270Vdc applications as well as including through the chassis, PC board, and 
15SVdc for submarines and ships, 120Vdc bat- panel mounting. 
tery operated systems like the space station, For more information contact Kilovac 
and a variety of other applications. Corporation, P.O. Box 4422, Santa Barbara, 

The APlOA is 1.7 cubic inches in size and CA 93140 or call 805-684-4560. 
can provide over 2000 volts of isolation across 
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GILBERT CELL 
ACTIVE MIXERS 
A quick look at an interesting device 

T he main disadvantages of diode mixers 
have always been the amount of dynamic 
range available and intermodulation 

problems caused by strong signals. Various 
active mixer designs have been used for many 
years in an attempt to decrease these problems 
by using active devices in place of diodes. Most 
designs incorporating discrete devices relied on 
FETS because of their predictable bias and 
temperature characteristics. When integrated 
circiit technology became available, numerous 
bipolar transistors could be laid out on a single 
substrate to increase stable operation with 
external bias components. The Motorola 
MC 1411 596 series of balanced modulators/ 
demodulators is an example of this technique. 
A close look at the schematic of this device 
shows that it has the characteristics of a Gilbert 
cell mixer. 

Reviewing the fundamentals 
In order to understand the operation of 

Gilbert cell active mixers, it's necessary to 
review the fundamentals of the double-bal- 
anced mixer configuration consisting of a quad 
layout of ~chottkei  barrier diodes and two 
balun transformers. Schottkey diodes ensure 
quick turn-on when the threshold voltage level 
is reached and when placed in a matched con- 
figuration, as shown in Figure 1. The high level 
of the LO injection signal attempts to maintain 
a square-wave effect in the diodes, providing a 
nonlinear mixing (multiplication as opposed to 
addition) process with the low level RF signal. 

The waCeform shown at the LO input is actu- 
ally the signal that results after passage through 
the diode quad; the positive part of the wave- 
form produces a + I value and the negative por- 
tion a -1 value. This action is the outcome of 
the square wave alternately causing opposite 
sides of the quad to conduct. The product (or IF 
output), then, is multiplication of the RF signal 

Figure 1. Double-balanced diode mixer configuration. 

by + I  at the LO frequency. This can be shown 
algebraically as: 

When the LO is >O 

Vout = +Vlo - Vrf 
Vout = -Vlo - Vrf 
Vout = -Vrf 

When the LO is <O 

Vout = -Vlo + Vrf 
Vout = +Vlo + Vrf 
Vout = Vrf 

The resulting multiplication in a real double- 
balanced diode mixer produces a 6 to 8 dB con- 
version loss and 20 to 40 dB suppression of the 
RF and LO signals. Higher harmonics of the 
LO also create high order frequency terms at 
the IF output at a level consistent with a Sin xlx 
distribution. Fast switching action of the diode 
quad is probably the most important parameter 
of' the diode mixer. 

In the Gilbert cell active mixer of Figure 2, 
the configuration consists of an emitter-coupled 
transistor pair Ql,Q2, and four collector-cross- 
coupled transistors Q3-Q6. The RF input is 
coupled to QI while 4 2  is AC grounded. As 



the RF signal proceeds from Q1 through Q2 via 
the emitters and from base to base, a differen- 
tial mode due to the 180-degree phase shift 
changes the current between the two branches. 
creating a wideband input at low VSWR. 
However, this configuration also loads the out- 
put of 42. By using Q7 in an emitter follower 
scheme, the output port loading is reduced and 
the output impedance is set by a resistor. 

To multiply the RF input by + I  at the LO fre- 
quency and ensure the required switching 
action, four cross-coupled transistors Q3-Q6 
are used. The LO is injected at Q3 to Q6 with 
the opposite side Q4 and Q5 AC grounded. 
Positive values of the LO square wave turn on 
Q3 and Q6 and multiply the RF by f 1 at the 
LO frequency while negative values activate 
Q4 and Q5, multiplying the RF signal by - I  at 
the LO frequency. Not shown on the diagram 
are the various voltage and current sources that 
ensure wideband matching and load insensitive 
operation-important parameters that are diffi- 
cult to satisfy with other mixer designs. 

The emitter-coupled amplifier configuration 
of the Gilbert cell mixer is responsible for the 
available conversion gain. By using incorporat- 
ed AC grounding capacitors, the low end fre- 
quency response is set to 50 MHz. Pin connec- 
tions provide for the addition of external capac- 
itors to lower this frequency. Although diode 
mixers may appear to provide better RFIIF iso- 
lation, the higher required LO injection level 
and conversion loss tend to outweigh any possi- 
ble benefit. Additionally, the high power levels 
at opposing ports in the diode mixer make it 
prone to producing undesired intermodulation 
products. 

One disadvantage 
Although the Gilbert cell active mixer has 

many advantages over a diode design, such as 
gain, low oscillator injection level, and load 
insensitivity, it also has one main disadvan- 
tage-high noise figure. It is not a low-noise 
device, due mainly to the shot noise of the four 
collector-cross-coupled transistors and the 
emitter-coupled pair, as well as thermal noise 
introduced by the feedback resistor. 
Additionally, attempts to operate this device at 
low LO frequencies will increase the noise fig- 
ure due to the mixer quad being unable to con- 
duct during portions of each cycle. This anom- 
aly can be lessened somewhat by using a 
square wave to drive the LO port. 

Common uses for Gilbert cell 
mixers 

The most common use for the Gilbert cell 
active mixer IC is in UHF and low microwave 
up and downconverters. Although the noise fig- 
ure precludes using this device at the antenna 
input, a low-noise amplifier with 20dB gain 
preceding it will provide comparable perfor- 
mance to a passive mixer/IF amplifier combi- 
nation. The RF and LO ports will accept signals 
up to 5 GHz with IF gain to 2 GHz. 

As with passive mixers, the Gilbert cell con- 
figuration can also be used to design harmonic 
mixers, frequency dividers, multipliers, and 
phase detectors. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
I .  Avantek Appl!carl(ln Note\ AN-SO13 AN-SOIO. date \beer\ 
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The Avantek IAM-8 1008 (see Figure 3) is a 
silicon bipolar monolithic microwave integrat- 
ed circuit (MMIC) active double-balanced 
mixer with integral IF amplifier. Supplied in an 
SO-8 surface mount package. this device makes 
a small 0.2 x 0.24 square inch footprint. Using 
the Gilbert cell active mixer, conversion gain is 
available at frequencies from 50 to 5000 MHz 
at the RF input and to I GHz at the IF port. 

According to the specifications, the gain 
varies from about 8 dB at an IF of 40 MHz to 9 
dB at 100 to 200 MHz and down to 0 dB at 
about 1.8 GHz. If the LO frequency is lower 
than the RF, there is 2 dB less gain from about 
400 MHz to the high end of 1 GHz at the IF. 
An additional advantage is that the maximum 
conversion gain is obtained with -5 dBm LO 
level. At -15 dBm. the gain drops to 5 dB. 

With a noise figure of 17 dB, this is not a 
front-end mixer, nor is the third order intercept 
point of 3 dB especially attractive for HF work. 
It is probably best suited to UHF and low 
microwave downconverters. When I tested the 
device on double-sided G I0 circuit board with 
microstrip techniques and surface mount com- 
ponents, an RF input at 900 MHz and -84 
dBm. with an LO input of 871 MHz at -5 dBm 
produced a 29 MHz output at -73 dBm, provid- 
ing a conversion gain of I I dB. To determine 
the low level sensitivity of the mixer. I ad,justed 
the RF input level until the IF output was 3 dB 
above the noise level with a spectrum analyzer 
bandwidth of I0 kHz. In this test, I used a 50 
ohm splitter to couple the input RF: the other 
splitter input was terminated in  50 ohms. After 
I measured the IF output, I placed the 50 ohm 
termination on the IF port of the mixer and con- 
nected the other splitter input port to the spec- 
trum analyzer to measure the LO leakage to the 
mixer RF port. Figure 4 shows the various sig- 
nal levels at the 50 ohm RF and IF ports. For 
this test, the RF frequency was 900 MHz with 
an LO of 871 MHz at -5 dBm and the amplifier 
bias was set at 18 mA with a I00 ohm resistor. 
Capacitors Cd were 0.00 1 pF and capacitors Cb 
were 0.01 pF. 

MMIC amplifiers 
The MSA-061 I and MSA-2 I I I silicon bipo- 

lar MMIC amplifiers are similar cascadable 50 
ohm gain blocks with response curves differen- 
tiated only by the available circuit current. 
While the MSA-061 I provides 18 dB gain at 
500 MHz, the MSA-21 I I is optimized for 16.5 
dB gain at 900 MHz. When using the MSA- 
2 1 1 I amplifier ahead of the mixer, the mini- 
mum input signal to produce an IF output 3 dB 
above the noise level was reduced to - 100 

. - ... , _ 

IAM-81008 

IF OUT RF GROUND 

Ver LO GROUND 
RF IN LO IN 

+5v  

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

POWER DISSIPATION 300mW 
RF INPUT +14dBm 
LO INPUT +14dBm 

Figure 3. Avantek Gilbert cell active mixer data. 

dBm. For an RF input of-73 dBm. the IF out- 
put was 4 9  dBm. Since the specified noise fig- 
ure of the MSA-21 1 I is 3.3 dB at 900 MHz. the 
cascaded noise figure for this configuration 
should be about 4.3 dB. By limiting the current 
to 16 mA. a 3 dB handwidth of ahout 700 MHz 
is possible. 

As shown in Figure 5, these MMIC ampli- 
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Figure 4. Active mixer test signal levels. Figure.6. MMIC amplifier swept frequency response. 

MSA-0611/MSA-2111 

GROUND 

GROUND RF OUT/BIAS 

1 
I 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

POWER DISSIPATION 125mW 
RF INPUT +20dBm 

Figure 5. Avantek MMIC amplifierdata. 

fiers are supplied in SOT-143 surface-mount 
packages with a common pin for RF output and 
bias. Since the inputloutput impedance is nomi- 
nally 50 ohms, the amplifier can be cascaded. 
The swept frequency response of the MSA- 
21 11 from DC to 1 GHz, at 5 volts and 18 mA 
and without inputJoutput matching networks, is 
shown in Figure 6. For an RF input of 900 
MHz at -60 dBm, the output was 4 5  dBm, 
showing a gain of 15 dBm. In many instances, 
a wideband "matched" MMIC amplifier will 
exhibit effects outside the frequency range of 
interest. As an example, if we wanted to ampli- 

Figure 7. Matching network for cascading MMICs. 

fy a narrowband FM signal at 440 MHz, any 
other signals--either from outside or created by 
the amplifier-would affect the level and possi- 
bly the response of the desired signal. This 
would be true even if the undesired effects 
appeared at 10 MHz or some other frequency 
far outside the range of interest. To check for 
such an effect with the MSA-211 1 ,  I injected 
an FM signal at 440 MHz and a level of -80 
dBm into the same configuration used for the 
swept frequency test. Monitoring the amplifier 
output on a spectrum analyzer in I00 MHz 
steps (10 MHzIdivision) from DC to 1 GHz 
showed no extraneous products in this frequen- 
cy range. 

Wideband impedance matching 
Because it's very difficult to make a wide- 

band amplifier maintain a purely resistive 
impedance across a frequency range of many 
decades, it is important to verify the actual 
impedances in the frequency range of interest. 
Avantek supplies S-parameter information on 
their data sheets, so this is relatively easy to 
accomplish. Between 100 MHz and 1 GHz, at 
the specified bias level of 3.3 volts at pin 3 and 
a current of 16 mA, S I I ,  the input reflection 
coefficient varies from 0.04 to 0.13 in magni- 
tude and from a phase angle of -1 76 to - I39 
degrees. The output reflection coefficient, S22, 
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MSA-061 I/MSA-21 1 I Series Z 
Freauenc 

46. I -0.25.j 52.1-3.5j 100 MHz 
46.9-3.75j 500 MHz 
40.5-7.Qi 35.3-4.5j 

varies from 0.04 to 0.18 in magnitude and from 
-57 to -1 60 degrees in phase angle. 
Transforming these values to input and output 
impedance provides the data for Table 1. 

Above I GHz, the phase angle quickly 
changes to a positive value, indicating that 
inductive effects have overcome the capacitive 
influence at the lower frequencies. At a bias Table I. Amplifier impedance at 5 volts, 16 mA. 
current of 29 mA, the phase angle of both S1 I 
and S22 are inductive to 1.5 GHz. To cascade ration. Data sheets for these devices can be 
two devices over a frequency range of 500 obtained from Avantek by calling 1-800- 
MHz to 1 GHz, the computer-simulated match- Avantek. Additional information and applica- 
ing network of Figure 7 would be required for tions can be found in Application Notes AN- 
optimum response in the lower current configu- SO13 and ANS010. H 

r 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
255 Spectrum Probe.@ msI2.5 MHz +108; horizontal linearity, f 2 8 :  

Smith Design introduces their new 255 tip conducted radiation. nil; power I17v 
Spectrum Probe. The Probe is used primarily f 108,60Hz, 4W max UL 1319 listed. The 
for EM1 investigation. and complements the Probe weighs 2 oz ( 1  8 oz. when shipped) and 
107 Spectrum Probe. It also measures RF volt- is 7.5" long, 0.9" diam.: the wall transformer 
age and RF current entering or exiting elec- and cable weigh 8 oz. and the transformer is 
tronic equipment. The Probe reads voltage or 1.8" wide, 1.8" long, and 1.6" project. 
current on the power line, estimates the field To receive more information on Smith 
strength on emissions so they can be reduced, Design's Spectrum Probe, write to: Smith 
sees RF currents and voltages on their PC Design, 707 E. Prospect. N. Wales. PA 19454 
board. searches for EM1 sources that may be or call (215) 661-9107. 
interfering with board RF "signatures" equip- 
ment and checks the HF portion of infrared. New! WWV-Format Universal Time Piece 
ultrasonic. and line conducted remote controls. The new Spectra-Com Universal Time Piece 
gr - I (copyright 1993 by JZO Research) combines 

WWV time and frequency services informa- 
tion from the National Institute of Science and 
Technology with a real time analog clock. 

I t  shows WWV events and loc lersal 
time with precision in a twelve : Y- 
four hour format. 

The frequency range for the Prohc is less The information is displayed with quartz 
than 30 kHz up to 2.5 MHz, display dynamic accuracy second) . It is designed in  red, 
range is 60 dB min.; tangetial sensitivity, 40 white. blue. yellow and black. The unit uses 
pV + 3 dB at 1 MHz flatness f 2 dB .05-2.5 one AA battery (not included) . Use it to pin 
MHz: intermodulation. 3rd. order: -50 dB at down such information as storm alerts. GPS 
40 mV; vertical output, 5 mV/dB f 10%; verti- and Omega navigation reports. solar activity 
cal logarithmic linearity f 3 dB; spurious and more. 
responses, about -50 dB; IF bandwidth, 10 For more information contact JZO Research, 
kHz at -6 dB; damage input I KVDC. linear 7 140 Colorado Avenue North. Minneapolis. 
reduction to l00v at 500 kHz; sweep rate, 20 MN 55479. 
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Anne Prather, KA9EHV 
2776 S. Monroe Street 
Denver. Colorado 

THE FINAL 
TRANSMISSION 
A new place for an old. art 

M orse code is a dying art-or so some 
people would have us believe. We 
passed a codeless license because we 

felt that code was a barrier to the younger peo- 
ple trying to get into the hobby. The FCC now 
allows certain disabled people to waive their 
code requirement on an individual case-by-case 
basis. Code is difficult, it's slow, it's boring, 
and there are much better communications 
methods out there today. 

Statements like this may cause those of us 
who love the code to rally to its defense- 
declaring that we will never use sideband, that 
CW is the only way to enjoy ham radio. Under 
the onslaught, some of us may even be tempted 
to treat the new Communicators rudely because 
their codeless licenses fly in the face of our 
long-held preferences. 

Such behavior is not helpful. The communi- 
cations art is changing. As it changes, so will 
the use of the International Morse Code. Its 
usefulness in radio may well be fading, though 
you wouldn't know it listening to the CW 
bands. But there are other places in which 
Morse code may prove a useful and effective 
communications alternative. Those of us who 
want to preserve the code would do well to 
encourage its implementation in appropriate 
applications. 
- - 

The ham radio subculture contains many 
tales of situations in which the code played a 
vital role. My personal favorite came from a 
young friend in college. When asked why she 
was late for our dinner appointment, she 
explained: "Well, the elevator got stuck, and 
the alarm sounds just like the telephone. I 
couldn't get anybody to come until I tapped out 
SOS on the alarm." Another friend tells of a 
blind-deaf amateur who used CW by sending 
with a key and putting his hand on the speaker 
cone to copy incoming signals. 

Yes, there are better, more sophisticated 
communications methods out there. Packet, 

spread-spectrum, digital signal processing-all 
of these contribute to the communications art 
we have pursued over the years. But it seems to 
me that if we allow ourselves to be deluded into 
letting the Morse code die, we are losing the 
ability hams have had since the inception of the 
hobby to provide ingenious and economical 
solutions to difficult problems. Further, we will 
lose a communications method that has three 
important qualities. First, it is simple. Second, 
because it is simple, its implementation is eco- 
nomical. And finally, it is universal. 

SOS means "distress" whether you're in 
Hong Kong or Canada. An amateur from 
Uzbekistan knows that "QTH" means "loca- 
tion." Turks, Arabs, Americans, the blind, the 
blind-deaf, the quadriplegic all use the same 
International Morse Code. This is not as true of 
some of the other communication methods out 
there. Yes, digital standards are international, 
but the data communicated by these media are 
not, necessarily. Yes, the average DX station 
will know enough English to say "Your signal 
is S5"-but look where the signal-reading con- 
vention came from! 

The universality of the International Morse 
Code may decline along with its use in com- 
mercial applications. But as long as there is 
need for a simple, bare-bones communications 
method that spans both cultural and physical 
parameters, it's well worth preserving the code. 

I can send 15 words a minute with my lips, 
ten words a minute with my eyebrows, and at 
least that with most of my toes. Fortunately, 
except for the experimentation I did for this 
article, there's no real reason for me to improve 
these proficiencies. I have a friend with Lou 
Gehrig's disease, however, who needs to be 
able to send with something besides his hands. 
He is losing his voice, so the standard voice- 
recognition software typically used by high- 
level quadriplegics won't work. If he were to 
lose his eyesight as well, he would be unable to 
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use the point-and-click software he currently 
uses. How nice the Morse code would be in this 
situation. It's not fast-but neither are his cur- 
rent methods of computer interface. 

Recently I found myself in need of some- 
thing to help out with computer screens. 
Although I can see well enough to read most 
words, I have a problem if I have to look at 
individual letters. Further, I travel a lot, which 
makes portability a prime consideration in any 
adaptive method I use. I recently picked up a 
computer program that echoes ASCII charac- 
ters in Morse code. It will go as high as 100 
wpm and uses different pitches to indicate 
upper and lower-case characters. It took some 
getting used to, but the ability to distinguish 
case proved to be wonderful for checking capi- 
talization and punctuation errors. 

For those who need sophistication and con- 
venience, IBM makes a whole series of voice- 
recognition and speech-synthesis products 
designed to work with PCs. They did not send 
me price information on any of these products, 
but I suspect they run into the thousands of dol- 
lars. They also require large amounts of RAM 
and disk space-limiting the amount of space 
available for other applications. They are faster 
and easier to use than Morse interfaces. But for 
those who know the Morse code, it may be just 
as effective in "spell-heavy" applications-like 
spell checkers, DOS hex editors, etc.--to use 
Morse code. 

If I were completely blind, I would certainly 
investigate a speech synthesizer for use at home 
and for reading large volumes of material. Even 
at 80 wpm, a Morse code interface can't go as 
fast as a speech synthesizer. But it's nice to 
know that if I want to work on a writing project 
on a ski trip, I have an audible, self-contained 
method of reading the screen. 

A blind friend recently spent $900 for her 
speech synthesizer. A portable version of the 
one she bought is available for $1295. The 
portable version is lightweight-13 oz.-and 
plugs into the serial port of a laptop or note- 
book. By contrast, I paid nothing for the Morse 
reader-at most I would be out a $50 shareware 
fee for its use. Even though it's light, you still 
have to haul an extra piece of hardware around 
if you use a portable speech synthesizer. For 
my particular application and circumstance, the 
Morse reader turns out to be an economical and 
effective solution to an awkward problem. 

When all is said and done, Morse code can 
be implemented with the simplest materials-a 
switch and an oscillator or beeper to turn on 
and off. Because it's so simple, it can be imple- 
mented inexpensively in many cases. And its 
use crosses both national and physical barriers. 
Blind-deaf hams can communicate with sighted 
hams by using the code. Quadriplegics can use 
the code to activate voice synthesizers if there 
is no other activation method that will work. 

People severely handicapped enough to 

require the use of Morse code are probably rel- 
atively few in number. But for those who really 
need it, the code can open up the world. And it 
is the world-opening ability of Morse code for 
those who need it that we will lose if we lose 
the code. When you operate CW, you can't tell 
if the person on the end is "normal" or severely 
handicapped with multiple sclerosis, for exam- 
ple. And it's a great relief to someone who is 
handicapped in any way to be able to interact in 
a societal circumstance in which the handicap 
is not central. As a matter of fact, in most cw 
QSOs, the handicap is irrelevant. 

The code isn't ideal. It has many draw- 
backs-especially for those whose minds don't 
deal with languages easily or who, for whatever 
reason, find the code difficult. But those of us 
who love the code, if we want to ljreserve it, 
ought to be out there looking for other places 
besides radio in which it can be effectively 
implemented and used. If we want to keep the 
code a viable, dynamic communications 
method, we need to look honestly at its advan- 
tages and disadvantages, and encourage its use 
in places where its advantages are integral to 
the final application. 

There is another aspect of the code that my 
discussion of its utilitarian uses has ignored. 
The code is a living language, complete with 
the idiom and nuance that make each language 
unique. I can infer a lot about a person b x h e  
way he or she sends code. Do they use IMI as a 
question mark or an indication of repetition? If 
weighting is selectable on their keyer or key- 
board, what have they chosen? Do they send 
"fer" to mean "for?How do they laugh? Each 
person seems to develop a set of code-sending 
habits that come through whether they use a 
keyboard or a bug. 

Viewing the code as a language takes it 
beyond the dimension of something boring and 
utilitarian and brings it into the realm of codes 
and intrigue. It seems to me that CW fans could 
do a lot to further the art of Morse code by 
emphasizing the intrigue. If you love the code 
and want your kids to love it, help them build a 
wire telegraph between their house and a neigh- 
bor's. Play games with the code. Tell stories 
about it. See if there is someone in your life for 
whom the code can solve a perplexing commu- 

- - 

nication problem. 
It is perfectly possible to enjoy the code for 

what it is and what it can do. I enjoy the code. I 
also enjoy computers and SSB. I have used the 
code to deal with my difficulties using comput- 
ers in a way suitable to me. I experience a deep 
sense of frustration at the attitude that CW is 
the be-all and end-all of ham radio. This flies in 
the face of reality as does the attitude that the 
code is obsolete and ought to be discontinued. 
Neither attitude is completely true, and the best 
thing those of us who love CW can do is admit 
that the code has its limitations and work to 
find it a place in modern communications art.. 



Ready to build 
In the winter issue of Conlmrrriicatioris 
Quarterly, in an article about homebrew- 
ing, you mentioned radio kits, but I have 
never seen them advertised. Would you be 
so kind a. to give me a list of companies 
dealing in radio kits? 

The first rig I used was a Hammarlund 
6L6 oscillator back in 1933, and enjoyed it 
very much! 

Sidney Jump, KAlOJW 
I,owell, Massachusetts 

On the lookout 
I have just received your winter 1993 issue. 
I enjoy your magazine very much. 

I refer to the Editor's note on page 21. 
where you say "...I suggest using a slug- 

tuned ceramic form ..." I have been looking 
for a source of such forms andlor cores for 
quite some time, and have not found any, 
either manufacturer's or surplus. In fact, 
most salespersons these days haven't any 
idea what I am talking about. 

In the course of my work, I am occasion- 
ally called on to design and build special- 
purpose filters, and when my junkbox runs 
out, 1 am going to be out of this business. 

If you can suggest anyone who still 
makes or stocks coil forms and cores. I 
would be most grateful. 

James Lomasney, WAlNlL 
Menlo Park, California 

TIlat S a rortghie: any srcggestions readers? 
Ed. 

The Best Shortwave You Can Buy 
Comes From Drake 

The Drake R8 Communications Receiver.. .simply the best shortwave clarity 
and fidelity you'll find, outperforming receivers costing much, much more. 

Famous Drake technology gives you wide frequency coverage of 
all world bands and excellent dynamic range.. .in an  uncluttered package 
with an  ergonomic front panel, featuring keypad entry of functions. 

For the best access to world events as they happen, buy yourself a Drake R 8  
shortwave receiver. Ask your dealer for more information, or  contact a 
Drake sales office today at 1-800-9-DRAKE-0 (1-800-937-2530). 

R. I. DrAe Company, P.O. Box 3m, Miamisburg, OH 45343, LISA Tel: 513-866-2421 
Drake Canada, 6 5 5  The Queenswav #16, Peterborough, Ontario K9J 7341, Canada 
Tel: 705-:.t2-3122 

m 1 -800-9-DRAKE-0 (1-800-917-2510) 



A STRoN B22'cA 9271 8 
C 0 R POR A T I0  N (71 4) 458-7277 FAX (714) 458-0826 

ASTRON POWER SUPPLIES 
HEAVY DUTY H16H QUALITY RU66ED RELIABLE 

7 

MODEL VS-50M 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICAUY REGULATED 
FOLD-BACK CURRENT LIMITING Protects Pomn Supply 
from excessive current L continuous shoried output 
CROWBAR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION on all Models 
exctpl RS.3A. R34A. RS.51. RS4L. RS.5L 
MAINTAIN Rb;ULATION 8 LOW RIPPLE at law line input 
Voltage 
HEAVY DUTY HEAT SINK CHASSIS MWNT FUSE 
THREE CONDUCTOR POWER CORD except for RS-3A 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY MADE IN U.S.A. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
INPUT VOLTAGE: 105-125 VAC 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 13.8 VDC + 0.05 volts 
(Internally Adjustable: 11-15 VDC) 
RIPPLE Less than 5rnv peak to peak (full load & 
low I~ne) 
All un~ ts  available in m) VAC input voltage 
(except for SL-11A) 

I MODEL RM-35M I 

SL SE 

RS-A SERIES 

L O W  P R O F I L E  P O W E R  S U P P L Y  
Colon Cantlnuouc ICS' S l n  l l W b  

MOOEL 6 n y  Blrck Duly IAmpsI IAmptI H x W x  i"ff?l 
SL-11A . 7 11 2% x 75h x 9% 12 
SL-11R • 7 11 2 % x 7  ~ 9 %  12 
SL-11s 7 11 2 5 ~ x  7% ~ 9 %  12 
SL-11R-RA 7 11 43lIx7 ~ 9 %  13 

MODEL RS-7A 

RS-M SERIES 

VS-M AND VRM-M SERIES 

- 

MODEL VS-35M 

P O W E R  SUPPLIES W I T H  BUILT IN C I G A R E T T E  L I G H T E R  R E C E P T A C L E  
Cantinuour ICS' 
Duly [Ampal (Ampa) 

HSlzz~\Nb 
MOOEL m'k! 
RS-4L 3 4 3'k x 6 n x 7% 6 
RS-5L 4 5 3 % ~ 6 ' / s x 7 %  7 - - 

19" RACK MOUNT P O W E R  S U P P L I E S  
Conllnuous ICS* Slza llNl 

MODEL Oulv IArnosl IAmotl H x W x O  g!yi:$ 
RM - 12A 
RM-35A 
RM-50A 
RM-6OA 
Separate Volt and Amp Meters 
RM-12M 
RM-35M 
RM-50M 
RM-6OM 

Colon Ctntin8@ma ICS' S i n  (IN] Shippint 
MOOEL Gray BI+L D11v \Amps) f Amrrl H X W X O  wt.  1tbs.l 

AS-4A 
RS-5A 
RS-7A 
RS-70 
RS-IOA 
RS-12A 
RS-128 
RS-2OA 

RS-50A . 37 50 6 ~  13% x 11 
RS-70A 57 70 6 x 13% x 12% 

46 
48 

Continmrms ICS' Size l lNl  Shl~~lmm 
MOOEL Omtv l lm ra l  lAmrr l  H x W X ' D  WI..libs~l . .  . .  . . .  . . 
Swltchable volt and Amp meter 
RS- 1 2M 9 12 4 % X 8 X 9  13 
Separate volt and Amp meters 
RS-2OM 16 20 5 x  9 x lo th  18 
RS-35M 25 35 5 x  11 x  11 27 

Separate Volt and Amp Meters Output Voltage adjustable from 2-15 volts Current limit adjustable from 1.5 amps 
to Full Load - - 

C@8th888$ 
MOOEL O8ty [Anpa) 

@13.8VDC @10VDC @5VDC 
VS-12M 9  5 2 
VS-20M 16 9 4  
VS-35M 25 15 7 
VS-5OM 37 22 10 

Variable rack mwnt  power supplies 
VRM-35M 25 15 7 
VRM-50M 37 22 10 

Shlppi8( 
Wt. (lba.) 

L 

RS-S SERIES D MODEL RS 12s 

d 

B u ~ l t  In speaker 
C 0 h  C@#ll8@#8$ Its' SiZl [In) 8b1ppIlf 

MODEL Gray Black Duty IAmprl Ampa H x W x D  Wl. {lba.) 
RS-7S • • 5 7 4  X 7'k X  103h 10 
AS-IOS • 7 5 10 4  x 7% x 10% 12 
RS-12s . 9  12 4 r h X 8 X 9  13 
RS-20s • . 16 20 5 x  9 x  10'12 18 
SL-11s • 7 11 2% X ~ % X ~ ~ / I  12 

'ICS-lnterm~nent Comrnun~cat~on Serv,ce (50% Duty Cycle 5m1n on 5 mln off) 





CC-1 Capacitor Kit contains 365 
pieces, 5 ea. of every 10% value from 1 
pf to .33rf. CR-1 Resistor Kit contains 
1540 pieces; 10 ea. of every 5% value f rom 
1OQ to 10 rnegn. Sizes are 0805and 1206. 
Each kit isONLY $49.95and available for 
Immediate One Day Delivery! 

Order by toll-free phone, FAX, or mail. 
We accept VISA, MC, COD, or Pre-paid 
orders. Company P.O.'s accepted with 
approved credit. Call for free detailed 
br0chu.s. 

426 West Taft Ave. 
Orange, CA 92665.4296 

Local (714) 998-3021 
FAX (71 4) 974-3420 

Entlre USA 1-800-854-0547 

ANTENNA 
OPTlMlZERS 

A 0  6.0 autanatlcally optjmizes antenna d+ 
s igm for best gain panem impedance SWR. 
and resonance. ~b optimizes cubical $uads, 
phased a m p  interlaced Yagis. or any other 
arrangement df wire or tubin A 0  uses an 
enhanced, corrected MININEE algorithm for 
Improved accuracy assembly la ua e for hi h 
speed. and prote=ied mode, ,Xi&? capac% 
A 0  features stunnlng 3-D rad~atlon panems, 3- 
geometry and Wlre-CURent displays. 2-0 polar 
and rectangular plots with overlays, automatic 
wire segmenlation, automatic frequency sweep. 
s r b o l l c  dimensions, symbolic expressions. 
s ~n-effect modeling, current sources, polar- 
lzation analysis, near-field analysis, u to 450 
guises and op-up menus. A 0  6.0. s%O. AO- 

ro 6.6 5 7 ~ p u l s e s  . S600. 386+387 or 486DX 
and vGA requ~red. d N  4.5 (256 pulses; any PC; 
no optimizer, 3-0 attems or assembly lan- 
guage), $50. GUY ?O (guyhire modeler). 525. 

YO 5.0 autornatlcally optlmhes monoband 
Ya I designs tor maxlmum forward ain best 

a8em and minimum SWR YO mode% stscked 
Fagis bua~ driven elements tapered elements 
mouriting brackels. matching networks. ski; 
effect round effects and construction toleranc- 
es. \jdl o timizes ~ a b i s  with up to 50 elements 
from HF Po microwave. YO runs hundreds of 
times faster than MININEC. YO is calibrated to 
NEC for high accurac and has been extensively 
validated against rearantennas. YO is intuitive 
and hi hly graphical. YO 5.0 $75. YOC 5.0 
gs.em%i( language. much fasier). SlOO. NECI 
agls 1.0 profess~onal accuracy reference). 550. 

YOC and NECMgls r uire a math coprocessor 
MN and YO come wi% both coprocessor and 
nonco rocessor versions. All except A 0  run on 
any I#M PC compatible with graphics. All 

rams Include extensive documentation. Add 
% CA, $5 overseas. Visa. MasterCard, U.S. 7 2  

check, cash, or money order. 3.5 or 5.25" disk. 

Bdan Beezley. KGSTI 
507'/~ Taylor, Vista CA 92084 

(619) 9 4 5 9 8 2 4 . 0 7 ~ 1 8 ~  Pacific Time 

Video Library! 
Getting Started in Ham ~ a d i o . ' ~ " " ~ ~ ~ ' " '  

The authoritative fast paced video introduction to the fascinating world 
of ham radio. Shows how to select equipment and antennas. How to use 
repeater stations for improved VHF coverage. The importance of ground- 
ing and the basics of soldering. How to get the most out of your station, 
whether it's home-based, mobile or hand held! 

Mail Orders To: CQ Communications 
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, New York 11801 

For Faster Service Call 516-681-2922 or FAX 516-681-2926 

2120 10MHz I1u.l lralc s395 V 21:' loMHz Uual Trace 
2125 20MHz Delayod Swoop -- 5539 V 525 SOMHz, Cursors 
lYIB 4OMH2 Dual T r a c e  $749 v 523. SOMHZ. Delayed S w e e p  $949 
2160 - 60MHz Dual Trnce. Delayed Sweep. V-522. 50MHz. DC Oflsal 

Dual Time Base $%9 v.422 - I~OMHZ. DC oflaet 
2180. looMHz Three Trace Dual nme Base. V-222. ZOMHZ. DC Ollral 

DelayW S ~ e € ' P S 1 . 3 9 5  V.660.60MHz. Dual Trace $1.095 ---- - L' . ;' : 2522.20MHz I IOMSIs S lmpe - $869 V.6651- 60MHz.DT. w 1 ~ 1 1 m r S 1 . 3 2 5  
1U2.20MHz Ponable 11.229 V.1OBO - r00MHz. Dual Trace 1 1 . 3 7 5  

5-1 325 25MHz $349 l u 3  . ~ O M H Z  Banery 1 AC operated V.IWU. IOOMHZ. DT. w~cunw-$1.649 
cumor a n e a d w 1 a 1 1 . 4 3 8  V.1085. IonMn~. 01. ~ 1 c u m r s 1 . 9 9 5  

Dual Trace Oscilloscope v-IIOOA. IOOMHI. OYM rmce 12.795 

1 .OQHz PORTABLE 
V-I150 - I5OMHz. Quad ~ r a c e 1 2 . 6 9 5  

5-1340 40MHz $495 Hltachl RSO Serles 
Dual Trace Oscllloscope " , ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ M  ANtkL:,FS( ASO'S feature. roll mods, averagmp. MM 

. * m C  Opsf.lOOn (bm.? INludadl 
memwy, snwo~lng, 1nlerp01al#on, peu!gger- 

5-1360 60MHz 7MB dynamic mwe lng, wnor rneasuremenls 
~~~f lraca, mlayed swwp WResol~f~om aandwmftd !&Hz VCd023.20MHz. 20MSn $1150 

500 and 7511 InDul Imp.d*nc. (.-itch ad=- V~.60Z4.  50MH2, 20M~,s sl,g50 A U 1 m l l c  beam llnder lablei 
$775 . wit.,,, comoonent leIteI ~ l r ~  tmawimh arn~ng IW *iewng N sqws VC.8025* - 50MHz. 20MS1s-s2.350 . ImVremlwlW Field callbrallble wllh ~nternally p.nsralsd VC.6MSA - IOOMHz. 4OMSIs Call . r.-4 ti- ,.-a 

I WMHz. BWR lqni l l  VC.6145. 100MHz. IOOMSls Call I 
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-. - only $89 

SEE THE SPACE SHUTTLE VIDEO 
Many ATV repeaters and ~ndividuals are retransm~tting 
Space Shuttle Video & Audio from their NRO's  tuned to 
Satcom F2-R transponder 13. Others may be retrans- 
mitting weather radar during significant storms. If it is 
being done in your area on 70 CM - check page 413 in 
the 91 -92 ARRL Repeater Directory or call us, ATV re- 
peaters are springing up all over - all you need is one of 
the TVC-4G ATV 420-450 MHz downconveters, add any 
TV set to ch 2,3 or 4 and a 70 CM antenna. We also 
have downconverters and antennas for the 900 and 
1200 MHz amateur bands. In fact we are your one stop 
for all your ATV needs and info. Hams, call for our 
complete ATV catalog - antennas, transceivers, amplifi- 

Low Cost RF' Software 
7hr RF Lkslgn SnpuOrr Srrvicr dlsrrlbwespmframs published In RF Daign mrrfmlnr mrsr ann'r 
cnmmrrrlal snpvurr pcknRrs. just arrurur. vnrllnf prpranu hv s m  nlrhr (urr rnglnrrn rn rhr 
unrld' Nrarlrlr nrry moruhlr lrsw of RT Datgn rlncr Ftbruarv 19Whas had 41 lrarr nnr Rt  cmpvrrr 
prnpram puhllshrd. fnr a rnal of W prnfram - and rhr rnllrc~ron brps fmwdnR 

I The most m t  pmgrarns include: 

RFD-0193 Uanuary 1993) 
'Thc Du~gn of Constant Phav Difference Networlo' by Roben Dehoney. Computes poles. 

zcms, and component values for active and I.-C phax sh~n networks. 

RFD-0293 (February 1993) 
'A Program for the Iks~gn of Lowpass Coaxial Filters' by rmc Stasik. Desgns Ruttcrwonh 

and Chebyshev lowpass fillers using coaxial llne wtlons ar the mclanccs. 

RFD-0393 W r r h  1993) 
'MNAP9 Nodal Network Analysis Pmgnm' by John Eiunberg. Full nodal analysis of 

clrcultr uslng rcr~ston, capacitors, inductors tnnsrniuion Ilnes, or s-parameter data. 

RFD-0393-MAC (Two Maclntmh Programs from March 1993) 
'Sencs Fsdback Orclllator Dulgn' by 'red Gmuh. Maps circles of constant rcflcction 

coeffic~cnt c~rclcs for oscillator dcslpn. 
'Log Mac: Frequency and T~mc Domain Analysis' by Jeff Crawford, Circuit transfer function 

is analyzed by frequency rcrponr or step funct~on time domain rcsponr. 

RFD-0493 (April 1993) 
'A Rcs~st~vc Attenuator Program. by Jouni Vemnen. A utility for calculation of resistor 

values for T. Pi and rn~nimum-lou pads. 

I Call or wrirr for a lirr of 011 arwilohlr pm~mmr 

I I3ch month's prngrun disk is  $15 00 pmtpaid to U.S. and Canda Olhn foreign orders add $8 00 per 
ordn M H .  Spwfy 5-114' or 3-11?'d1rks. MatnCanl. VISA and American Expraschuga accqtcd 
hy lelqhone. nr xend check or money order In 

RF Design Software Service 
P.O. Rox 3702 

Littleton, CO 80161-3702 
(303) 770-4709 

Measure Up With Coaxial Dynamics Model 

83000A RF Peak Reading Wattmeter 
Take a PEAK with Coaxial Dynamics "NEW" Model 83000A, designed 
to measure both FWDlRFL power in CW 
and FM systems simply and quickly. 
Then wlth a "FLIP" of a switch, 
measure "PEAK POWER" in most 
AM, SSB or pulse systems. Our 
Model 83000A features a complete se- 
lection of plug-in-elements plus a 2 
year warranty. This makes the 
Model 83000A an investment worth 
looking at. So go ahead, take a 
"PEAK", you'll like "WATT" you see! 

Contact us for your nearest autho- 
rized Coaxial Dynamics representa- 
tive or distributor in our world-wide 
sales network. 
Ava~table W ~ t h  Elements Up T o  1800 MHz1 
Freq Ranqe 45-2300 MHz 

@ 2: 
15210 InduSlrldl Parkway 
Cleveland. Ohlo  44135 
21 6.267-2233 
1-800-COAXIAL 
FAX 216-267-3142 Service and Dependability.. . a Part of Every Product 

ELNEC 
Advanced Antenna 
Analysis Program 

Fed to learn and easy to uae. ELNEC lets you an* 
tyze nearly any type of antenna In Its actual operat- 
!g envlronmenl. Deecrlbe your anlenna wlth 
ELNEC's unlque menu atructure and spreadaheel- 
llke enlry system and watch 1 make azimuth and 
elevatlon plots, report beamwldth. flb ratlo. tskeofl 
angle, galn, and more. Save and recall antenna 
nles. Prlnt plots on your dot-matrlx or laser printer. 

ELNEC uses the full power of MlNlNEC code but 
makes descrlptlon. analysla. end changes worlds 
easler and faster. Wlth ELNEC there's no messing 
wlth 'pulses' - 1u.I tell It where on a wire you want 
a source or load to go, and ELNEC puts It there. 
And keeps ll there, even If you change Ihe anten- 
na. ELNEC has a host of other features to make 
analysls f ad  and easy. The M u P  optlon extends 
ELNEC's capablllty l o  very complex anlennas (up 
to 260 'pulses'). 

ELNEC runs on any PCcompellble computer wHh 
a1 lead 512k RAM. CGPJEGAIVCAIHerculeB, and 
819 or 24 pln Epsonzompatlble or HP LeserJeV 
DeskJet printer. (The MaxP optlon requlres a hard 
dlak, coprocessor. and M O k  RAM.) 

There'a no copy-protecllon hassle wHh ELNEC - 
Irs not copy protected. And of course there'a ex- 
tendve documentation. 

ELNEC Ie only 549.00 poelpeld. M u P  la $25.00. 
(Pleaam add $3.00 per order for alrmall outalde N. 
Amorlce.) VISA and MaderCard orders are accept- 
ed .- please Include card number and expiratlon 
date. Speclfycoprocerroror noncoprocersortype. 
Order or wrlle for more Informallon from: 

Roy Lewallen, W E L  
P.O. Box 6658 

Beaverton, OR 97007 



I ................................ 
compatible) of signals recorded from 
WX-SAT system $3 I 

137 MHz 
137 MHz 

I 1691 MHz 
1691 MHz 
70lMBM48 
70lMBM88 
1268 MHz 
1268 MHz 
1296 MHz 
1296 MHz 

ANTENNAS 

2XY-137-C 
5XY-1374 
1691LY:N: 

1691 LY EXTN. 

1268LY:N: 
1268 LY EXTN. 

1296 LY:N: 
1296 LY EXTN. 

HARNESS KITS 

PMH 2-70 .............................................. 29.00 
PMH 4-70 .............................................. 55.00 

LOOP YAGl ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE 

P r i c e s  S u b j e c t  to Change W i t h o u t  Pr io r  Not ice .  
All A n t e n n a s  i n c l u d e  50 ohms Balun. 

W r i t e  f o r  d e t a i l e d  specs. 

ATV CONVERTERS HF LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF HF-AMPLIF!ER~rMOLO!OoU BULLETINS UNlVERS*LDIGn_*I_FREOUENCVR@-K 

FAST SCAN TELEVlSlON Lo~lete.Paf!a LA%! IorHFAmpllflenDnscnhed TK-I  (Wlredlteded) . . . . . . . . .  .s149% 
In Ine MOTOROLA Bulletlns - rls4 ts A~313 - m m  HEALSINK-M?TERILL 
AN762 ldOW 95 A R 3 0 5 m  ~ 8 2  Model99HeatSlnkl65xl2x1.8)( 24.00 

AN779L 1 a3 79 E W  I~OVJ  1 8965 C H S - ~ C O P P ~ ~ S P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ X ~ X % ) S  2200 

ANf79H ?OW 1 9320 EB27A XQW 113680 We also stock Hard.loFlnd p d s  
EBIMMXIW 5371 65 

CHIP CAPS-KernetlATC 
Newll  1K WATf2-50 MHz Ampll*! MZTALCUD MICA CAPS-UnekoBunco 

,,TEURRTTELEv,sloN POWER SPLITTERS and COMBINERS RF POWER TRANSISTORS 
2-30MHz MlnI.Clrcul1 Mixers 

~~::~;~~;",I~~:~:~~~ 1: BooWalt PEP2-Port.. 
..$ 69.85 SBL-I (I-500Mz). S 6.50 ........ .......... 

..... .......... 1000Watl PEP 2-Port .$ 79% SBL-1X (10-lWOMd.. .S 7.95 
.......... 2 METER VHF AMPgFLERS 1200Wall PEP4-Pod .I 8995 ARC0 TRIMMER CAPACITORS 

35 Watt Model 33!-A . . . . .  .S 79.85 KII ~~WAIT_IMJSO M H ~  RJSH-RJLL  EAR -- 
- - - . . . . . . . .  75 Wall Model 87!>A ...... .St19 65 KII A_MPLIFIER - SSB-FM-ATV VKZW-20148 56-590-65-38 RF Ferrile Choke Bead . . .  .S .S 1.20 .20 

Available In kl l  or wlredflested 
KEB67-PK (Kit) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .St59.95 Broadband HF Translormen 

F o r d e t a i l e d  In fo rmat lonandpr lces .  ~ ~ 8 6 7 - P C B  (PC ~ o a r d )  ......... 
.............. 

Low Pas. F l l ten  
c a l l  o r  w r i t e  f o r  o u r  t r e e  ca ta log .  KEB67-I (Manual) lor Uannonlcs (Up t o  SOOW) 

10m. Ism. mm. 4Mn, M)m & 1Wm 

508 b l ~ l l s t o n e  

(513) 426-8600 FAX (513) 429-381 1 

r 1 
VARI-NOTCHB DUPLEXERS @ 

FOR 2 METERS 

The TX RX Systems Inc. patented Vari-Notch filter . t 
circuit, a pseudo-bandpass design, provides low 
loss, high TX to RX, and between-channel b sol at ion, 
excellent for amateur band applications. TX RX 
Systems Inc. has been manufactur~ng multicoupling 
systems since 1976. Other models available for 
220 and 440 MHz, UHF A N  and 1.2 GHz. 

MODEL 28-37-02A 
144-174 MHz I ' 

92 dB ISOLATION AT 06 MHz SEPARATION 
400 WATT POWER RATING 

19" RACK MOUNT 
TX RX SYSTEMS INC. 

8625 INDUSTRIAL P A R K W A Y  A N G O L A  NY 14006 
TELEPHONE 716-549-4700 FAX 716-549-4772 (24 HRS ) 



Phase 3D Will Bring: 

More ban&: 
1)ownCin& on 10 Meters, 2 Meters; 70, 13,5, and3 Cm. 
'Upfin& on 70,23 and 5 Cm. 

Hiher  Orbit: 
48,000 km. (29,000 mile), 16 hour orbit for increased coverage, andvisibility 
for many h r s  each day. 

Phase 30 Needs Your Help! 
A conti6ution qfjust a few ~ibllarsfrom E'l&cVactivc! amateur wiC[insure 
that thLr new mawelgets into orbit. 

Make Your Contribution Today! 
you are aljo invited to join A M V f T a n d  receive the aMSaT-7ournalso that you 
too, canfollow the progress of Phase 31) andother e~citing amateur satelfite 
activities. Dues are just $30 annuatfy in the US. and$-% in Canada and-Medco 
- 245 ekewhere 

BAMSAT P.O. Box 27 
Washington, D.C. 20044 
(30 1 ) 589-6062, FAX: (30 1 ) 608-34 10 

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT YOUR COPIES OF 
Communications Quarterly 

Now there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your favorite maga- 
zine readily available for future reference. 

Designed exclusively for Communications Quarterly by Jesse Jones Indus- 
tries, these custom-made titled cases and binders provide the luxury look that 
makes them attractive additions to your bookshelf, desk or any location in your 
home or office. 

Each bindertcase is covered with durable leather like material in burgundy, 
title is hot-stamped in gold. 

Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have a storage system that's 
durable and well organized to help protect your valuable copies from damage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Communications Quarterly 
Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. Quarterly Quantity Cases Binders 
499 East Erie Avenue, 
Philadelphia, PA 19134 One $ 7.95 $ 9.96 

Three $21.95 $27.95 
Please send cases; binders 

Six $39.95 552.95 
cncIuseu IS s 

Charge my: (Minimum $15) Add $1 per caselbinder postage 
and handling. Outside USA 52.50 

U American Express Visa aer caselbinder. (U.S. funds onlv) 
r -  - . . 

Mastercard Diners Club 

Card # Exp. Date 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 
No P.O. Box Numbers Please 

Cityistatel 
Zip 

PA Residents add % sales tax, Call TOLL FREE 7days, 24 hours 1-800-825-6690 

12 Spring 1993 

lron Powder 
Ferrite 
Shielding Beads 
Ferrite Rods 
Split Beads 

Small orders welcome. All items 
in stock for immediate delivery. 
Low cost experimenter's kits: 
lron Powder, Ferrite. The de- 
pendable source for toroidal 
cores for 25 years. 

Call or write for free catalog and 
tech data sheet. 

ADVE:K'I'ISKR'S INIIKX 
. . . . . . .  AkA:Ad\. I lec. Al>plic.atio~l\. . 5  

AXISA ........................... 112 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Alfa Electronics. I I I 

. . . . . . . . .  Alinco I:lectronic\. .COV. 11. I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Amidon A\sociates. I08 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  A\tron Corporation.. 107 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Reezley, Rrian. K6STI.. 109 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C&SSale\ 109 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coaxial Dynamics.. 110 

. . . .  Communications Concepts, Inc.. I I I 
. . . . . .  Commtrnications Specialists.. 109 

. . . . . . .  CQ Vidco Productions.. .11. 109 
Down F.ast Microwave. . . . . . . . . . . . .  I08 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Drake, K.L.. ,106 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  HAL Com~nunication\. .8 

Japan Radio. SKC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jes\c Jonc\ Industries. I I2 

. . . . . . . . . . .  Kenwood USA. .COV.IV, 2 
. . . . . . .  L.L. Grace Comm. Products. . I 0  

. . . . . . . . . .  Lewallen, Roy, \\':EL.. ,110 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Motorola 12 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nemal Electronics.. 108 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OPTOelectronics. .9 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PC Electronicc. .I 10 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Palomar Engineers. I I2 

. . . . .  R.F. Design Software Service.. l I0  
. . . . . . .  Spectrum International. Inc.. I I I 

. . . . . . .  Surplus Sale\ of Nebraska.. .I08 
TX RX Systems Inc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yaesu COV.111 

Only the best companies advertise in 
CQ. Learn how easy i t  i c  to enjoy the bene- 
fitsthcgreat CQ audience has tooffer. Call 
Arnie Sposato, NZIQO, at (516) 681-2922 
or FAX (5 16) 68 1-2926. 
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HF is going places-thanks to Kenwood's new TS-SOS, 
the smallest transceiver of its kind in the world. Provid- 
ing high-performance com- munications with go-any- 
where convenience, the TS-SOS is your passport to 
freedom. And whether used for mobile operations and 
DX-peditions, or in a fixed installatm, this rig packs a powerful punch. Maximum output 
is 100W, and there's a full range 01 advanced features-including 100 memory channels, 
DDS with innovative "fuzzy" con'rol, and AIP for superior dynamic range IF shift and 
CW reverse mode help reduce interference, while a noise blanker i m p m s  clarity. For 
user-friendly operation on the mcve, there's a multi-function microphone and powerful 
menu svstern. And the TS60S is fully equipped for split-frequency operations. Test drive 
one today. 
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